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A RBTROoPECTIVE STUDY AND CRITICAL EVALUATION OF
RADIO EDUCATION IN THE PUBLIC SCHOOlS

CHAPrER. I

INTRODUCTION

Sinca the Civil. War a phenomenal
American

public sohool system.

evolution has taken place in the

There have been rapid developments

in

courses of study, radical Changes in methode of' teaching and a deoided
extension

of buildings

and equipment used in the teaohing process.

Libraries ..work shops, museum oolleotions ..maps ..charts, stereoptican
slides and phonograph
desks and blaokboards.

records have been added to augment text-books,
Motion pictures, the stereoptican

ing pictures are fairly well established

and the ta.lk-

in the educational

Now radio is being tested for its usefulness

8.S

pat~ern.

an educational

device.'

The Purpose of the Study
It was not easy to establish these :materials or equipment
school.

Bach was thoroughly

investigated,

experimented

in the

with, and care-

fully evaluated before baing generally accepted as a desirable

teaching

1 .
Cline M. Koon, School Use of.Radio, Laramie: UniverSity
consin, 1936. p. 1.

of Wis-

( 1)

2.

aid.

Such investigations,

The eduoation
introduction

experimentations

of the younger generation

of a few enthusiastic

few educa+or-s have accepbed
The radio in eduoation
only lately been coned.der-ed ,
serious experimentation,

fad or fancy, merely

individuals,

io a new art.

Ita real potentialities

have

What is needed more than anything else is

even at the cost of some failures.

A problem, however,

The fact that educators

ing the problem of radio education

The trouble

so rapidly ..eduoation has not had time

to stop and plan for its most effeotive use.

often

are seriously discuss-

is a proof that they believe that this

new marvel has something to offer education.
the school use of radio has been rapid.
made for radio in. education.

or because ~

it after a superf:i.cialexamination.

has been that radio has developed

an opportunity.

are necessary.

is too important to permit the

of what might prove to be a worthless

upon the recommendation

presents

and evaluations

The growth of interest

In the beginning

The conviction

in

large plans were

was expressed upon occasion

that this scientific marvel would replace the teacher in the classroom
that all subjects could be taught from the microphone.

Some even visioned

whole school systems taught by the country's most expert teaohers.2
intervening

years, however, have proved the fallacy of such f&1taetic

The purpose of this study is to investigate

and

The
claims.

and report the pioneer experi-

ments which have been carried on in radio eduoation;

to determine

2Alioo Keith. l'Eduoation by Rad Lo ;" Independent Woman, XIII
(January. 1934), p. 90

exaotly

3.

v

what radio has to offer eduoation; to asoertain the correct techniques

of

teaching by radio a.nd to evaluate its worth as a olassroom device ..
The Plan of the study

Thore are two aspects which present thernselv·es ill. the study of
education by radio.
educational

One is the broader vieW" -- that of oonsidering

the

features offered by the networks for the general educa.tion of

the public and the narrower view has to do with the radio instructional
courses specifically

intended for use in the classroom.

It is with the

latter view that this thesis is chiefly· conoerned although mention
of some programs, not primari.ly intended for sohoo1 consumption
may be used in the classroom.
phases

First,

e

experiments

8.

is made

but which

The study is resolved around two definite

retrospective

review of some of the more interesting

which have been tried and seoond, a critical evaluation. of

radio as a olassroom device.
ing introductory

The report consists of ten chapters includ-

and concluding

chapters.

In the body of the investiga-

tion, chapters two, three and four deal with the history of radio education.

The fifth chapter outlines the objeotives

includes a brief explanation
effeotively

is described

of each.

of radio education and

How the sohools may use radio most

in ohapters six and seven.

with certain points that should be considered
tion and some problems in future development

Chapter eight deals

in evaluating radio instrucare pointed out in the ninth

chapter.
Justifioation
The history of any educational
inspirational

of Such a study
movement

is both interesting

and it must be admitted that evaluation

and

is an important

4.
and necessary

part of such a movementc.

ally accepted

educational

broadcasting

If the radio is to become a gener ..

tool" and. if the methods and materials

of school

a.re to be improved, it is clear that there must be evidence

of its effeotiveness

in furthering

the cause of education.

obvious step in My program of evaluation
Radio education

can be evaluated

'rho first and

is the formulation

of objectives.

only in ternw of what it is intended to

do.

Mr. Tyler, in an address delivered at the First National eon£erenoe
on Educational

Broadcaoting,!l pointed out tha.t these objectiv°es must be

stated in terms of specific

changes in the behavior

These changes will be in such things as attitudes,
interests.

skills ..teohniques

lems ..and :many others.

of thinking"

Although

reading habits,

inoreased

sensitivi.ty to prob-

the acqud.rLng of facts is very important",

this should not be the most important
After oonsidering

of boys and girls.

the objeotives

aim of radio education.3
for radio education

problems present themsel'V°es. It is not suffioient

oertain other

to know what radio

expects to do but such questions

as haw radio may be used effectively

the classroom,

and limitations

its possibilities

met in future development
difficult
our lives.

and the problems to be

need to be studied oarefully.

to be entirely open minded on the subject.
It is at times a blatant nuisance,

in

It will be

Radio is a par t of

at others a priceless

3I• Keith 'l'yl@r,hFactors in the Evaluation of Sohool Broadcasts."
at the First National Conference OD. Educational
Broadoasting, Wa.shington ..D. e ...December 11" 1936.

An address delivered

6..

blessing..

There is danger on the one hand of oondemning

to real eduoation

and on the other hand to wax enthusiastic

as a panacea for all eduoational
investigation

ills.

Extremes

ple.ce in education
of education.

but the

that no device has a

unless it helps the teacher achieve the real objectives

Radio should do what the teacher cannot do; it should not

try to do what she is able to do more efficiently.
nothing more than point out the potential

sidered

are dangerous

It is hoped to show that re.dio

has a pla.ce in the schools but with the contention

teaching

and hail. it

will seek to discover the facts and upon these. the attempt

will be made to r-each valid conclusions.

broadcasting

it as a menance

movement.

If this study does

educational. applications

and the need for a mastery

of the

of the teohniques

of

by l·adio. which.. after all.. are the basic problems to be conin utilhing

effort involved

radio in eduoation.

the results will justify the

in making the investigation.
Limi tations of the study

Since the material

for the study oonsists principally

of the con-

sensus of well-inf'ormed opini.on on the ef'f'ectiveuse of radio instruction.
it has the limitations

and advantages

of such a study.

Years of research

and experimentati.on would be needed to solve the numerous
broadcasting

problems

involved

in effeotive

of' the study is limited to a consideration

teaching by radio.
of the olassroom

No attempt has been made to treat the problems
either in preparing

or presenting

educational

and

The scope

use of' radio.

of the broadcasting

teacher

programs.

Souroes of Material
The information

included

in this study is drawn from personal

observa-

6.

tion based on actual experienoe
the writings

of many authorities

ar.e found in periodical
conferences.

educational

with the subject.
by Radio

1J

on education

publications,
bulletins,

The services

which maintains

in using radio in the classroom

year books of radio committees

and

books, and special p8L~phlets dealing

a clearing house for research,

011

]:!;duce.tion

will be utilized.

with a feeling of humility,

hoped that it will make some small oontribution
education.

by rs.dio. These writings

of the National Committee

While the study was approached

and from

it is

to the cause of radio

7.

CHAPfER II

PIONEER EFFORTS

Of all the phenomena
most astounding.

IN RADIO EDUCA'l'ION

of our age of wonders,

radio is perhaps the

Not many years have passed sinoe amateurs,

sitting in

quiet rooms with wires dangling from the ceiling and feet tangled in a
maze of ooils ..tried to "get dist.ancen on home-made
ing sets.

Quiet was an essential

a chair or the rustling

requisite

orystal r-ad Lo reoeiv'-

for reoeption.

The moving of

of a paper caused the faint scratohing

fade into the unknown from whence they came ,

In an inoredibly

noises to
short time

radio was lifted from the amateur class to the ranks of professionalism
and in the autumn of 1920 the first oommercial
home entertainment

radio receiving

were offered to the American

The improvements

in radio reception

sets for

publio.l

beggar description"

In less

than twenty years the world has seen this scientifio marvel develop from
the cumbersome
receivers
television

battery sets with ear-phones

equipped for short wave reception.
is not far distant.

A newspaper

to the present efflcient
Soientists

account reports that it will

be a feature of the radio exhibit. at the 1939 World's
City.

tell us that

Fair in New York

In a large measure the rapidity with which radio has risen to its

1Dane Yorke, "The Radio octopus ..••Educati.on by RadiO, I (November
5, 1931). p. 127.

8.

present position as a sooial factor has been due to the faot that it
"was bor-n of commercial
support.ed by them •••2
friction between

parents and has been constantly

and consistently

This factor has been the cause of much bitter

"education"

and "big business."

However ..the worl.d

is a better place because Marconi was inspired ..along with the rest of
the ingenious
miracle

crew of inventors

possible.3

It is not definitely

occurred the idea of education
invention.

and engineers who have made this modern

joining forces with this new scientifio

We do know, however,

that as soon as the broadoasting

voioes and munlc became an accomplished
to see its eduoational

knovm just when nor to whom

faot, eduoators

of

and othere began

possibilities.

In 1920 stations 'WWJof Detroit and KDKA of Pittsburg began broadcasting educational
Armstrong

features for adult listeners.

Perry, the Radio Counoil

states Bureau of Education
ing of educational

of the Payne Fund. visited the United

and proposed that it undertake

the broadcast-

programs to the publio schools of the nation.

J. Tigert, the Commissioner
need for such an eduoational
some sentiment

One year later Mr.

of Education

a1; that time" felt that there was

program~ but st.atedthat

there seemed to be

against the procedure beoause of the prejudice

a~~hing

that hinted at federal oontrol of education.

however.

that the Offioe was willing to aid in this ventura.

2 John W. Elwood,

Columbus:

Dr. J.

He asserted.

"Radio and the Three Ria'" ~ducation
Ohio State Un1versi'by. 1930.
P. 19.

3Max J. Herzberg, liRadio and the Sohoole.
(Deoember, 1936). p. 214.

II

against

Aocordingly,

on the Air.

Eduoati0l!. LVII

9.

he asked for infol~tion
number of'radio receivers

conoerning

available

broadcasting

stations, the

in use and other elements in the situation.

In his Biennial Survey of Eduoation for 1920-1921. he reported that six~J
eduoational

institutions

were broadcasting

educational

grams, and that among these were forty-s0ven

and musioal pro-

colleges and universi·l;iea.

It was also reported that there were bebween a million and a million and
a half reoeivers
listenars.4

in the Unit~d States and from three to four million

Mr. Tigert and Mr. Perry reoeived little oooperation

in

their pioneer efforts. but ]ft. Tigert did not lose sight of the educational possibilities

of radio.

the library and the newspaper
cational agencies.

In March. 1924, he wrote, "The school,
are usually ranked as the three great edu-

The radio promises to take i-I;;s
p Laoe as the fourth. ,,6
The Colleges use radio

As nearly as this resea.rch can determine,
institution
College

the first educa.tional

to pla.n and carry out a broadoasting

in Pennsylvania.6

program was Grove Ci'Cy

The nature of the program could not be dater-

mined as it was given very little publio recognition..
publio notice given to education broadoasting

The very first

through educational

agenoies

was an article. entitled "College Leotures by Radio~n which appeared
the Liter~

Digest for May 13. 1922.

in

This article dealt with the broad-

4L• \IV.. Reese. "The Radio Takes on Eduoation,
Board Journal, LXXX (April, 1930), p. 39.
5Armstrong Perry, Radio and Eduoation.
Universiiiy Press. 1929. P. 41.
-"-

Ii

.American School

New York:

6L• W. Reeae , °The Radio Takes on Education."

OPe

Junior ~xtansion

cit., p. 39.

10.

casting being done by the universities
This was the forerunner
by colleges.

of Iowa, Nebraska and VVisoonsin.7

of :many announoements

of leotures being offered

On Ootober 24, 1922, Indiana University

presented

two

lectures over station WLK, the News-.Ayres-Hrunilton radio st..ationat
One, enti tled 'i~~hymore boys and girls go to college,"

Indianapolis.
was delivered
prevention

by President William

Lowe Bryan and the other on diphtheria

by Dr. B. D. Myers, dean of the School of Medioine.

leotures, which were continued

for a short time, covered many different

subjects in the fields of soience, literature,
travel, social customs and dietetics.8
University

medicine, world news,

In the same year, 1922, Columbia

was invited by the owners of one of the earl~' broadcasting

sta.tions to arrange a sel"ies of half-hour
university

The

officials aocepted

educational

pr-ograms , 9

'rhs

the offer and all seemed well for radio

education.
Business ve. ~ducation
Then the radio industry began to grow with suoh amazing speed that
it almost got out of everyone's
longer available

control.

for Columbia University.

awakened to the tremendous

possibilities

Soon the half-hour was no
Big business

interests had

of' nation wid.e advertising

by

7

"College Lectures by Radio,li Literary Digest, LXXIII (May 13.
1922), pe 28.
8"Educational Lectures by Radio from Indiana University."
and Sooiety, XVI (November 25, 1922), p. 606.
9i1The .P.rofessorand the Radio," Review
1930), p. 90.

of Reviews,

School

LXXXII (November,

11.

radio.

Broadoast

In December~

stations began to spring up with dazzling rapidity.

1921, thera were only five stations on the air, but by

1922, there were five hundred and thirty two morae 10

September,

is easy to understand
order of the day.
desirable

why programs sponsored by manufaoturers

Advertisers

beoame tho

were willing to pay well for the most

hours and the experienoe

half-hour was merely an illustration
the oountry.

It

of Columbia University

in losing its

of what was happening

Many radio educators were disgruntled

throughout

and felt that they

had been forced off the air.
Thon began a long and bitter struggle between education and monopolistie industrial

interests which led too the formation

by Congress and decisions
allooations

by the Supreme Court guaranteeing

of time on the air for educational

tional leaders were partially

satisfied,

radio time had been usurped by business

purposes.

situation
praotioable

Educators

laws

specific

While educa-

they felt that their rights to
interests.

creation of the Federal Conmrunications Commission
have abated somewhat.

of definite

However, with the
in 1934, hostilities

have not been satisfied with the radio

in the United States but have bean unable to advanoe a really
solution to the problem.
The Radio stations Cooperate

Even during the very early days of the litigation between education
and business many pioneer attempts to utilize radio for instruotional
purposes were being tried in various

parts of the country.

10
Dane Yorke. ·'1'heRadio oc+opua ;" op. cit." p. 128.

As far as can

12.

be determined.

the first noteworthy radio work done along instructional

lines were the oollage leotures mentioned
which r ef'er-encehas been made,
set up their own broadcasting
lectures ..ll

Those courses ware of great benefit to students who were
At this time a few high schools in

parts of the nation adopted radio for their own immediate servioe,

installing

systems by which teachers and principals might talk to all the

olasses in their respeotive
funotion

The universi'bies of Iowa and Nebraska
stations and sent out regular courses of

unable to attend the colleges..
various

in the Literary Digest. to

effeotively

rooms at the same time.

as an educational

they must have the cooperation
stage in the development

device, these pioneers felt that

o:f a large station.

o:fradio instruction.

offered their services :for education

But for radio to

courses.

tvlO

Fortunately.

at this

eastern stations

These were stations WOR

in Newark. and WBZ in Boston.
Station wOR did not attempt to reach the sohools in the day time,
but oonfined

itself to broadoasting

a series o:f eduoational

leotures by various high school teaohers
and ohildren might benefit from th~.
and physioal culture were offered.
were given independently

talks and

in the evenings when both adults

Courses in algebra. music, civics.
However,

all these instruotive

by station WOR with no guidanoe from the Newark

Board of Eduoation.12

11

Golda M..Goldman, "Enlarging
(Ootober. 1923), p. 380.
l2Ibid •• p. 380.

courses

the Classroom,n

Radio News. V

13.

The Massaohusetts
Extension,

Buroau of.Eduoation,

as far as oan be asoertained,

give instruotiolml

Division of University

was the first organization

or edit oourses by radio.

to

In the years 1923 to 1927,

twenty one courses of eight Les sona each were given over station VVBZ ..
The speakers were paid for their services, and the expenses wore met by
enrollment

fees paid by interested

of instruction..

Supplementary

sent out at regular

intervals.

who had satisfactorily

literature
University

fulfilled

and examination

questions were

credit was granted students

all r-equa.remenbs,

allowed was left to the disoretion
pupils were enrolled.

persons, who followed the courses

'rho amount of credit

of the respeotive

institutions

'I'heoourses were very popular and in the four

years, over four thousand students were enrolled and thirty-four
amd six Canadian

whose

provinoes 'were represented

in the student body.

states
13

First use of Radio in the Classroom
These pioneer efforts, while significant
the cause of radio in eduoation,
classroom

consumption.

of their oontribution

were not intended primarily

Information

for intramural

on the subject is rather meager, but

oredit for being the first to use radio in the schoolroom
a school in Atlantio

to

City, New Jersey.

seems to go to

In 1923~ this school was fortunate

enough to receive from a generous patron one of the finest battery sets
available

at the time.14

Before long it became apparent that the praotioal

13L• W. Reese. "'rhe Radio Taken on Education,"

OPe oit., p. 39.

14Jamea Newell Emery II "Can the Schools Harness Rad Lo?" 'rhe Referenoe
Shelf, Vol. VIn .No.1. New York: H. 'if. Wilson Co ...1932. P. 60.

14.

benefit

of this first endeavor for really serious work in the school

was very limited.

The main reason was the lack of available material.

Daytime broadcasting
Anything

was inefficient

beyond comparatively

fading and statio.

as far as distance was concerlled.

near stations brought

in disagreeable

From the local stations the subject matter was limited.

There were a few important

events, notably the funeral services of

'Woodrow Wilson ..of whioh the school received a clear description
But after a time the use of the radio was discontinued
use was conoerned.

15

this experiment,

the minds of educational

authorities

by radio.

as far as sohool

while not a success, planted in

the soed which was to bear fruit in

the near future.
First School of the Air
About the same time that the Atlantio
rather futile experiment,

City school was making its

the Haaren Cooperative

High School of ~ew York

City, was carrying on a very unique project in class-room
radio.

The projeot started as an outgrowth

been organized
flourishing
director

instruction

by

of the radio clubs, which had

by most ot the high schools of the city.

of these olubs was in the Haaren High ~chool.

One of the most
'rho faculty

of this olub, Mr. Fred Siegal, hllnse1t a radio enthusiast,

be-

owme impressed with the potential value of radio as an aid to educational
16

systems and arranged with station WJZ for the first experiment.

Miss Golda M. Goldman sta.tes in her report of this early effort that

15Ibid •• pp. 61-62.
l6Golda M. Goldman,

"Enlarging

the Classr.oom."

OPe

!,_it. p. 380.
JI
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tho first lesson was broadcast
machine

accounting

at Haaren.

on April 4, 1923.

This was a lesson in

broadcast by the head of the commercial department

Loud speakers were placed in the commeroial

school and others ware at the Bureau of Bducation
at WJZ two students

classroom at the

building.

In the studio

received the lasson, others took it at the Board of

J!:ducation building", and the remainder of 'the class listened at the school.
Perfect results were reported
new to the stUdents.
radio reception

the problems dictated were entirely

a.Lbhough

This oorrectness

of the pupil's work indicated that

had been satisfactory.

As a. r-eau Lb of this first success

I

several experiments

ducted during the months of May and June.
and one in economics were broadoast
so that actual recitations

One lesson in modern history

with the entire 01as5 at the studio,

went out over the air.

on cormmxnity civics and health and a diotation
contest was given.
high sohools.17

direotion

Results were systematically
intense ooncentration
of disoipline

Talks were presented

lesson for a shorthand

All this material was reoeived

The work was well organized.

under the personal

of a supervisor
oheoked.

were con-

in fifteen of the oi~J

J!:a.ch
subject was planned
of that particular

subjeot.

It was noted that there was an

on the part of the pupils with a "negligible

need

18

during the time of the radio lesson."

~aoh of the features was meant to demonstrate

a definite way in

17Ibid •• p. 482 ..

180. IVlarcus Wienand.
1925), p. 483.

"Rad Lo in Bduoation,"

Eduoation,

XLV (April"

16.

which radio might assist in aotual eduoational
oaloulation

praotioe.

The maohine

lesson, with students in three different plaoes, proved that

one instruotor

at a central point could conduot a lesson which could be

taken by many classes simultaneously.

It was deoided that, if for any

reason, there should be a shortage of teachers in a given subjeot, it
would not be neoessary for students to go untaught,
instruction

could OOlne to them by radio.

as some degree of

The lessons broadcast with

classes at the studio showed the supervisory aspects of radio instruction.
Teachers agreed that talks were the least desirable type of radio progrrun
for classroom usee
The experiment was suoh a SUcceSs that it was oontinued until May,
19248

Programs were broadcast

on consecutive
department

sohool days.

heads, fifty-three

from two to three o'ciock each afternoon

They included addresses by executives
typioal class reoitations

various subjects and thirty-two musical programs.l9
outside of New York had listened to the broadoasts

and

dealing with

Many co~nunities
and outlines of lessons

had been asked for.
The experiment

at Haaren, while apparently

tive of many interesting
the oountry.

forerunner

on the part of educators throughout

The question as to whether radio would ever supplant the

teaoher was raised.
significant

speculations

premature, was provoca-

Mr. Burnham, principal of Haarell High Sohool made a

observation

on this subjeot, signifioant beoause it was the

of many similar observations:

19Armstrong

Perry,

OPe

cit., p. 48.

1'7.

Radio can navel" replace tho actual teacher in hal" classroom. for
after all the most importa.rrf;;
thing about a. teacher is her peroonality.
and this is not obvious to a child who cannot see hor.20
The idea of having pupils come up to tho transmitter
a regular class recitation
hear the questions

was considerod

asked. corrections

Gustave Straubenmuller.

Associate

good.. beoause the others could

made and iru;truotions given.

Superiutendent

City, at tho time ot the project.
on tho subject of radio' s replacing

and talk in

Dr.

of Schools of New' York

agreed with this and commenting

f.urther

the teacher made the following

sta'to-

mont:

A most important reason why it (radio) cannot ever replace the actual
teaoher is that questions arising in the minds of sbudenbe must. be answered
immediately or. the opportunity for real service is lost. Furthermore, no
matter how clear an instructor may think he has made a subject. there are
al~uys those who do not understand.
The teacher standing before his class
sees the bewilderment on the face before him, and immediately pausing" gets
at the root of the trouble and c Lear s it up" Unless he can do this, the
student is lost indeed and radio lessons prevent this immediate help froIil
being given.21
'fhis was the first successful
tion.

union of rad.io and o Ia.sar oom instruc-

It was only a start but it was reported as a most successful

tion in school administration

and a forerunner

proved that ra.dio instruction

might be successful

of improved. r eceptnon,

innova-

of future achievements.

finance and administration

It

as soon as the problems
were solved.

This school

was the pioneer of all Schools of the Air.
Here and there over the nation during this embryonic

20Golda M. Goldman,
21Ib~ •• p. 483.

IiEnlei.rgingthe Classroom,"

period of educa-

OPe cit •• p .. 482.

tional broadcasting
and speoulative

man.y impraotioal things were attempted and many wild

foreoasts were made.

Some educators,

Haaren project, hailed radio as a wonderful
to work along with books, blackboards

inspired by the

new device that should be set

and buildings.

But many of the

early trials met a fate similar to the Atlantic City effort.
repeated

story of the absence of a regular supply of broadcast

sui table for school consumption.
schedules were uncertain.
factory,

It was the

I'he listening was unorganized

and the

Even when the feature to be heard wa.s sntis ..

it caused too much confusion

beoame apparent

programs

to invite much repetition.

that schools must have a definite

It

supply of programs to

tune in if radio was to prove itself of any real value to the schools
desiring

to use it.

In spite of these almost overwhelmi.ng obstaoles
"mar-ched on. It

educa-tional broadcasting

Pioneer ~xperiments
California

in California

was the next state to join the forward march.

the year 1923, radio programs for the benefit of the California
schools were broadcast
Elementary

Schools.

under the direction

of

The subjects discussed were local geology and history.
They were

after a few months because the listening audience was too

small to warrant

the expense entailed.

l'he only result found concerning

this effort was the report that tardiness
grams was

rural

of the State Commissioner

The lectures were given on Monday morning at nine o'clock.
discontinued

During

..

re d uced to a. nu.namam;

22Arnwtrong

22

Perry~ op. cit., p. 48.

in the schools using the pro-
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Sharip~ honors with Haaren as bright spots in the parade of experimenta was the one carried on in Oakland, California..
air was organized

This school. of the

on April 30, 1924 under the d:i.reotionof 1'.il". Virgil E.

Dickson.

His idea met with only passive approval from. his collegues

Oakland..

The feeling among the teachers, prinoipals

officers was that perhaps a musical entertainment,
noted person might ocoasionally

in

and administrative

or a lecture by some

be of value to a class but apart from

that they could see little or no value to be der-Lved from the use of radio
in pupil instruction.
arguments

l~.

Dickson must have been very convinoing

because the sohool authorities

his experiment,

agreed to let him proceed with

which was to oonsist of eight lessons.

ducted through the oourtesy and whole-hearted
Electrio

Radio Broadoasting

appointed

of supervisors

These were oon-

cooperation

of the General

STAtion KGO.23

Mr. Diokson, in describing
composed

in his

the experiment,

reports that a committee

and teaohers with a wide range of interest was

to plan the oour se , with no previous knowledge

as to exaotly

what courses were adaptable to radio use, their's was a Herculean

task.

Coupled with this lack of knowledge was the laok of aotual experience

in

broadoasting.

and

Few teaohers were willing

risk their professional
teen specified

to stand before a miorophone

reputa.tions by teaching

invisihle olasses in fir-

schools, not knowing how many more might be listening

rea.lizing that unseen oritics were aotually' stationed

in.

in.every school and

23virgil ~. Diokson. "Radio in Oakland Schools."; .l'IIational
~duoation
Assooiation Jourl1al. XIII (November, 1924). p. 279.
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that thousands
ing.

of people in homes or places of business might be listen-

Af'ter oarefully

teachers

conaf.der-Lng

to prepare lessons.

the matter the oommi ttoo asked eight

All hesitated

at first but not one refused.

Only tw-o of the eight had ever talked before a miorophone.

In speaking of

their effort Mr. Dickson oomments as follows:
Their experi~nce~ therefore, oovered virgin soil, the participants
coming absolutely from the unknown to face whatever truths could be developed.24
The first lesson was in guidance and was oonducted by a high school
counselor.

She talked to eighth grade classes, soon to enter the high

school.. about the courses of study and the problems they would have to
face in the high school.
received

After the broadoast

many favorable oomments were

from pupils and parents.

Lesson two was given by a :nru.sic
teacher.
Songs" and the lecture was reoeived
grades.

Her subject was "Folk

by the seventh ..eighth and ninth

During the leoture the students were requested

to take part in

the lesson by singing with the radio teacher.
The third lesson was given by an eighth grade geography teacher.
Her subject was "Natural Resources

of Our own state."

Maps ..piotures

and other visual aid :materials were used by the olassroom teachers.
broadoast

lesson was follovred by class discussion

and referenoe

The

material

was suggested.
The subject of lesson four was literature.
perian literature was broadoast

24 Ibid ...p. 280.

A leoture on Shakes-

to pupils of the senior high sohool.

21.

The fifth lesson was broadcast by a junior high school history
teacher.. His subject was "American Indians" and was received by seventh
grade students.

The lecturer was well informed about his subjeot and

tho lis'beners were intensely interested.
Lesson six was given by the head of the
one of the Oakland high echoo'Ls,

Ia.I department

of

'this was a Leason in addi tion with

emphasis placed on checking for aocuracy.
in the respective

oommer-o

In addition to the listeners

sohools~ four pupils received the lesson at the studio.

All were provided with pencils and paper with which to follow the direotions of the radio instructor

in solving problems arid checking results.

At the close of the period all handed in their papers for comparison and
grading.

This lesson brought responses of unusual interest from many

parents.
The seventh lesson was unique from a "subject" standpoint.

It was

an attempt to teach penmanship ..a subject which most teachers admit needs
oonstant demonstration
cast by a supervisor

to be taught effeotively.
of handwriting

This lesson was broad-

to severrbh and eighth grade pupils.

Again four pupils were seated before the microphone.

All pupils ..both

in the studio and in the sohools were furnished with pens and paper.. A
regular lesson was then given.

The small olass in the presence of the

ins-tructor acted as a control group by which the speed and effectiveness
of her lesson were determined.

At the close of the period papers were

oolleoted and sent to the supervisor for observation and criticism.
The last lesson oonsisted of several oorrective physical exercises
by a director of physical education.

This completed the oourse.

22 ..
:E:achlaSS011 was planned to cover
or five minutes

of music furnished

a period

of' twenty minutes.

a prelude so that the receiving

Four
sets

might be properly

tuned in at ·cho sohools that wore to take part in the

lesson"

of the oo:rrunittee
was stationed

member

A

ing the lesson to make oareful observation
quality

of the speaker's

committee

in each classroom

receiv-

such as the kind of roceptionJ

voice and tho attitude

of' the"class..

This

met af'ter the lesson to compare notesJ and to lay plans for the

improvement

of tho next lesson..

Throughout

the series pupils in practi-

cally all of the schoo Ls were able to 1'011011., the disoussions
to take d01.'VD.
r-ef'er-ences

completely,

f'or further reading and to develop topios pre-

santed by tho radio instruotors.

Some of tho teachers used the lessons
?..

to motivate

their written

The experiments
with comparative
and discovery
standing
parents
'I'he

disolosed

a number of facts which could be stated

authori-f:;yand opened up a futile field of exploration

in new methods

and means for publio school eduoation.

among the results was -the interest
and adult members

reports

from listeners

were the most. popular
faotors

and oral oomp06itiollS.-~')

revealed

of ·I:;he
communi't:;y. One surprising
Lndd ca'bed

and apparently

by the experiment

lessons

Other important

for providing

for

some definite training

teachers.

25B • H • Dar-row, Ra d·a,o,

and Co., 1932.

f'act was noted.

that ar1 thmetic and penmanship
the most helpful..

by

were the need for perfect planning

the lessons and the urgent. necessity
for broadcast

taken in the experiment

Out-

pp .. 48-49. -

th e A SSl.S
. t an·t ".
J.each or.
_-

Ohio:

R. G. Adams
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The success of the first series of eight lessons inspired the
committee to continue the experiment the next year on a schedule of
two twenty-minute
thirty-six

periods a week.

During the school year 1925-1926,

lessons were presented embracing most of the curriculum subjects.

Eaoh lesson was designed for a particular grade ranging from fifth to
tenth.

'l'eacherswere enthusiastio

about the experiment.

I\1a.ny
schools

were equipped with receiving se"tiSand Los Angeles County r-eporced
elementary

school equipped to receive the broadcasts.

promising experiment

every

Suddenly this very

came to a most unnatural end when the director aocept-

ed a position in another city.26
Iv.1r. Diokson

in summing up the results of this early endeavor made

some very prophetic statements concerning

the future uses of radio for

classroom use.
Our experiment with radio olassroom instruction leads me to predict
that development in this field will be very helpful and very rapid.
'I'hr'ough it will come a stronger tie between home and school than has
ever been possible before. Better training of children in concentration,
in quick accurate thoughtful obedience to a single direction is surely
one result. All teachers will receive a stimulus by occasionally observing a lesson developed by another. Supervision of new methods and new
subject matter will be more direct.
Travel or oontaot with the world through the eye, has long been
recognized as having a liberal and wholesome effect upon the education
and charaoter of a ohild. Who can vision the signifioance of the fact
that distanoe for the ear has been atL~ihilated; that by voice the world
becomes one neighborhood; that no matter what the size of his sohool,
or where it is Loca'bed .. the great of all the earth who express personality
and ta.lent by sound may visit the pupil in his own classroom?
So far as
those influences bhab may' be made effeotive through the voice are conoer-ned ,

26Ibid., p. 19.
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the lid of the classroom has been blm~ off. and the walls have been
se-t;on the circumference of the globee27
Like its predecessors

this experiment played its small part in

furthering the forward march of educational broadcasting.
certain contributions

There are

it made which are worthy of note:

1. The first training school for broadcasting

and listening;

teachers was conducted.
2.

The public was brought to an interest in and understanding

of classroom methods and objectives.
3.

Pupils were given the benefit of well organized and directed

lessons planned by experts in their respective
4e

subjects.

The need for better preparation was shm~.

especially with

regard to team work between the teacher at the microphone and the teacher
in +he classroom.
5.

The supervisory and extra-mural

6. The difficulties

function of radio was recognized.

to bernet were located and proved to be sur-

mountable.
"Little Red Schoolhouse

Progra.mstr

The scene of activity now shifts to Chicago.
WU:I. began broadcasting
gl"a.ms."

In 1924 Radio Station

what it called tho "Little Red Schoolhouse

Pro-

These were broadcast under the direotion of Mr. Benjamin H.

Darrow. a member of the station staff.

Talks were given from week to

week on corn. dairying. birds, automobiles,

the aohievements

27Virgil E. Dickson. "Rad Lo in Oakland Schools,"'

OPe

of boys and

cit., p. 281.

25 ..

girls and other subjects.

Separate programs were presented

schoo Ls , r-ura), schoo Ls ..and

educators was enlisted.
school pupils.

grade schools.

The assistance

for high
of leading

Well versed men and women addressed

tho high

Art lessons. music" and geography were offered to the

city grade school pupils whom. it was thou.ght" might not be interested
in the rura.l broadcasts"
interested

Experienoe

proved that the city pupils were as

in. the rural school broadcasts

Red School House Pr ogr'ams" were undoubtedly
soon reached

27 ..000 school room listeners

as in their own.,
a suoces s ,

The

and an apparently

The "Little
1010W1'1

audience

large number

of home listenerse 2"
0
The success of these progra.ms led to an effort to interest tho
National Education
At a convention

Association

in the possibilities

of the Association

project was prosented

held in Indianapolis

to the assembled

radio by the schools.

teachers

A committee was appointed

project betvreen the school and radio stations..
an inquiry addrossed
progress

on the project.
agencies.

to the Association

of tho committee

.

of radio instruo1~ion.
in June .. 1925 a

calling for the use of
to work out a definite
But in January,

for information

1927,

concerning

the

brought the reply that no work had been done

Thore was an apparent distrust

in the broa.dcasting

It was feared that the schools might be made the recipients

of Lns idious propaganda.

Fur

bher , it was felt that radio would add

increased burden to a curriculum

already over_crowded.29

28B• H. Darrow ..OPe cit ...pp ..19-20.
29Armstrong

Perry ..OPe cit ...pp. 51-52.
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No educational

in the schools.

body was willing

This fact

tinue

led to tho discontinuance

'there was no member of the station
the broadcasts

expenses.

It was agreed that

the Oakland experiment,

or laymen suf.ficiently

interested

to finanoe

In 1925" a few months aftor

for

Kansas State

rural

Agricultural

or able to con..

were discontinued.
as its

central

any group of eduoators

30

the enterprisoo

College began a series

at nine o'clock

of opening exercises,

music lessons,

and educational

each morning.
talks

books to read and currant

events.

cultural

were discussions

of broad-

of Mr. Samuel Pickard.

inspira:tional,

grams ·to the schools

and horticul

in another

the "L:iittle Red Schoo Lhouae Programs"

schools under the direction

primer and there

H.ed

Pioneer Bxperiments

School of the Air broadcast

Kanaas

willing

operations

had not a:btracted

Some Unsuccessful

casts

of the "Little

the experiment was a success as far

purpose was concerned but it

wore started.

staff

ra.dio

funds to defray the necessary

wi thou'b sufficient

So, like

to finance

!v'lr. DarroW"
was of.fared a position

Schoolhouse Programs."
i'i(;}ld.

to make the ei'fort

This
pro-

These were composed

on birds.

tra.vel"

biography,

Five mf.mrbea were given to an agri ..
of poultry,

orops,

dairying

tu:re.:U

As only a small number' of the
equipped with radio

reoeivers

10,000

rural

schools

when the programs started,

of the s·tate ware
J~.

Pickard devel-

-------30B• H. Darrov{,

OPe

3J..Armstrong Perry,

cit.,
OPe

cit.,

pp. 20-31.
pp. 51-52.
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oped a. ple.n to meet the situation.

He organized a boys' club called "The

Builders," whose purpose was to build radio sets f'or the rural schools.
Before this latter project was well orc~anized" Mr ..Pd.ckar-daccepted a
government poaa tion and the programs were di.scontdmied,

1'his experiment

was too ambitious at the low stage of development which radio had reached
in 1925.

It must be considered as en inconclusive experiment rather than

a failure.

It showed that the idea of educational. broadcasts for schools

was being considered by educators in various parts of the country.
During the year 1926 there were several pioneer efforts which met
with varying degrees of success.

One of the high schools of Buffalo, New

York built and operated a broadcasting

st;ation. On February 5th the first

program was broadcast from their own homemade tran.smi.tter.,While the
students and patrons were very 9nthusie.stic about the venture • it was
abandoned a.£ter a tew months.
.

of the equ~pment.

The chief difficulty was the inadequacy

32

About the same time that Buf'f'a.Lo was making lhtsunsuccessful
to utilize r~l.diofor educational

attempt

purposes" Mr. A. B. Hi.ll, the state super-

intendent of schools in Arkansas reported that radio was being used by the
super-vas or of vocational

agricultural

education to a great advantage.

Many

of the schools were equipped "lath radios and pupils and teaohers could
receive messages

and directions from the supervisor simultaneously

saving him time. 33

-- thus

'!'hesetwo experiments were not intended to give real

32L• W. Reese, "The Radio Takes on Mducation,"
7
3vlbid.,
p. 38.

opo cit ...p. 39.
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instruotion

to olassroom but they showed the manifold uses to which radio

was being put by eduoators.
In Atlanta,
October

$

1926..

Georgia a Public School of the Air was established

l\f1l'.

Willis A. Sutton, superintendent

city, became interested

in the possibilities

of schools in that

of radio after each school

in the city had been presented with a radio receiving
f'acturars and local distributors

in

set by the man.u-

of Atv{ater Kent radios.

lessons were planned for every grade from the kindergarten

The radio
tPIough

the senior high school and a large amount of usefulness was reported
for eaoh.

An executive

visors, prinoipals

committee

and teachers

composed of the superintendent,

super-

prepared the progranls in advance.

These

programs were published

in the daily newspapers

teaohers an opportunity

to receive advance im'ormation

ra.dio lessons.

and gave the classroom
concerning

the

34

Mr. Sutton" in making his report to the Atlanta Board of Education
on October 26, after one month's use of radio made the following

state-

ment:
'I'he pr cgram, as carried out has been eminently suocessful.
Every
child in the Atlanta school system has had the opportunity to listen to
at least one radio lesson every week.
In addition, the radio is used for
weekly faculty meetings of the entire teaching force. In this ~~y the
superintendent and supervisors can speak to every teacher without the
difficulty and expense of assembling at some central point. The superintendent and supervisors talking thus to the whole force has a unifying
power -- a solidarity to the entire system.36

34

B. H. Darrow" o~. cit...pp. 21-22.

35L• "Iv. Reese, liThe Radio Takes on J!!ducation," OPe cit ...p. 39.
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'l'he
se broadcasts
encountered

were discontinued

in 1928.

was the fact that the batteries

The chief diffioulty

in the receiv·ing sets were

ruined by la.ck of care during the summer vacation..

Furthermore,

torium listening proved to be too difficult#! bothersome

a.udi...

and unsatisfac-

~6
tory ....

Simult;aneously with the Atlanta experi:ment" was the project launched
by the State Department
in music appreciation
ing educators,
lessons.

of }~ducation of Connecticut.
given over station ViTIO.

under the direction

numbered

by those who followed

radio receivers,
t o which

A committee of outstand-

that the audienoe at the first lesson
The course, which cost

a suocess by those who made it possible and

it.

Some pupils in schools, not equipped with

walked miles in order to receive the lessons in homes

their classes had been invited.

37

In 1928 a different plan was tried, owing to difficulties
prevented

course

and other preliminary work

over 100,000 pupils in i'ive states.

$10,000, was considered

9,

of Dana S. Merriman outlined the

Lesson leaflets were distributed

was done with such thoroughness

l'his was

a continuance

of the course in music appr-eoIe+Lon,

that

iI'henew

program cons isted· mainly of lectures., Reports showed that the listening
audience

decreased

more interested
possessed

36

nearly fifty per cent in numbers.

in music and drama than in lectures" a1 though the speaker-s

special ability in their respective

B. H. Darrow,

OPe

cit., p. 21.

37

Armstrong

Listeners were

Perry ..OPe cit __ pp. 55-56.

f:i.eldsand had nas ber ed the

30.

special. technique
continuing

of radio broadcasting.

tho venture

No financial help was given for

and it was ended in the spring of 1928.

Sumrnary of Results of Early' ~xperiments
From the foregoing
ments in classroom

accounts

instruotion

it may be seen that the earlier experi-

by re.dio failed for certain obvious r-easons

They were premature.

1.

2. No funds were available.
3.

Mechanical

equipn~nt was inefficient.

4.

'.cherewas a dearth of satisfactory

5.

The promoter

programs for school use ,

accepted another position.

On the other hand certain accomplishments
1..

Schools

had listened

2.

Some radio teachers

3.

It was shown. that some subjects

nmst be noted:

in school hours to planned radio pro-

grams.

which eduoators
themBelves

'rhe experiments

treatment

such as arithmetic

or art ..

in radio lessons.

at the New York and Oakland high schools

showed that it was possible to get reception
reasonable

successful.

said could not be adapted to radio teaching ..really lent

to very successful
4.

had been splendidly

size could hear every direction

They also showed that it was possible

so that a class of any
of the broadcasting

instructor.

to plan lessons which would interest

and keep active a.ny number' of classes who had been properly pr-epar-edfor
their reception
results

and that such lessons would produce class and individual

commensurable
5.

with those gained by classroom teaching.

l:!:ducatorswere becoming

IIradio-minded."

They understood

i

31.

the difficulties
movement

involved and those who had experimented

were en-thusias-t;icabout its possibilities

vert those who maintained
be accomplished

that formal education

to con-

in the grades could not

faot to be noted is that few of these early efforts

were made with any knowledge
then in existence.

the difficulties.

and undertook

by r*l.d.io.

One interesting

some trail.,,38

with the n6'\'(

of similar broadcasts

"Each effort was a pioneering

having failed or being
one -- bla.zing a lone-

Like other trail blazers these pioneer experimenters
pointed

them out and made it easier for those who were

to follow in their footsteps.

38B• H. Da.rrow,

OPe

met

ci!!_. p. 23.
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CHA.PrER III

LATER DEVELOPMENTS

'I'heCleveland

School of the Air

While pioneer efforts in any field command our respect and admiration, it is more enoouragillg to oonsider suocessful efforts in that field.
In radio education,
successful

whic}l may be classified as the first

school of the air was the one inaugurated by the Cleveland

Publio Schools.
intendent

the experiment

In 1925, through the cooperation

of R. G. Jon.et~,super-

of schools, and Russell V. Morgan, director of music, a series

of music appreciation

lessons was or@anized by Miss Alice Keith.1

the

lessons, which were p Lanned for all grades from the primary through the
senior high school, were broadcast Wf~ekly over station W'fAM. The Cleveland
Symphony

Orchestra

furnished

the music for the upper grades and high schools.

Other music programs were presented

for primary and intermediate

grades.

Teachers were informed in advance of the nature of the pr cgrems , visual
aids were suggested
Dealer. published
radio concert.

and classroom projects outlined.

an illustrated
A textbook,

'fhe Cleveland Plain

article each Sunday descri.bing the coming

entitled Listening

in on the ~ster~

was pub-

lAlice Keith, "Broadcasting B:duoe:bional Programs over a Nationa!
Netvmrk," Education on the A~, Columbus:
Ohio ~tate University, 1930.
P. 228.

lished, and used by teachers
is believed

in preparation

to be the first textbook written

instructional

course conduoted

were noted as exoellent

short interval

In October,
classroom

rhe results

1929 l~.

could be unde available

In

abandoned.

reoorded,

the

After a very

an exper~nent

that the most rare and highly expert teaching

by radio.3

Most educators"

of' education.

at that time, agreed

informative

but 1'11r. Jones held that this use did not neoessarily
instrument

in direct

Hia objeot was to determine how well

that radio could be used in disseminating

device.4

of the broadcasts

Unlike the other experiments

Jones inaugurated

by radio.

founded was his conviction

arithmetic

for use with an

line of work was followed.

instruotion

an effective

This

of: teachers and observers.

wer-e not permanently

another

especially

programs.

another poat tj.on and tho music appreciation

broad.casts were disoontinued.
L broadcasts

by radio.2

by the majority

1928 Miss Keith aooepted

educa'bd.ona

for broadcast

material

to schools

prove that radio was

He felt that class instruction

in

would be a critical test of tho radio as a direct teaching
Aooordingly

he set out to prove his contention.

The lessons
I,

were carefully

prepared by a specialist

third grade arithmetic

GArmstrong

and were broadcast

to second and

olasses twiee each week for eighteen weeks.

The

Perry, op. oit., pp. 52-53.

3H ..M. Buokley" "Usefulness of' Sohool Broadcasts," .l!Iduoationon
i;;heAir.ll Co.Iumbus s Ohio State Univorsity, 1934. P. 80.
4R• G. Jones, "The Radio as a Medium of Praotical Instruci;;ion in
the Schools," Nation's Sch.?~, V (January, 1930)" p. 55.

I
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reb~lar olassroom teachers were present in each of tho rooms and acted as
observers and checkers of the work.

Class work-sheets were sent to each

pupil and directions were given by the radio teacher.
teacher did not help during the broadcast.

The classroom

The lessons were scientif~l.-

cally graduated in diffioul"tzy. After a lesson was given and the results

I'
"

checked,

IlOW

lessons were p Lanned and the pupils reclassified according

to their working rates.

New

work-sheets were written to restudy the

problems that had offered di.fficulties.
At the end of "I;heexperiment,
A

results were systematica.lly measured.

test had been given be.fore the radio lessons started and another at 'bhe

end of 'bhe instruction.
results were comparable.

The tests were equal in difficulty and the
The educational research bureau of the Cleveland

Schools made the following; summar-y of its findings:
.The radio cJ.asses made unusual improvement in addition, the fundamental process taught by the radio lessons. The score on a test in mixed
f'undamerrba.Ls
-- addition, substraction, multiplioation and division -shows the 3B grade performance well up to the standard set by the authors
of -the teat. However I most of the achievement was made through improvement in skill in addition. A conservative estimate would place the
accomplishment in addi t:i.onfor the 3B grades at the standard set for the
6B classes ..
The radio classes made more improvement than did classes of the same
grade in the same distriot of the city, ruld in the city generally, whioh
had not had radio instruction. A careful Lnapeotd.on of' the r-e suLba disolosed consd s'benb improvement in the reasoning ability of these pupils.
In general, the skills in addition designed to be taught by the radio
lessons were actually well taught. This argues that, under like conditions, similar skills in other processes ma.y be equally well taught.5
Inspired by these encouraging .findings" the Cleveland Public School

5Ibid ..
, p. 57.

officials decided to make radio instruotion a definite part of their
educational

program.

Lessons have been added from year to year in music,

social scaence , and art appreciation.
outstanding

Cleveland has one of the

courses of. ins·truction by radio in the country.

the whole-hearted
cooperation

'I'oday

It has had

support of the local school administration

of radio stations Wille and W'l'Alvl.

tion in preparing manuscripts
the school year 1937-1938.
building and maintenanoe

I)lana for pupil partioipa-

and broadcasting
The Rockefeller

and the

programs have been made for

foundation is financing the

of a school operated radio station.

The programs

will operate on short wave lengths and will be sent direct to the Cleveland
Public Schools.

6

Radio in Chicago
It will be recalled tha:t Chicago was forced to abandon the "Little
Red Schoolhouse

Pro grams II in 1925 when no finanoial help was forthooming

for their continuance.
resumed educational
Waller,

In the fall of 1926, the Chioago school system

broadcasts under the able direction of Miss Judith

the vice president and general manager of station ,~.

station had been sponsoring a series of courses in philosophy,
and foreign languages broadcast direct from the University
Coincident

with these developments,

This
literature

of Chioago.

which had no definite oonneotion with

public school education, Miss Vlaller developed a feeling that educational
broadcasting

could find a definite place in the curricula. of the public

6Axu10uncement in bducation by Radio, VIr (May, 1937), p. 22.
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and parochial

sChools.

7

The first obstaole was the lack of equipment.

Boards of education were r-eLucbant; to install radio in the schools
until they could be convinced that the radio stations had worth while
programs to offer and radio s·tations did not want to build school programs
until the schools were equipped to receive them.

Just when Miss Waller's

venture seemed doomed to failure, it was announced that a radio set had
been presented

to the Goudy School by the Parent-Teacher Association.

Miss Waller fel't that this was an opening and immediately took advantage
of it"
Arrangements

were made for broadcasting

fit into the Chicago course of study.

occasional lessons that would

At the end of the school year 1927,

it was found that about a dozen schools had obtained home type radio sets
and were listening to these programs.
demonstration

From. that small be ginning, with the

that something of importance

had been accomplished

and with

the f'eeling that some subjects could be presented to school children in
such a way as to give real help to the classroom teacher, it was planned
to stabalize the program from a rather erratio schedule of three half-hour
programs a week to a definite one of five days a week with two features
ea.oh day.
broadcasts.

Lesson suggestions were issued regula.rly to teachers using the
Gradually the publio school radio program assumed such pro-

portions that Miss Waller could no longer keep it under her personal
direction~ with the result that supervision

of the publio school broad-

7G• P. Drueok, "Broadcasting Education to Pupils of Chioago and
the Midwest," Nation's Schools. VI (December, 1930), pp. 49-54.
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casts were given over to a station staff member, under whose direction they
continued
that

until the end of the school year 1929 ...
1930.

up to this date the public school course had been under the SUpOl·...

vision

of' the radio sta.tion with rather indifferent

a.dmj_nist;rators. But the evidences
superintendent's

oi'fice were of such consequence

most; signifioant
broadcasts

developments

that the growing potency

extensive

This led to one of the

in the cause of classroom

instructiona.L

-- the taking over in 193u by the Chicago public school system
programs of station WMAQ.

of the entire course of instructional
sponsorship

consent of' the school

of' appr-ec La+Lon that poured Lnbo the

of the radio lessons could no longer be ignored.

This

is still in ei'fect and today Chicago has perhaps the most
local program

in the country.

The school. broadcast
day.

It must be n.oted

During each half-hour,

grame , prepared

peri.od is from 1.: 30 to 2 :00 P.M. each school
t-wo f'ifteen minute Lee sons are giv·en. Pro-

by the educational

staff. are so arranged tha:t some material.

is provided. for pupils in all grades from the first to the ninth inolusiv·e.
'rhe subjects,

for which supplementary

social studies,

geography,

history,

material
household

in mathemo.tics, poetry" art, guidance,

is given" include music,

soience, science, stories

current events ..character inspira-

tion, health, book club, pr onunerrc c i,t1zen series ..and primary story hour.
Credit musi; be given to station WJw1AQ_ for the success of the Chicago experiment.

Al t;hough the ste:bion is co~.ercial1y

owned, tho officials have

gen.erously donated time a.nd have paid for the dic;tributio!1 of lesson
bulletins

without

demanding

any -tiimefor advertising

or exerting any

38.

censorship

over the programs.
Standard

school program which is oomraeroially sponsored

Arry

with disf.avor by educational
cast is a noteworthy
the broadoasting
California

exception.

of' symphony

The success of an initial venture into

concerts

too establish ..October

symphonic

organizations

comprising

led the Standard Oil Compa.ny of

23, 1927/1 the Standard

and ambitious

the foundation

011

and the S~nphony

Which the Standard

I

s· manual,

containing

ini'ormation .. is published
music appreciation

educational

artistic

an outline

course, the Standard

parts of

and informative

8.

projeot,

Fine music was

radio educatioll£.lventure was built.,
since its inception., A

of lessons and other neceasary
'l'houghprimarily a

School Broa.dcast is striking out

It is developing

trend toward ,ifusingtt of various

cu Lum as integral

Hour.8

free by the Oil Company.

into new eduoatioI1.al fields.

on October

of the newly inaugurated

This project has been carried on continuously
teacher

Subsequently,

radio eduoational

the closely affj_liated programs
Oil School Broadcast

Oil Symphony

weekly radio symphony concerts by leading

of the Pacific west.

18" 1928, was born a unique

is looked upon

leaders but the Standard Oil School Broad-

Hour -- a series of year-round

Standard

Oil School Broadcast;

the broader outl.ook of the
subjects of the school curri-

unified experience. D

Musical scrapbooks of

value are compiled; musical compositions

are

8philip H. Patchin, "Blazing a Radio Eduoational 'frail.It Educati.on
on the Air. Columbus:
Ohio State University. 1933. pp. 154-155.
9Ibid.,

p. 157.
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drruna.tized; dances are learned
plaoes

of composers tie

and performed;

the study of the social

composit.ions are written,

English

the stories

mathematics

The 'furning

science

with music as t.heir

made and shows given to illustrate
and even e Iemerrbary

music maps of the birth-

told

Point

as well as radio

reception

year the f'irst

all

electric

same year the first
schools

of the country.

the spring

of that

education

covering

the country,

Radio Corporation
National

a series

attraotion

ambitious

Committee on Educational

national

project

in the career

Per'ry , op. cit.,

of the

of concerts

with

on orchestral

e:xperillJ:entover the

was the report
l'his

'rho authori t~l
of the

Pre-

comnnttee .. finanoed
This survey appears

of classroom use of radio..

p. 56.

in

director

st-..a.tions.ll

Broadcasting.

lOIbid ... p. 161.
llArmstrong

In that

in the newspapers .. the

by The Payne Fund.. made a na tion-w:i_de ro.dio survey.

to have been the crisis

In that

.. with a chain of stations

and with wide publicity

Companyand associated

of

to the pub Lao

and comprehensive discussions

of America launched its

Broadcasting

in the history

were put on the market.

progrruns were presented

sup(~rlative

which gave courage to this
liminary

point

momentous year tb.a.t Walter Damrosch,

With this

music

The Radio Corpore.tion of Amer Lca announced

on music appreciation

instrwnents.

in descriptive

in the United States.

Nevi York SymphonyOrchestra .. would broadcast
talks

puppets are

in Radio riducation

receivers

nation-wide

subject;

of music,;

is done in terms of musLc, 10

TI~he year. 1928 seCII1.l;
to have been the turning
radio

to that

It
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proved conclusively
prac+Lcab

Le ,

that a. national

system of. radio instruction

was

The public schools had opened their front doors and a Ll.owed

radio to enter and take a legitimate

and honored place in the halls of the

elect.
From that time instructional

courses by radio sprang up everywhere ..

It is irrJ.possibleto report 8,11 of these pr ograms ,
the most interesting

or which

have made some significant

the cause of ra.dio instruction
of the Air rendered

Only those which are

will be described.

contribution

to

Because the Ohio School

such va.LuabLe service to teachers

in the middle west it

must be given o ons tder-a+ton,
Ohio School of the Air
To the Ohio state legislature

must be credited the honor of being

the first body of its kind to provide,
a school of the air under the direction
In the years to come this pioneer
nificance.

Already

educational

world.

Tho planning

of the eduoational

it has brought

Ohio to the attention

for the educa.tional broadoasta

The audience

authorities.

step is sure to assume increasing

6. 1928, by the Ohio state University

Janual'Y '7, 1929.12

through public a.ppropriation, for

sig-

of the entire

was started on Ootober

and the first program was presented

which heard that first program little

realized

it heard a new act in the ever changing drg,me.of education

destined

to be put on the air every school day of the year.

Though other

12J• L. Clifton. "Acinrl.nistrationof Schools of the Air,'; J:!jducatiol1
on the Air. Colu.mbus: Ohio State University, 1930. P. 193.

,
I

i

l
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experiments

in 9"ir schools had been tried. this Ohio School of the Air was

to rise to significant

heights

This experiment

as a factor j.n ocucabaon,

was beset by difficulties

The first thing that happened

from the very beginninG"

was the bankruptcy

of the broadcasting

station which had been chosen to carry the broadcasts.
courses

open.

University's
link three

of Ohio.

Either

they could content themselves

'rhis left two

with using the

station VVBAQ and sorv:l,ngonly central Ohio or they could
or more Ohio stations

This latter plan. would

by telephone

and. reach t·he entire

have moant the expenditure

sum of money which they did not have.

ste.te

of a large

A station a.t Cleveland was willing

to carry the broe.dcasting free but was unable to f'Lnance the telephone ...
Lf.ne charges .13

ful Crosley

F'ortunately ~ for the succes s of the venture,

station WI.JNoffered to do a.ll broadcasting

and the funds

for telephone

furni,shed by private

without

facilities

between WIJJV and WEAQ were

provided.

-- the planning

the directors were confronted

of the course" the securing of broad ...

oast teachers

and determining

would warrant

the trouble and expense

whether

the size of the listening audience
involved.

By means of a question-

naire it was found what school subjects were most desired.
schools reported

char-ge

contributions.

With broadcasting
with other problems

connections

the power-

that, as they had no assurance

of the Air was to continue
oare to equip with reoeiving

However" ma:rzy

that the proposed Sohool

beyond the experimental

period. they did not

sets but the questionnaire

replies

showed
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that there would be enough listen01"8 to make the effort successful.
Eight days after the Ohio School of the Air began broadcasting,
the Governor of Ohio was inaugurated.

The inauguration was broadcast

to the schools a.nd~ of course, there were many home listeners.

This

broadcast was followed by a series on "Civil Government by Those Who
Govern" and the Governor, Lieutenant Governo:r~ other elective officials,
and all the chief appointive

officers were asked to tell the children,

in simple language, what they did for their state in the office which they
represented..

Sessions of' the Ohio Senate and House of Representatives

were also broadcast..

In eaoh case, the legislative body conducted the

entire period so that it would further legislation and be as intelligible as possible to both pupils and legislators.14
Mr. Clifton director of the Ohio State Department of Education
reports how the sponsors of' the School o£ the Air were able to seoure
financial

support from the Ohio State Legislature.

This is what he says:

When the time came to present our request for funds~ we gave our
Legislature a concise scabemerrc of' the money that was wanted and the
purposes for which it would be used. We should ha.ve asked for more than
$40.000 for ·the two-year period, but we were a bit short on courage. We
had an unusual claim in that we could assure the lawmakers that if they
would put in $20.000 a year Ohio 8-tate University would contribute $10.000
per year in the use of its f'acilities. The broadcasting talent through
free or largely free. services contributed another $10,000" and the
Crosiey station wm. gave the lion's share in the use of their time.which
could easily be sold for more than $60,,000. In other words" we told the
Legislature that if i"t:; would give $20,000 we would do a $100.000 job.
There was not a single dissenting voice.
• •• the experiment was
granted at least two years more of life. • •• We then had funds to pay

l4Ibid.,

pp. 195-196.

a li.nu ted staff and stenographers"

to rent telephone circuits from CoIumbus
to Cincinna:ti" .... to issue lesson leaflets for distribution to teachers"
and to pay traveling expenses and small fees to broadcasting teachers who
gave freely of their time every week.l5
In September"

1929 the second period of the School of the Air began

and it soon had an audience of 200 ..000 school children.
became interested.
wi th receiving

of a valuable

Parents of children attending schools not equipped

se+s were convinced

opportunity

Public opinion had enlisted in the for-

In some cases school. men availed themselves of radio without

being urged to do so by patrons.
by school board members.
of schools.

that their children were being deprived

and more ann more schools began to install equip-

mont to receive the broadcasts.
ward march.

Home listeners

In other cases the initiative was taken

Very few communities disoouraged the equipping

All types o~ equipment were represented but a great step

forward had been taken.
The first two-year appropriation
ended January 1, 1931.
reduced to a minimum.
department,
permitted

for the Ohio School of the Au

This was at a time when school budgets were being
Although the School o~ the Air was the youngest

the lawmakers were so convinced of its unusual merit that they

it to oorrbd.nuewith a severely limited budget -- it being

allowed but ~p25,,000 for a two year period.
a change of' policy.

l'his curtailment oalled for

Private contribution.~ were ao Ld.oLbed , some changes

were made in the selection of broadcasting

talent" the lesson leaflets

were sold instead of being donated, a.nd last of all the Crosley Radio

15Ibid., p. 1960
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Corporation

gave increased

staff and broadcasting

services

continued.

refused

to support

direcJcor

was increased

to f'Lnance the venture

time t;he Ohio State

of the

their

school .. reSigned

cooperation.
school

The course
needs of the

and this

and the

'rhe radio

At that

eoonomic measures and

!~.Benjamin H. Darrow,
radio

seomed hopeless ..

offioials

venture

Mr. Powell
the

He offered

of Cincin!lB.ti prond-sed

SChool contil: ued under a new name --

of instruotion

'i'he

listeners

has been planned to meet the curricula

of oha o, Indiana

its

states

and many Canad Lan provinoes.

represented

Legisla-

of the Air.

schools

to it

of 1937.

most successful

situation

school

counts

bequeathed

tho fall

WL'W, came to the rescue.

station

of his station

Nation's

until

of the Air.

the Ohio School

owner of radio

facilities

and music

and the Ohio state

Government began stringent

seemed doomed.. At a time when the
Crosley,

announcing .. dramatic

went on as usual.

In 1933 ..the appropriation
ture

of its

by the millions

by its

predecessor,

and Kentucky.

1'hi8 radio

and is used by schools
'rho project

is

enjoying

course

in thiri~y
the success

the Ohio School of the Air, which

the most succes sfu l, undertaking

of its

kind in the United

States.
The American School of the Air
One year after
the American School
Broadcasting
educators
phones.

the launching

of the

Ohio School of the Air project,

of the Air began oper a+Lone,

System offered

who could bring

the use of its
a well

No group responded

prepared

because

In 1929 the OoIumbd.a

f'e.cilities
series

to any group of

of lesf:)ons to its

funds fOl~ such an undertaking

microwere
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not available.

The Grigsby-Grunow

Company, manufacturers

agreed to sponsor a number of educational
American

broadcasts

to be known as the

School of the Air.. The venture was approved by the secretary

of the Depar-bmerrb of the Jrrcer Lor' and by the Commissioner

of the United States.
1930 and continued

one half'

of radio sets"

The initial program was presented

for fifteen weeks.16

hour each Tuesday

under the guidance
own particular

and 'I'hur-sday ,

of a committee

of Education
on February 4,

'rhe progra:rnswere broadcast for
These programs were p Ianned

of specie.lists, each well

ver-sed in his

Dr. WilHam C.. Bagley of Columbia Uni vel'Si toy was

subj ec+,

Chairman.
At the end of the first year the spol1sor withdrew

the Columbia. Broadcasting
and

have continued

to

Company assumed responsibility

sponsor

it to the present day.

Its

with those of the Nation's

School of the Air.

not conflict.

The America.n School's

upper grades and junior
School programs
one unique
its

and senior

It has a large

programs

Their time schedules do
are planned chiefly

£01'

high schools, while the Nation's

are planned for iIltermediatE~ and primary grades.. The

contribution

it has made to the cause of radio education is

use of short wave broadcasts.

presented

for the project

do not interfere in any way

follo'wing; in the midwest~

activities

his support and

In December ..1936 two broadcasts were

direct from. the Peace Conf'erenoe at Buenos Aires.

l6william C. Bagley" "Radio in the Schools,"
Journal, XXXI (December, 1931), p. 256.

Elemel~a~hool

In 1937 the American School of the Air added to its series
interesting fea.tures.
events

One entitled

program is un.ique because

sored 'by the National
Relations

it

Education

The purpose

Association.

of this

commercial sponsorship
under the expert

the best

A bo~.utiful

of school

teacher

free,

a,t considerable

I

programs.

by the

"Human

Education

and economic problems of the day
through more

The American School
eduoators

who dec~r

The programs ar e well p'Ianned

authorities

in their

s manual and classroom

expense,

called

spon-

is to br Lng to hi£;h school

answer to those

guidance of leading

field.

The other,

human relationships.

successful

of the Air is, perhaps,

program directly

prcb Lems o Lear-Iy and think

'them to see these

adequate ways for

a current

of the Progressive

series

some knowledge of the social

and to enable

and Entrances,,"

is the first

Forum," is under the direction

Association.
students

"Exits

two

respective

guide is distributed

Columbia. Broadcasting

Company.

Radio in 'Wisconsin
vvith the exception
described
stations

of the Ohio ochool of the Air,

in '\:;his chapter
exclusively

educationally-owned

for their
stations

'rhis is due to the great
that

WBAat the Univ'ersity

radio

station.

years

before

Its
there

used the facilities

first

programs.

"I:;heexperinl.€lnts

of the commercially owned
The growth in the number of

has been very slow in the United States.

expense involved
of Wisconsin
telephonic

but it

is interesting

is the World's

oldest

br-oadcasb was on the air

were any commer-c
i.a.Lbroadcasters,

to note
educational
in 1917"

and rOlSlllar broadcasts
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had been scheduled by 1919.

17

WHA also enjoys the distinction of being

the first station to oarry on object research work to measure the effectiveness of the radio in providing supplementary programs for schools.
After conf'er-ence
s with members of the tltate Department of Educatd.on
and the county superintendent ..the Wisconsin

experiment was arranged by

the Radio Researoh Connnittee of the University of'Wisconsin.

It was

decided to measure the effecti.veness of the radio in teaching current
events and music to s'truderrcs
in the sixth.. seventh €l.udeighth grad.es in
t-wenty-f~ve schools of Dane Courrty , Wisconsin.
were chosen by the county superintendent
the group represented.
like the experimental

The exper amerrte.L schools

and provided a cross section of

A group of twenty-five

control school.::l,
as nearly

schools as possible ..was also chosen.

ment began IVTarch1';', 1930.

'I'he

The experi-

mus Lo lessons were broadca.st for twenty

minutes twice a week and the lessons in current events were broadcast
for fifteen minutes on the other three school days.
students in both experimental
wi th the same s'Gudymaterials.

and control groups were provided

The magaz Lne Current Eivents was used

as a basis for the current events lessons.

students in the control

schools studied and recited on the materials in the magazine" spending
the same amount of time as was devoted to the radio lessons.
were urged not to spend extra time nor

'1;:;0

The teachers

do any extra coaching.

Teachers

----------------------- .------------------------------------------l7Wews Item in Education by Rad~.

IV (April 12, 1934). p. 12.

18H• L. l!.'wba.nk. "The Wisconsin Plan for Radio Deve Lopmerrb ," Education
on the Air ..Columbus: Ohio Sta'l;:;e
University. 1930. pp. 285, ff.
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in the radio schools were instructed not to drill the students on the
information

given in the radio Leas ons ,

to supplement; ·the information

'];h13
broadcasts were intended

contained in Current Events.. Speakers

ref'erred f'requently to the magazine articles in their talks.
Two exa...rninatio115
consisting

of'

one hundred statements to be marked

true or f'alse wero given at the end of f'our and a. half' weeks and at the
end of the experiment

respectively..

Fifty of these statements were taken

from the magazine and the other fifty from the radio broadcasts..

The

papers were marked and the soores made by the two groups were compared.
The results of the first examinations were interesting.
oomparison

of the scores :made by tho

"bIlO

taken from the Current Events magazine
favor of tho non-radio
made on the questions
radio broadcasts

First, a

groups on tho fifty questions

gave a crLtical ratio of .331 i.n

group; second~ a comparison of tho total scores
taken from the supplementary material given in the

gave a critioal ratio oi' 2.71 in favor of the radio group

and third" a comparison of'total scores made on the examination gave a
critical ratio of 2 ..
47 in their favor.
From the results of the second examf.natii.on a comparison of scores
made on the f'ifty questions based on the magazine gave a critical ratio
of 2.11 in favor of the group using radio; a comparison of scores made
on the fifty questions taken from the radio supplementary material ge.va
a critical ratio of 3.22 in favor of the radio group and a comparison
of the total scores gave a critioal ratio of 2.14 i.nfavor of this group.19

1911Results of Experiment
(April, 1931)" p. 573.

in 1,1IJ'isconsin,
Ii Journal
of Educa.t.Lon
, XXXI

Mr .. h"wba.n.1.c

in commenting on the resul t8 made the following r emar-ka ,

On the basis of these results we can conclude that the radio lessons
taught: from the maber Le.Lconbad.ned in the Current Events wer e somewhat
better than when taught by the teachers witilOut the ita-of the r-addo , The
slight advantage which the control schools seemed to have in the first
test may have been caused by the fact that the students were unac(}ustomed
to listen cr1 t.ice.llyto the radio when they began these Lessons , •••
The
critical ratios ••••
while not large enough to indicate certainty" show
a considerable advantage for the radio lessons over any sources of supplementary materials that the students in the control groups may have had.20
The experiment

in music was conduc bed on a basis slightly different

from that of current events.

Since there was no way of' giving the music

lessons in the control sohools, a different method of measuring results
had to be used.. standardized music tests were given at the beginning and
repeated at the end of the experiment to both groups, but schools in the
control group did not have uniform music instruotion during the course of
the e:xper:i.ment..Som.e schools had. little or no instruction; others had a.
music teacher who

C8Jne

in occasionally.

1<.:aoh
music Lesson br'oadcas+

oonsisted of four parts; information about music, musical instruments,
composers and the like; some nrusic played without any comment so that it
might be enjoyed for its own sake; rhythm exercises in which the listeners participated

and the teach:i.ngof singing.

A comparison of scores

made by the same students at t;he end. of the experiment showed the following critical ratios in favor of progress as a result of ·theradio course:21

20H• L. Ewbank" "The Wisconsin

Plan for Radio Development,"

p. 287.

21"Results

of Experimen1~ in Wisconsin,"

oPe cit., p. 573.

OPe

cit.,
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Grade VI •

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 11.17

Grade VII

••••••••••••••••••
•.••••••••••••••••

Grade VIII

A comparison

9.08

11.14

of Bcores made by the experimental

group at the end

of the oourse with those made by the oontrol group at the end of the
course showed the following

critical ratios in favor of the former.22

Grade VI • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 10.05
Grade VII

~

. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ••

Grade VIII

The experlinent in music did not shaw as oonclusively
ment in ourrent

events the effectiveness

7.03
6.16

as the experi-

of radio instruction.

It showed,

however, that music taught by radio was more effeotive than the methods
used in the control schools.

The Radio Researoh Connnittee reported that

"radio could be used to teach subjects when no qualified
able in the classroom,

teacher is avail-

and that its greatest use is to supplement

efforts of the classroom teac here

n23

the

As

a result of this experiment

station WRA began a course of instruction

for the pupils of Madison,

In 1932 VrnA and WLBL,
Markets at stevens

the station o.r the Department

point, were connected with wire lines and the present

school programs

are broadcast

station

its

retains

of Agrioul-cure and

identity

by both stations Simultaneously.
and not all

Bach

of -the same counneroial programs

--------_._-_._---'
22Ibid~,

p. 573.

23H. L. :h.'Wbank,"The Wisconsin
OPe

cit.,

p. 290.

Plan i'or Radio Development,"
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are heard over both stations.
to br oadcaab educational
and surrounding

By uniting foroes, however. they are able

programs to all the school children of Wisconsin

states.24

The most interesting feature is their series on Creative Art.
far as could be asoertained,

As

it is the only one of its kind in the country.

During the fifteen minute broadcasting period the teacher at the miorophone discusses

some interesting topic" such as the circus ..and plays

appropriate music to stimulate the imagination of the listening audience.
The broadoasting

period is followed by a drawing period ..during which

time students criticize their

O'1lID

and each others' 'Work from suggestions

given to them during the broadcast period.

These paintings and drawings

are collected by the classroom teaoher and mailed to the broadcasting
station" where the best ones are selected and mounted for exhibits.

'rhe

exhibits are then routed back to the various schools on a regular circuit;.25
Mr. Claxton" the author of the programs, explains ·the exhibi·!;fea.ture
of the broa.dcast;by saying that it serves several purposes: it gives the
radio station an opportunity of knovring the number of s·tudents participating in the lessons; it serves as a check on the suocess
radio lesson; it affords an opportunity of ~lyzing
needs" composi'l;ionalstrengths and weaknesses

OX'

failure of the

st~dents' artistic

and it supplies ..in pa.rt

._------_._-_ .. _ •._--_._-----------_.

24Harold A. F~ngel, "Wisconsin State Rad i,oChain" ..Educa.tion by ~
III (February 2" 1933)" p. 12.
25wayne L. Claxton" "Creative Art ....
Education on the Air.
Ohio State University, 1933. P. 127.

Columbus:

..
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at least,

the neoessary

out to the child
In pointing

visual

suooessful

side of' such instruction

attempts

that

out the aim of the series

.. helping to podzrt

have been made by other children.

he concludes by saying:

Vie are primarily interested
in the child's expression.
Fundamentals
of. composition and art structure
come as natural development of the expressbra power- of the child.
•••
Weare attempting to keep alive the artistio
imagination of the child, to make him consoious of the dramatic in his own
Ute .. and to make him feel the relationship
between
himself and the art of
his envirorunent.26
North Carolina
The southern

part

Sohool of the Air

of' our country has not been left

forward progress

of education

Carolina

known -that he was very much in favor of using the radio

made it

for di.sseminating

information

by radio.

behind by tho

In 1925 the governor of Nor-th

about the state

the school houses in these communities.
commentbecause of the novelty
state-ovrned broadcasting
encourage the placing
communi
ty could gather
ment.

director

His plan was bo build a

probably at the State
sets

College,

and to

in every school house where the

to br oadcasta

about the state

govern-

out but the idea of using the radio

for

purposes was implanted in the minds of the pe opLe of the

bu-t nothing defini to was done until

to do real

State

and listen

This plan was not carried

educational
state

of receiving

communi-ties -through

This amlouncement caused much

of the idea.

station,

to rural

constructive

Department of' Public

p. 128.

later.

work in classroom instruction

of the Raleigh radio

26Ibid.,

six years

station

Instruction

WPl'lt'

invited

'I'he opportunity

oame when the

the North Carolina

to make use of its

broadcasting
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facilities.
The first public school broadcasts began in the spring of 1931 ..
The first reports were very encouraging and it was deoided to experiment
further ,nth the radio school.
mental and served to tryout

The educatiolml broadcasts were experi-

some new or, at least" different method of

procedure" and to test out certain types of content materials.

A few of

the important questions considered and the subsequent findings were:
1.

'I'heleng-bh of the broadcasts -- they should be not longer

than twenty minutes.
2.

'1'heschool subjects most adaptable to supplementary treat-

mont __ sooial studies. soience" English including literature, fine and
industrial arts and music.
3.

The methods of presentation -- these should be in line with

those followed in the classroom, although the methods used by the broadcaster may improve existing classroom procedure in some cases.
4.

The timeliness of the topics -- speoial topics and special

phases of a school subjeot should be presented in conjunction with the
established

school program.

5.

The sequence of subjects or topics -- it was found best to

have the broadcasts

on a particular subject follow in regular sequence

rather than once a week or once every two weeks.
6.

The scope and range of content maber-Ls.L-- intensive treat-

ment of onotopic

was found ,tobe more helpful in the olassroom than pre-

senting a wide range of infonnational material aboub a subject.
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7.

The grades in school to receive the broadcasts -- provision

for the various age groups was decided to be essentialt

and special

attention should be given to the needs of the specific grades in preparing
1
27
the courses to be off ere d· ~n th e ra d'~o sClo01.

The educators of North Carolina are very enthusiastic about their
radio school.

The faculty members are interested in the program.

They

willingly give muoh time and effort to the preparation of the broadcasts.
Parent-'feaoher Associations have become interested through hearing the
broadcasts in the home and are aiding in the work of equipping the sohools
with radio facilities.

Letters of appreciation from parents, superintendents,

music teachers, school principals, teachers and pupils are evidence of a
growing interest.
This is only a very few of the schools using radio as an educational
device.

The movement is growing rapidly.

being equipped with receiving sots.
are inaugurating

More and more schools are

More and more educational systems

looal schools of the air.

The aotivities of the

Indianapolis public sohools will be reported in a separate chapter.
Radio Committees
Before olosing the chapter mention must be made of'two important
Connnittees which are functioning successfully.

The National Committee

on l!;ducationby Radio and 'I'he.National Advisory Council on Education by
Eadio.

27Hattie B. Parrott" "'rllie
North Carolina. Radio Schoo I;" Education
on the Air. Columbus: Ohio State University" 1933. pp. 139-141.
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The .Nationa.LCommittee on Education by Radio was organized on
December 30, 1930 as a result of a series of conferences whioh took
place during 1930 and whioh indicated the clear need for a more active
interest in radio on the part of educational workers.

The purpose of the

Committee is to secure to the people of the United States the use of radio
for educationa.L purposes by protecting the rights of educational broadcasting.. by promoting and co-ordinating experiment in the use of radio in
school and adu Lb education.. by main'1:iaining
a Servioe Bureau to assist edu-.
oational stations in securing licenses and in other technioal procedure,
by exchange of information through a weekly bulletin, by encouragement

of

research in eduoation by radio, and by sel~ing as a clearing house for
research.28

The nine members serve without pay and the activities of

the Committee are finanoed by the Payne Fund.
The National Advisory Council on Educabd on by Radio ..was organized
in 1930 to further the art of'radio broadoasting

in American education.

At the present stage of its history it is attempting to do

~IO

things:

to assemble and disseminate races about radio in education and to induce
qualified eduoators and authorities

in various fields to devise radio

programs that will be notabLe contributions

~o educational broadcasting.

'I'he work of the .National Council is finanoed by the Carnegie Fund and the

Rockefeller

Found.ation.29

Annua.i.meetings are ca.Llt;(1
which constitute a

28This statement is included in the pr erace pub Li.e.neu with the first
bulletin of the committee. ~d.ucation~
Radio, I (February 12. 1931).

2gB• H. Darrow, OPe oit., pp. 55-56.
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public forwn on radio problems and the reports of the mee"tangs are published in a yearbook entitled Rad Lo and Education.
In addition to the activities of these tvm conunittees" there is held
at the Ohio :::>tate
University each year an Institute for Education by Radio.
'l'he first series of meetings was held in June" i9;:,uand was attended by

men and women from all parts of the United states" from 'England, Canada"
Mexico and Iro.land. This Institute puo.rasnes a yearbook entitled Education on the Air which contains the addresses and proceedings of its annual
meeting.
Other educational groups are seriously considering radio educatioll.
The First National Conference on Eduoation was held in V[ashington, D
December, 1936.

The conference was sponsored by eighteen national organi-

zations in cooperation with the U. :::>. Office
Communications

. C ."

01"

Education and the Federal

COlllIDission.At the armual convention of the National 'Edu-

cation Assuciation held in De~roit" June, 1937, the subject of radio education was the basis for many discussions.

A oommittee was formed to

determine the advisaoility of forming a new organization to promote the
use and study of the radio as an educative device.

This organization

would be a subsidiary of the association and would consist of a committee
made up of a chairman and forty-eight members, one appo i.rrced t'rom each
state.

The representative from each state would be expected to head a

state cormnittee, created from within the member erd.p 01' his scane a8800iation.30

Approval of the plan has come from twenty-seven states and in all

30Announcement

in Bducation by RadiO" VII ~July, 1937), p. 31.
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probability

the plans will

be completea. at the .i.938mee·ting or

thO

Associa-

tion.
'fhe steady

progress

establish

the fact

the first

period

that
of its

made by educational

radio

education

history.

It may bo that

radio

ha.jj a place in the eduoational

sa~isfactory

is,

has entered

and more than they have any poss~bility

is a di.spu·l:;edquestion
answer.

the schools

to

the schooJ.s want from radio more than they have any

to expect

place

through

'1'ho1'ois much to be done, many problems

right

that

would seem to

is succes sru Lty passing

to be solved but" undoubtea.Ly" radio teaching
stay.

broadcasting

structure

of' getti.ng_

1'J:lat

is widely agreed but what

for whioh only the future

nolds a
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CHA.PrER IV

HISTOHY OF RADIO EDUCATION IN INDIANAPOLIS

In comparison with developments
in Indianapolis

in other cities. ra.dio education

is still i.n tho pioneer stage.

radio in the olassroom

Although the use o:f

is very reoent. the Indianapolis

been using radio :for publicity purposes sinoe 1922.

sohools have

In the hope that

at some :future date. students of radio education may find the in:formatioD. help:full the history o:f radio in Indianapolis
thesis.
Assistant

The material
Director

is used with the permission

o:fthe Department

is included in this
o:f Miss Blanche Young.

of Publications

for the Indianapolis

Public Schools.
First Eduoa.tional Uses of Ra.dio
The f'irst broadcast by the Indiana.polis Publio Schools was presented
during Americ8.l1.l':duca.tion
Week of' 1922.

During the school year 1922-1923

a half hour program ..consisting of music and talks a.bout foreign oountries.
was presented
o:f 1931.

once a week.

No more pr ograms were broadcast until the f'all

In that yea.r the newly organized department

of publications

spcnsor-ed a. regular half hour series of'music and talks.

In January, 1932

a new series oa1led "The School Ship of the Airu was added.
fif'teel1minutes in length, were presented
day morning for shut-in children.

These programs.

each Monday, Wednesday

and Fri-

On this imaginary radio school ship of'
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the air" children who were radio listeners" enrolled as sa.ilors by writing
a letter.

The Lmagir.l.8.ry
ship "sailed" to many interesting spots in the

United States, visiting places of historic and literary interest.
Pro~Truns for Publicity
In June, 1932, when budgets were being curtailed" the depar tmerrb
of publications was abolished and was not re-established
1935.

until February~

Since that time, the entire time of the assistant director of the

department has been given to the writing and pr-oduc+Lcn of radio programs.
From the very beginning" the general objective in using the radio has been
to keep the public informed about what -the schools are doing in the most
interesting way possible.

From Maroh to June, 1935, three series of week-

ly fifteen minute programs were pr-eserrbed,
The Three R' s Sketoh drrunatized episodes in the lifo of a mythical

--------------------family mown
age.

as Mr. and Mrs. Rayburn and their tlu-ee children of school

Through family situations, it presented some of the needs and

activities

of the schools, at the same time showing family problems in

which the schools were involved.
The Three C's PJ::'21i:ir~,
(Community" Citizenship

and Culture) was

presented by groups olosely alli.ed with the schools.
The Newscast presented highlights
from the city's ninety-three

of news and human interest stories

sohools a.ndwas broadcast by high school

students.
With few except.ions, the scripts for these programs were written
by Miss Young and were broadcast. by teachers and students.

One exception
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was the Three Cts program which enlisted the services of members of civic
organizations for some of the scripts.
From October, 1935 to June, 1936, the schedule of three weekl:y'
fifteen minute broadcasts was continued.
Wednesday

I'hesewere heard each Tuesday.

and Thursday at 5:15 from station 'W"FBM. 'l'he first 1..-wo
were

listed as "Sohoo L Sketohes,"

The third was the "Newscast" presented in

the same :manner as the previous year.
to do throe things:

The "School Sketches" attempted

present programs to fit the junior high school curri-

culuJIlin social studies, give ini'ormation of interest to the general
public and indireotly. to tell the public what the schools were doing.
Nfumy programs were produced as the out-gr~~h

of work in certain classes

and sometimes materials from culminating aotivities growing out of the
classroom work in social studies were re-written for the radio.

One

series of the "School Sketches" presented programs of interest to junior
high school students in social studies classes.

To:;>icswere selected

which fitted the school cur-rLcuIum and teachers assigned these programs
as part of the homework for students in these olasses.
were specialists
post-master,

in certain fields were interviewed.

superintendent

Citizens who
The weather-man.

of the airport, travelers and natives from

foreign countries, state oonaervatnve fieldman, the state historical
librarian, and others brought first hand information to public schools
as well as to the general radio listening audience.

A survey made

of this series at the end of the year showed that, even though the
programs were well presented and served the purpose for which. they wer-e
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intended, they were not so successful as they would have been if' they had
been broadcast during school hours to students in the classrooms.

In a

great many cases, teachers were unable to hear the program because of
work which kept them at school and much of the va.lue of the broa.dcast as
a par-e of the school program was lost for this reason.
During the school year 1935-1936, aas Ls'bance in \vriting scr:i.ptswas
given by many teachers, and it was hoped that eventually a definite staff
of teachers interested in radio script writing might be developed.
than 900 teachers"

More

students and citizens took part in the broadcasts dur-

ing this school year.

In most cases rehearsals were held at the schools

except fOl' the hour or i,-woat the studio before the broadcast.

Audi tions

s.tthe studio s.fter school hours or on Saturdays were held whenever
necessary, and since there was a. different cast for almost every program,
this required considerable time.
One of the most successful series of programs to interpret the
schools to the public was presented by a COIllIllittee
in the special educa ..
tion department.

By dramatizations,

dialogues" mus i,cand sound effects,

four phases of special education" namely, hearing-testing

classes, special

classes for mentally retarded children, sight conservation classes" and
physically unfit children from fresh air classes" hospital classes and
schools for crippled children were described.
During this same school year, 1935-1936, each of the six high
schools presented two programs during the year, dramatizing events of
import;ance to ea.ch school" student council activities, musica.l organize.tions or sketches of senior plays.

Assistance

in pla1l11ingthese programs,
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editing the scripts, auditions~ rehearsals and direction of the progre~
on the air was given by the assistant director of the department of publications.

Another service was inaugurated during the year.

A monthly radio

bulletin was sent out to each school listing programs of schools of the
air. American. and Ohio ..the Damrosch nrusioal broadcasts and the Indianapolis
Public Schools programs.

By the first of June. 1936. forty-eight

sohools

were equipped ,vith at least one radio, many had tvro or more sets and there
were three schools equipped with public address systems.
First Classroom Use of Radio
During the month of May, 1936. a series of programs p.Ianned to fit
the curriculum were broadcast during sohool hours as test programs to
determine the advisability
year.

of planning school programs for the folloVling

:rhese wer e heard at assembly time, 10:15 A.M. and consisted of a

talk about birds delivered by a specialist in the study of birds and
natural science, a story about Mexioo today, a dramatization presenting
interesting information about the industrial section of Indianapolis and
a vacation safety program.

These programs did two things, they enlisted

the interest of elementary teachers in the radio as an instructional
tool. and proved to those who had already used the programs of the Ohio
School of the Air and the Amer Lcan School of the Air, that r'addo programs planned to fit the local school curriculum were much more valuable
and useful than others whi.ch did not fit the curriculum.
There has never been any definite measurement of the value of progra.rnsof a publicity nature.

The Indianapolis School officials are con-

fident that such programs have done much to build goodwill for the public
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schools.

There is a greater satisfaction ..however, in being able to do

i.,-wo
things wj.th the program, to build goodwill because of its publicity
value and measure its definite results ..by uaang it in the classroem ..
It has been determined that there are 10,000 potential listeners fer the
programs planned to fit the curriculUln in the junier high school sooial
studies classes.

In the IndiEUlapelis Scheol System. there is a potential

audience of 10,000 fer other group levels, gr-adee fivo and six, grades
three and four II and the pr Imar'y grades.

The actual number of listeners

is net this large, of course, but even though mere than half of the
schoo Ls had r ed Lo equipment in June, 1936, it is known that a great many
other schools brought in radios from the outside to be used on the day
of the broadcast.

There is nct sufficient clerical help at the school

office to answer fan mail, and none is solicited. nor are there facilities fer seIJding cut free material which would make for a mere accurate
measurement

of the listening audience.

it was estimated that approximately

During the school year 1935-1936.

950 persons. including 709 students.

167 teachers, principals and supervisors, and 29 other citizens. took
part in the public schools programs.
Beginning in october, 1936, and continuing until 1tlay.1937, three
weekly programs by the IrJdilwapolis Publio Schools were presented during
sohool hours.

'fwo of these were p Lanned for use as supplementary enrich-

ment material for students in the fifth and sixth gr-sdes,

One program a

week, heard at 5:30 ..continued to interpret the schools to the public by
means of music ..talks, interviews and drarr..atizations. An outil i.ne of
each sohool progra.m presented, follows:

Music Programs
The IJIusioDepartment

presented each week a program of "Music of

Foreign Lands," for fifth and sixth gre.de pupils, following the outline
of'work in social studi.es. This program was broadcast by l'Jlr. Ralph
V~right" director

of the Iv1usicDepartment.

His accompanist

and script

writer was Mrs ..Lenora. Coffin ..also of the Nusic Department.

Instruction

sheets were sent to the sohools outlining class preparation

for the broad-

casts and offering suggestions
in most cases" consisted
a.bout the composers
being discussed.

for follow-uP work.

This cLas s preparation,

of learning songs, studying instruments,

and musicians

representative

of the foreign country

pio-tures of the musical instruments

studied were included with these instruction

faots

sheets.

of the countries
During the broad-

cast ..the children in the classroom sang with Mr. Wright as he directed
them on the air.

Victrola

recordS were used to demonstro.te to the chil-

dren the sound of these foreign instruments
native music..
interviewed

playing their respective

In some programs, persons from foreign countries were

by lva-. Wright.

A Chinese boy sang a song in his native

language and a missionary frOll1India sang a song in Hindu.tan.

All of

this added variety and interest to the progrS.IDs. Pupils wrote letters
giving their rea.ctions to the programs,
asked.

sometimes answoring questions

Drawings were made of impressions

received, and copies of instru-

ments made of crude rna,teria.l.s
were part of'displays and exhibits in some
SChools.

J1J1any
letters and drawings were received at the office of the

Music Departmen'C.
In a bound copy of' the program sorip"ts, Mr. Ylright has written a
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v~ew of the series.

short re .

He says, in part:

ad

ca.t
To ~.per.
the bulletins
and script for one fifteen minute bro r:
!eqUJres more than two ",'0 in some cases three
This work
b1edays.
a quar es. a very e"Perioneed person who bB-savai1s.
a i~rge "i.cary and
r:d ~sua,
fund of "",terial
and proeedures for toaching. tie In my opim.on,
o
mod
broadcasting
in the senuuis bD." unlim,te
possioill. ••
We bB-ve
pu e a suocessful beginning, if reactions from principals,
teachers and
ViX~ls are a jus-b indica-bion•
This work can con-bi""e and develop, pros ing we have enough time for preparing "he ,,"cessary bulletins
end

,0

0'

cr pt.
Art Programs
Alterna-bing
Broadcasts"
.

every o-bhOrweek va-bn "no "MUsiOin Foreign Lands

waS -bhe ar-b progrom called,

and the

seoond se"",ster,

the first

semester,

"Ar-bAdventures.

Art"

For this

"Puzzles

in

progrs.m, sheets

II

"lBtructions

and designs mado by the Art Department were sent out to

of .
schools pre ce d',ng the br oancasta,
.
0
Used for activity

an<1 a.n
vs, tOe"as e seCtS
. ,""S t. c~
"S""
h'

work during -bM broadoast

were

and for follow-uP work.

ew
The b'roadcas-b waS presented

in the rorm 0".P an

Woodworth of thO Ar-bDapar-n-b,
were unrque , in tbat
-torial

found it

-bhOYfurnished

audienoes

-bhe individual

to send out 8,000 sheets

Use during the radio

programs.

these mimeographed sheets

bec-

'rhO question

with design

in her regular

on -bhis progr"'" grew so fact

Miss June

These lessons

teacher

tha-b, by the end of the fir s-b se"".Mr,
""cassary

be_en

and a high school boy.

which she would be unable to as."",ble

achool listening
broadcast

>1'
•
t'ern .

work.

'I'he

af-b.r the first
nt

the Art Depar-

of designs for

students

to

of the cost of supplying

a problem of so"'" concern since the

supply budget was not planned to include
it was decided -bhat, in -bhe long run,

.uoh extensive
ot

the one she

"",Mrial.

used

However,

by the student
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before,

during

saved the

and after

the br oadcaab for this

schools an equal amount of paper,

Leaaons , one or t\vo extra
After
assignment

using these

pieces

probably
art

of paper are often used.

preparation

the broadcast

in a two week's period.

lesson,

because in ordinary

programs one semester,

given for the class

fol.low-up work after

one art

it was found that

before

the broadcast

was too extensive

For the second semester,

-1:;0

the
and for

be accomplished

the art

programs were

planned to be heard only once a month, thus giving more time for the
teacher

and students.

-ehe bulletins

The timE;)required

of instruction

drawings on tho art

charts

almost became a burden.
by Miss Belle
and edited

for radio

required
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much time that

drafts

of these

or Miss Marie stewart

presentation

programs were presented

Wednesdays at 2: 15 over station
Sidney b:sten .. whose bird
during the test

series

subjects

were vv:r.itten

of the .Art Department

iN mE •

to al-\:;er:nate with each other
The first

in May, 1036.

one was a talk

which IIlr. Esten used as part
stories

by 1&.

and the listen-

about birds

and other

of tho !lJI).terial for the series.

of Mr. Esten's

while he was a member of the State

on

the mosc fa.vorable oomments

Students .. teachers

Since l'JJr. 'Esten had been heard as a lecturer
the city

in itself,

Science

programs had received

Nlanyof the programs included

this,

scripts

ing pubLi.o, had an oppcr-burri ty to send in questions
nature

script"

by Miss Young.

Birds and Natural
'l'wo other

the radio

to be sent out to the schools ,and tho

'I'he first

C. t;cofield

for wl'iting

own.personal. experiences.

in a great many schools
Conservation

of

Department .. he
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was well known a.s an interesting spea.ker, and his broadcasts
to reach a large audience.
preparation

continued

'rhiswas the only program on which preliminary

and follow-up material were not sent out to schools, because Mr.

Esten's talks did not directly coincide with the school curriculu.rnin any
one grade.

'l'heywere heard by students from the third grade +hr-ough

junior high school, and for this reason there was no definite measurement
of' the listening audience.

1'''vnile
considered

interesting,

it was apparent

that teachers did nob believe this program as important as -I:;he
others
because of the lack of instructionmatorial.
Library Programs
AH;ernating

with the Birds and Natural Science progra.ma was tho

one prepared by the librarians of the Children's Department
Library called, ·'Books to Grow on.
librarians

II

of the .Public

In this series a great number of

and students were used in the broadcasts.

The soripts were

wri t-t;enprimarily by the library staff and contained book reviews
tizations and interesting

short stories taken from books.

were sent to the schools preceding the broadcasts,

drama-

Book lists

in order tha.t students

might secure the books reviewed from the branch libra.ries.
program did much to increa.se interest in reading.

II

'1'helibrary

Many of the programs

were planned for junior high school audiences, but because of the time
of the broadca.st and the alrea.dy crowded junior high school curriculum,
they were not heard by so large an audience as the ones planned for fifth
and sixth grade students.
were continued

These progra.ms, however, proved their va.lue and

the second semester under the -I;itle"Trea.sures in Books."
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Pr:imal'Y Programs
Since the art
semester,

program was heard only once a month during; the second.

.there was a time allotment; to be filled

A primary program had been requested
satisfactory
air.

of other

who were interested

experience

Miss Josephine
Public

on publiC school programs.

It waa particularly

incorporate

of the

and who had had previous
The services

the primary curriculum

valuable

habit

of these

teachers,

and certain

timo to certain

types

were sent -to schools
tea.cher would in this
in her particular

children

listening.

amount of activity

The children

learned

rhythmical

and was called,

of the primary grades

Some at-tempt was made to
on the part

little

suggestions

situation.

to use it

the story

broadcast.

used the story

_Another teacher

a slow second grade cla.ss •

Very few suggestions
that

to the best

This proved definitely

Drawings :madeto illustrate

during

were made by which they kept

program .. because i-t was felt

way be more free

class

of the pupils

songs to sing with the radio

of music as it was played.
using this

'''runes

audience from the very beginning.

for teaching

of attontive

a certain

the broadcast.
teacher,

by schools

'rho program developed was one of songs

This progra.m had a large

the valuable

because of the un-

O'Brien of PubliC ~)chool 45 and Miss Dorothy Bowen of

planned to fit

and 'rales."

broadcast.

files ~ the names of -cwoprimary

in broadcasting,

School 33 were enlisted.

and stories

by :manyteachers

such programs presented

There were also ~ in the radio

teachers
radio

quality

by some other

each

advantage

to be the case.

were the outgrowth of ono such a
as a basis

Auditorium aotivi ties"

for word drill

puppet; shows and

in
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assembly programs were some of the activities inspired by the broadcasts.
Because no instruction was sent~ it was discovered that there were probably
more uses for such a radio program than would have been thought possible
had instructions

been sent out previous to these trial programs.
Physical Training Program

During the month of ~~y, 1937 a program to test the possibilities
for teaching work in the physical education course of study, wi-ch a view
of establishing

a uniform procedure, was pr eaerrbed by Mr. Emil I{ath,

direc-tor of physical Education.

'I'he

topic for this broadcast was a

Swedish folk dance called "Hop, Mother Ann i.ka ;"

Ins'cruction sheets

and preparation material to be used preceding the broadcast, and suggestions for follow-up work after the broadcast were sent out ten days in
adva.nce.

Included with this instruction sheet was a. copy oi'the music

of the dance which could be used by teachers in the schools before the
br-oadcasb,

Piano music was used by

rJr.

Rath during the broadcast.

These programs, heard within the classroom, created such an
interest in the use of radio in schools that a great :many other schools
immediately found means of buying themselves radio equ i.pmerrband the
number of schools possessing receiving sets increased from 22 in June
1935 to 70 in June~ 1937.

This means that 70 of the 86 elementary

schools are equipped with radios.
Radio Exhibits
~xhibits

of the radio work in the Indianapolis l~blic Schools

showing class prepara.tion sheets, radio scripts and sbuderrt projects
completed after the broadcas'cB were shown at 'three radio meetings during
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the school year 1936-1937.

'1'he59three exhibits were shown at the First

Indiana Radio Coni'erence at Purdue University, at the First National
Conference

on ~ducational

Broadcasting, Washington" D.

e.,

and at the

Eighth Institute for Education by Itadio, Ohio state University.
During the school year 1937-1938, the radio program has been enlarged slightly.

'l'vvo
story hour programs for primary grades are broad-

cast each month. a health program and a science program are presented
once each month to .j.uniorhigh school students.

Because of -[:;he
expense,

the art programs have been discontinued but the music series is again
broadcast to pupils of fifth and sixth grades.
training lesson, under the direction of
radio.

Mr.

Once a month a physical

Emil Hath, is taught by

This latter program is the only direct-teaching

in the Indianapolis

use of radio

public schools ..
Future Outlook

The radio program for the school year 1938-1939 has not; been
definitely formulated.

One difficulty Indianapolis has had to face

is the securing of desirable time on the air.
have been most cooperative

Both of the local stations

in offering their facilities to the schools

but they are both members of national networ-ks and have oornnercLs.L contracts which nrust be honored.

Twioe during the past yoar one of the

stations found it necessary to ohange the time of a school broadcast.

Mr. Glenn Van Auken, an Indianapolis attorney, has been granted a construction permit by the Federal COlmnunioa.tionsCormnission to erect a 1000
watt daytime s·hation at Indianapolis.

IvTr. Van Auken scat.ed in his applica-

tion that he proposes to form a community radio council composed of represen-
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tatives of'the Chamber of Commerce" Better Business Bureau" service clubs"
public schools" Par-errb-TeacherAssociation" Department of Conservation

of

Indiana and other organizations, whose purpose would be to ooordinate
service clubs employing radio facilities" to determine civic programs
best sua.bed to meet the needs of.the community, and to secure the best
l

talent available for the production of such programs.

Mr. Van Auken

intends to offer his services to the Indianapolis Public Schools.

What

effect this will have on the future of radio education in Indianapolis
is highly problematical.
near future.
Commission

The station will probably be con~leted in the

Purdue University has petitioned the Feder-a L Conununications

for permission to increase the power of its s'cation WBAA and

to move its studio to Indianapolis.

'rwo

other companies have requeGted

fra.nchises to operate stations in Indiana.polis. 'Whether all these

1'0-

quescs are to be granted and how they will effect the radio education
activities

of the public schools remains to be seen.

At any rate

Indianapolis ha.s joined the omvard maroh of education by radio.

1Education by Radio, VII (June" 1937)" p. 27.
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CHAPTER V

PROP()~ED OBJli;C'l'IVES FOR EDUCATION BY RADIO

Having reported radio in retrospective, consideration must now- be
given to the second part of the investigation -- the evaluation of education by radio.

However, before any movement in education can be judged,

it musf be clearly understood exactly what are the aims of -chat movement.
It seems logical, therefore, to give some attention now to the objectives
of radio education.
~ducators and broadcasters are identical in their desire to see
1111lerican
s-l:;andards
of education and culture raised to the highest possible
level.
end.

Both groups recognize the power of br oadoae-cxng

as a means to this

Formerly education had for its aim "knowledge for knowledge's

sake"

but since the advent of Dewey and the protagonists of'the progressive
education moveluent we have come to think of education as life itself, not
a process of getting ready for the future, but of rich and purposeful
living at each Inoment of life.
a process of life.
"valls.

This idea of education speaks for it as

It goes beyond the narrOWing influence of classroom

It sweeps away all suggestions of a formal program, of a rigid

curriculum,

of a "sceep and narrow path to some specialized learning."l

lDavid Sarno!'f, "Broadcasting in the .American Demooracy," Vital
Speeches, III (January 15, 1937), p. 218.
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According
corrbr Lbu'be

to this idea of education all the varied experiences of life
to ita process and it is suggested that radio offers educa-

tion a supplementary

field of unlimited riches.

There is no good excuse

for the admission of radio in the schools unless it can aocomplish something that cannot otherwise be accomplished or unless it can supply something whioh the teaoher cannob give the pupils.
In considering precisely what function radio should perform there
is danger in expeoting too much from its use.
can perform all the duties of the school.
of the whole.

No deVice, however effective.

It must always remain a part

We are awed by the part radio plays in our daily lives.

We are enthusiastic by the wonder of it and are abunned by the rapid
deve Lopme rrb it has made and is still making.
an established

'V~ithshort wave reoeption

fact and television promised for the near future, is it

any wonder that radio is expected to produce any miracle it may be called
upon to perform?

Educators agree that radio can do :much to stimulate the

learning process but it has limitations.
the school or the classroom teaoher.

It oan never take the place of

Within certain well defined limits

radio probably can make some contribution to education but it should be
expected to do only those things which it can do in a manner superior to
other types of instruction.
rhe formulation of specific objectives of any new movement is sure
to be colored by the viev~oint of the person considering the movement.
\~hen analyzing the component parts of any school syabem, there are four
important groups:

rhe administrative

officials. the teachers, the pupils
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and the general

public.

group is introduced
tent

group.

tives

-- the radio

lvlotion pictures

independen"
dependent

Vihenradio

of any outside

on the will

joins

industry.

force but radio

of the personnel

a fifth

This is by no means an impo-

may be shown in the

practically

SOhOO1.8

instruction

of the radio

is absolutely
station.

The objec-

of each group are wortby of consideration.
The Administrative
There have been many conflicting

trators

as to what part; radio

inv'estigation

to accept

tional

leaders

by the schools,
schools

Official
opinions

it

quite

as a panacea.
genel'ally

it

Directors

of Instruc-liion

following

r emarks on this

if

something concrete

'I'he ae are perhaps the two objectives

Cline M. Koon, in an address

schools.

Both are greviously

of the curriculum

before

by admtru.aSuperficial

as a fad to be avoided,

agree t.J:1..at
ra.dio,

must contribute

such as enrichment

expressed

should play in their

has caused some to classify

others

tion.

foroes with education

it

2

wrong.

Educa-

is to be used

to the work of the

or the improvement of :i.nstrucof -the educational

leader.

the Department of Supervisors

of the National

Education

Association

and

made the

subject:

The ultimate place tl~t radio will occupy in the lUrerican School
system will be determined by the educators themselves.
As leaders in
educational
theory and practice,
the supervisors
and directors
of instruction must assume a large respol1..sibility of determining what is to be
broadcast ~or schools; what methods of broadca.sting are to be employed;
e.r..dhow the broadcast lessons are to be used in the school.

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

2B• H. Darrow', lIProbleros of 'the Superintendent
in Connection with
Radio Br-oudoa.s'ba
," American School Board Journal, LXXXVI
(June, 1933),
p , 38.
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If' educabd.onaL leaders accept a broad social conception of educu«
tion" they will realize with ever-increasing; significo,nce the Lmpor-bance
of harnessing radio and putting it to work to help bear the constEmtly
growing burdens of' education.3
The Teacher
Admin:i.stre.tive o:£'1'ioo1"s
may be convinced that
offer

education

usefulness

but the classroom teacher

of radio

listening

contribution

which this

activities.

Any attempt

upon his

teaohers

will

be doomed to certain

in the attitude

fear

will

that

radio

sensible

enough

personal

influence

;:;0

displace

realize

of mechanical

educe.tion.

keeping pupils
continue.
It

is

fearful

4

There is an

toward. radio

-- the

Som.eothers

who are

I

no mechanical device can replace
of a good teacher.

fear

that

of meaningless autOIr.atona in a factory

'I:;he
they may
system

'l'hey see themselves reduced to the role

in good order,

so t:b.at the machine-like

wonder the.t teachers

on the br-Lnk of this

convinced conclusively

II

that

classroom

to force radio

failure.

them in the schools.

To the te£!,cher, education

little

official

of many teachers

and inspiration

be reduoed to the status

and must be shown the exact

make to her individual

of an administrative

element of fear

has much to

must be convinced of the general

in instruotion

device will

radio

education

is something personal

may

and intimate.

stand somewhat conf'us ed, hes1ta.nt a.ni

new development in e ducata.on,

tha't their

of

places

in the educational

They must be
plan will

3
Cline M. Kocri, It~~heRadio in Supervision"ff Education by Radio.
~July 21" 1932), p. 85.

41• Keith Tyler, "The Use of Radio in the Classroom." Education
the Air, Columbus: Ohio state University"
1936. P. 241.

on
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never be replaced by anything mechanical.
function effectively

Then, and only then, will radio

in classroom instruotion.

Then teachers will form-

ulate definite objec·t;ivesfrom their ovm viewpoint.

'rhese

objectives will

probably include the adding of v9,riety to classroom procedure and of
direct assistEUlce in teaohing by the furnishing of demonstration

lessons.

For pupils. teachers may hope tp~t radio will furnish practical opportunities to foster the fine art of listening attentively and purposefully.5
The Pupil
The third viewpoint to be considered is that of the pupil who is to
be the recipient

about the underlying
his home life.

The pupil knows 1ittle

of this new type of instruction.

He

objectives.

He

is thoroughly familiar with radio in

listens to programs actively or passively as his per-

sanal interests dictate.

lNhen r-add.o is introduoed in his school life ,

he accepts the new innovation eagerly because it adds entertainment
zest to the school day.

and

He wants the radio because of the additional

variety and novelty it presents.

He likes it because it afford.s a touch

of exc i temen:t and adds freshness to the learning process.

6

He is vaguely

conscious that radio opens up a new world to him and he appreciates the
fact that this method of acquiring infonuation is "easier" than the
laborious method of.reading it out of books.
was heard to remark:

A jtmior high school boy

"It would tak:e me an hour to read what that lady

said. in f'ifteen minutes and I remember it better

II

too."

Perhaps this

-------------.---------'-------~--5B• H. Darrow, OPe cit., po 67.
61bid., p. 68.
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remark sums up what the pupils expect radio to do for them.
The General Public
Although not directly connected with the 50ho01s_ the general public
is perhaps more interested in them than in any other social or public
insti'drution. The public wants to know and to keep in touch with what the
public schools are doing.

They are interested in comparing modern methods

with the "way it was done when they went; to school.1I

Before the advent of

radio in the schools, adult listeners could not hear teaching done day by
day in modern fashion unless they visited the schools.

This practice has

not been followed exoept by actively interested parents.

Another desire

of the public is to understand the noeds of the schools.

These schools

represent the major public investment.

If the schools are to continue

in public confidence and support, the public should be informed by the
schools themselves what is being done and how the needs of the times are
.
7
b e~ng
met.

The general public" then, wants radio to keep it in personal

touch with the activities of the public schools by presenting programs
intended for classroom consumption.
'rhoRadio Industry
As has been indioated, radio education brings an alien group to the
ranks of those interested in the public schools -- the members of the
radio industry.
and broadcasters.

The industry includes both manufaoturers

of equipment

Certainly these two factions must; be admi,tted.

With-

7J• I. Sowers, "The Public Schools and Radio ..
" Industrial Education
lMagazine, XXXIII (December, 1931) ..p. 169.
----
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out equipment there can be no reception and without broadcasters, equf.pmerrb is useless.

The radio industry has been ever vdlling to do its

part in furthering the advances of education by radio.
has not always been for selfish reasons.

This linterest

Radio station officials have

freely offered their broadcasting facilities to the schools and, in.a
few cases, manufacturers
equipment.

have generously loaned or made free gifts of

That their motives have not always been devoid of self-interest

should not; be condemned.

In order to give satisfactory service an exten-

sive investment must be made in mechanical equipment. facilities and general
per sonne L,
basis.

A station must be privately endowed or operate on a Commercial

If a radio manufacturer

what his factory produces.

is to continue operating" he must sell

The free advertising he may enjoy by his

generosity to the schools should not be criticized too severely.
Perhaps the chief objective of this last group i.sthe desire to see
their industry stabilized.

They want education by radio to dignify and

justify r8.dio to the sober-minded folk whose enthusiasm might become
dampened.
listeners.

They want a larger number of listeners and more discr:i.mi:nating
Further, they may hope that education may eventually accepn

a part of the burden of broadcasting.

The radio manufacturer

the schools will buy more receiving sets.

hopes that

Finally, the industry has a

right to expect that if it is of great benefit to the schools, eventually
educatiol1 may be one of its important sources of inoome.8

8B•

li.

Darrow', OPe cit., pp. 68-69.

~I
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Outline of Aims
Mr. B. H. Darrow in his interesting book Radio. the Assistant
~~eacher. presents the aims of the five mentioned groups in the following outline which has been r-ewor-dedsomewhat and partially deleted: 9
Five Vie'1lvpointson Radio Eduoation.
A.

The Educational
1.

Leader

'ro extend the benef'Lts of the teaching of e:lrceptio:nal

teachers to all schools in the only"way" it can be done so effectively
and so economically
2.

-- by radio.

ro add to the teaching staff of every school. the leaders

in many lines of human progress -- artists, scientists, authors, statesmen, business
3.

leaders" and so on -- the teachers of all of us.
To bring to the schoolroom the instruction

of participating

4.

in great history-making

and inspiration

events at home and abroad.

a.

International broadcasts.

b.

Addresses

c.

Speoial events as the Coronation.

of government officials.

To ini tis.te new movements more effective ly •
a.

By making the new leadership and Imterial available.

b.

By enabling all to profit by expert introduction

of

the movelOOnt.
c.

By carefully experimenting

with new ideas and new plans

to be evaluated by the cooperating teachers.

------------------ _____
9Ibid ••

p. 70. f'f'.
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5.

To unify eduoational forces of the state and nation.
a.

By enabling ailininistrators.teachers and pupils to
aoquire common exper aencee more effectively than in
any other way, thus breaking down artificial barriers
and making for homogenity.

b.

By effectively prornoting the ideals of the state and
natiolml officers of education.

B.

The Classroom Teacher.
1.

To obtain the help and encouragement which comes 'w-lththe

a.ddition of exper b professional arid non-professional teachers and conte.ct
with world events.
2.

To enrich classroom instruction.

3.

'I'o

assist in teaching the pupils to listen attentively.

increase pupil activity.
4. To stimulate thinking and
5.

To serve as demonstration lessons for the teacher, thus

offering training while in service.
C.

The Pupil.
10

'romake school more enjoyable.
a.

By adding variety in subject matter, methods, viewpoint and personality of the teachers.

b.

By adding novelty.

c.

By removing the need for s.t least a part of the
uninteresting

d.

drill work.

By adding more of the arts which have made the theatre
attractive.
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D.

2.

To make school work more interesting.

3.

To make instruction easier to remember.

'rhe Public.
1.

To afford a feasible plan of reuniting parent and teacher

in educating the child.
2.

To increase the public appreciation of the work of the

schools. especially

of groups not directly reached except tm'ough the

radio.
a.

By directing their attention to educational matters
and reawakening their interest in them.

b.

By affording them a new appreciation and understanding
of present day school work.

c.

By making the interest a daily one instead of an occasional one. thus engenderi.ng an abiding interest in the
work of the public schools.

d.

By enlightenipg the tax-payers so that they become
willing to pay for better schools.

e.

By bridging the gulf which educati.on sometd.mes causes
bet"i'leen
parents and their children.

3.

To develop an appreciation
a.

of good radio programs.

By the pupils developing a taste for worthwhile programs
in school and also a discrimination by which they differentiate between wor-thy and worthless broadcasts.

E.

I'he Radd.o Industryo
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1.

To stabilize a great enterprise.
a.

Enabling it to work as well as play.

b.

Emphasizing worth as well as wit.

c.. Providing permanent development and growth as well as
passing amusement.
d.

Enabling it to inorease its universality

of appeal.

e.

Incree,sing the number of listeners.

f.

Deepening of listeners dependence on broa.dcasting.

2.

'l'ostinrulate sales of radio equipment.

3.

To provide a new source of revenue that may Come inoreas-

ingly from government sources., private benefactions., foundations
legitimate

or

sponsorship.

The objectives of these groups claim our notice but" since the
question under investigation

is eduoation by radio in the public sohools,

the specific contribution radio oan make as an enriching experienoe to
the pupils, and as an inspiration to the teacher, are the most important
of the functions it should be expected to perform.
The most Important Objeotives
In the school year 1929-1930 the Ohio ocho01 of the Air sent a
questionnaire

to teachers using the sohool programs.

objectives were suggested for instruotion by radio.

As a result eleven
These were then ranked

for importance by 134 teachers in the following order:
1.

To broaden the vision or outlook of the pupils.

2.

'I'osupplement classroom teaching.

3.

To oreate, hold and utilize interest.
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4.

'I'o

develop further intellectual culture.

5.

'ro advance the cause of education.

6.

'1'0 inspire the pupil.

7.

To develop habits of concentration. thought and listening.

8.

'1'0 stimulate voluntary self-activity along desirable lines.

9.

To stimulate the efforts of the teacher.

10.

'1'0

supply needed recreational benefits.

11.

1'0

a Ll.owthe teacher to study individual differences .10

Many experts in radio education have advanced theories regarding
the definite 'my in which each of these objec-t;ivesmay be realized by
radio.
1. ~oaden

the outlook _or vision of the p~pi1s_. -- One of

the aims of education is to widen the horizon of the learner.

Very few·

people realize the effect upon children in our public schools of the
lllnited environment

in which they live.

One of the great services that

radio may perform is to add to the number of'personalities with which
the children of our schools come into daily contact.

'l'heservices of

broadcast talks similarly makes possible an expansion of interests,
"opening; the windows of the mind to new worlds of knowledge and experience beyond the capacity of any individual teacher. however gifted", to
impal:lt."ll Instead of receiving information and gaining ideas from one

-------------------1'15. D. Jarvis. ~'Teachers' Uses of the Ohio School of the Air."
Education on the Air. Columbus: Ohio State University, 1932.. pp. 162-163.
lIe. A. ::>ieprnan,
"The Mechanization
(November 28 .. 1931). p. 728.

CYJ..NII

of Education," '1'heSpect~

..
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teacher or a few at most ..the broadcast lessons enable pupils to hear
many teachers and to vision things from many new points of view.

Radio

breaks -I:;he
Lso La'td.on in which teachers and pupils sometimes find themselves.

They become more keenly aware of themselves as a part of the

world in which they live.

The business of education tends to become less

a factual process and more an interpretive one ..an interpretation of life
and right living and adaptation to change

8

Obviously" to do a better job

along these lines woe must know about the "other balI',," Both teacher and
pupil can profit by a wider perspective.
world to the classroom.

Radio may bring the whole

An exchange of ideas, problems, and activities

on their level by" children from all parts of the United States in
definite and periodic radio time should make for a better social understanding.

Hadio is expected to offer a vasi;;opportunity for sharing of

• 1 exper~ence.
"
12
h e 1piu
Another way in which r-adLo may broaden their vision is by permi tting pupils to become parti(~ipants in world events.

·J:hey:m.a.y
tune in on

such ceremonies as a presidential inaug;uration..the corona.tion of a king ..
or the description of a national catastrophe.

Their world is thus en-

larged.
2.

~pp1ement

classroom ~~aching;.

It is quite generally

agreed that; radio's principal virtue lies in its value as a supplement to
the efforts of the individual teacher.

Most of them advance the theory

12Russell Burkhard .."School Plannint; and the Radio ....
The School
Executiv"e..LVI (october, 1936), p. 75
0
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r anary instruction,
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l3B. H. Darrov ,

..Radio~ducation,

.. The High school Teacher, IX

f

( May, 1933), p. 192.
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------
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As well as creating interest ra.dio is expected to hold the interest
of the pupils"

Students of radio education claim that radio does do this"

They say that there is an authentici-ty about the radio lesson which attracts
attention and holds it.

A faot stated in words by one who should know and

who is heard immediately by pupils has a tondency to remain longer in the
pupils consciousness

14

than tho same fact read from a printed page.

It

is poas fbLe for t;hebroadcasting teacher to make her lesson more interesting by using tricks of voice inflection or well placed pauses.

I-t is ·this

personal +ouch which is necessary to lend emphasis to some vi tal point and
to impress it definitely upon the pupil.
applications

New angles of old facts and new

of old principles may be introduced to arouse interest" and

to connect the student's thinking with previously acquar ed krlOwledge.
Presenting newer points of view, thus clearing up old errors or reenforcing sound opinions should be one of the aims of radio education.
4.

To develop further LrrbeLl.ecbua.Lculture ..

It

is quite

generally conceded that the development of appreciation is a. desirable
function of education.

Many types of appreciation are possible in the

subject of art, music, and literature.

It is claimed that radio can

recreate the classics and :may also bring preserrb day literature to the
pupils in realistic fashion.

Beca.use the teacher has not the time to

read widely and co:rrcinuouslyin order to supply this background, a series

14E• D. Jarvis, "Major Objectives of the Radio Lesson," American
School Board Journal" LXXXI (November, 1930), p. 35.
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of programs in literature appreciation would be very effective.15
wise art appreciation
and music appreciation

Like-

is e)~peci;edto be developed by means of radio talks
by providing concert lessons of the best music~

chosen with the age of the audience in mind and accompanied by explanatory comments"
5.

To advance
the cause of education.
..,,_ .._.____,

__,.

-- By bringing leaders

in education and other leading men before the microphone, the importance
of education may be brought to the attention of the pupil, the parents
and the public.

'Without the intelligent cooperation of the public" no

school project can succeed.16
6.

To inspire the pupil.
--_..::------,.,-------

-- Before pupils can be really inspired,

their emotions must be stirred.. A program of national or international
importance causes the pupil to respond emotionally.

He is conscious that

thousands of other persons are sharing; the listening experience with him.
He understands

he is an integral part in the event.

Another source of inspiration from the radio is the bringing of
stimulating personalities

into the lives of pupils.

Only by radio can

worthy living men and women make their oontribution direot to thousands
of classrooms,

only by radio can their message be given so forcefully to

the future citizens.

By hearing the voice and feeling the personality,

it is hoped to malee the child more inspired than by receiving the message

15F• H. Lumley, "'rhoEnglish 'feacher and Radio Broadcasts," The
High School 'reacher, X (January, 1934), p , 24.
16E. D. Jarvis" "Major Objectives

of the Eadio Lesson,

OPe

Cit., p. 35.
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from books or some other
imagina"cion by the
tive

means.

int.elligent

manner t.han t.hat which

'rho master teacher
presentati.on

can fire

of a lesson

the pupil's

in a more effec-

may be done by t.he classroom teacher who is

cons carrb,~companJ.on
.
day a·f'J-..,ar day •

his

_ v

7.

To d(3~lo:p_habit..s_..?~.2..~_ntr_atio.E:t-t.hO
..':~J?;h~~_.!i.s.t~.~ix:.§.~"

Before a broadcast
for thoughtful
results

a listening

listening

of radio

situation

is defin.it.ely

education

is created.

The responsibility

placed on the pupil.

in Cleveland,

In reporting

Mr. Neil D. Mathevvs, makes the

follow"ing r-emar'ker
Pupils receiviW; the lessons are noticeably more responsive to
spoken suggestions
and appear to be able to concentrate to a greater
degree t.han pupils regularly
taught.
The :fact that radio lessons ar-e
something of a novel'litJ seems to be insufficient
explanation of th1.s, in
as much as some of the Cleveland pupils ha"lTebeen receiving weekly radio
lessons for seyeral semesters with no apparent diminu-cion of concentration.
As is the case with lessons regularly taught, the degree of' attention
from
PUpils is directly
proportional
to the, quality of the lesson plus t.he
expertness

with which it
8.

is presented.17

~timula~e.

It has been quite

voluntar.x. sel:f-ac"~vity

generally

held. by opponents of radio

Use of such programs in school work is

It

actJ.vi-bJ" curriculum.

ttl'

•

alon~.~abl~~_.
education

cont.rary to the philosophy

Although uhearing"

a radio

providing

the program is

stimulating

and help are given to the lis-beners.
lies

in t.he fact

that

its

effectiveness

the

of an

program may be passive"

Lsbend.ng" to a program is an activHiY and rnfJ.y lead to still

activity,

that

and if

proper

furt.her
guidance

The weakness of t.his objective
is dependent on the type of

--~-.,----.--..--.------------.-"'----'-~------'-'-.---17Neil D. lvlathews,::sociaJ. Science Broadcasts for Cleveland 8choo15,11
1i:duca.tion on -the Air.
Col'lunbuS: Ohio state uni"lrersity, 1932. P. 178-179.
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9.

To stimulate

---

thO efforts

.

of thO teacher.

-

-- Teachers are

own techniques by seeing good teachers

expected to improve their

perform.

It is expected that the regular classroom teacher will improve her mode
1nstruotion hy hearing lessons taught by master teachers.
The
of .
preparation of lessOns for radiO presentation tends to center attention
upon the i1nportaIl
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lessons
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superfluous
~se rve
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Through the expert use of radio lessons, new methods of teaching may be
introduced and new viewpoints may be presented.

The radio lessons may

be used as a means for careful experimentation with new ideas, through
the cooperation

20

of the classroom teachers.

10. To supply needed receational bETefits. -- Most educators
seem to agree that the recreational side of radio is its greatest asset.
This does not necessarily mean that radio should be used solely because
of the entertainment

it affords.

Schools of the air have presented

history and literature in the form of dramatization in order that boys
and girls may catch the beauty and the compelling force of an incident
in history or a. story in literature, perhaps catch it in such a way that
their reading may take on new meanings and seem more inspired.

It is

hoped that children may learn to see drama, even though it may be
"imprisoned

. t
1121
in cold ype.

That the radio has a definite recreational value for music appreciation. is quite unanimously agreed by students of radio education.
opportunity

is given for listening to masterpieces

of music.

Abundant

From the

Damrosch concerts children learn that music may become a fascinating
experience

of life.

Music is essentially an auditory subject.- The

aver-age teacher is not an expert musician.

Radio, therefore, is an

excellent means for permitting puples to hear excellent singers or enjoy

20y'~.D. jarvis, "Major Objectives of -theRadio Lesson,"

OPe

cj.t.,

p. 35.

21B. H. Darrow .."Radio -- A New Tool in Education," The High School
Teacher, X (April, 1934), p. 118.
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different sorts of musical compositions played upon different instruments.
11 ..To allow the tea.cher to study individual differences. -Just as the invention of the many household electrical appliances have
lightened the burdens of the housewife, radio is expected to free +he
teacher for wider service in her classroom and allow her more time to
study her pupils and devote her energies to their guidance and inspiration.

Using broadcast lessons enables her to study the reaction of

individual pupils and to assist each in gaining maximum benefit from
the lessons.

During the radio lesson, the teacher is given an oppor-

tunity to observe her pupils without distraction in a much more efficient
Ymy than when she is doing the teaching herself.
In the years to cornethe objectives of radio instruction will
probably change many times.

Perhaps radio will be expected to do more,

perhaps less for the cause of education.

At the present most authori-

ties seem to agree that its greatest function is to supplement the
work of the classroom teacher aridnot to take her plaoe in the educational scheme.
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CHAP1'ER VI

SCHOOL U~E OF RADIO

To be fair, an evaluation

or radio eduoation should report how

radio is being used by the sohools and same of the faotors neoessary
for its effeotive
instrument

use.

In ~

respects radio is the most amazing

ever placed in the hands of the o~a8sroom teaohers.

Through

the magio of magnetic waves it puts the moat isolated sohool in touoh
with the world of sound.
tion.

It oan vitalize and modernize

textbook

It can bring the living world into every olassroom.

instruc-

It oan give

pupils the best that Amerioa has to orfer in MUsio, sCienoe, drama and
the auditory
dissemination

arts.

At present it i8 the oheapest known medium for the

of mass instruotion.

tors, by stimulating
limited resources,
financial

Through the voioes of expert instruo-

pupil interest and by supplementing
it oan inorease the effectiveness

outlay required by eduoation.

do all these things.

the teacher's

of the large

It has demonstrated

These are not mere theoretical

that it can

hopes but here and

there each of these services has been realized.1
Faotors Retarding

Progress

If radio oan do all these things, the question arises as to why the

lA. G. Crane, "The Use of Radio in Schools," The ~ohool Exeoutl:!!,

LVI (Maroh, 1937), p. 253.
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public schools have been so s.Low in adopting it.

~ea.chers themselves

been s.Low in seizing upon radio as an eduoational aid.

Correspondenoe

with the United States Office at ~ducation gives the information
.Latest survey, oonducted
radios and oentralized
reported

in vhe study.

6.7 buildings.

have

that their

in 1935, revealed that there were only 12,342

sound systems among the 82,297 sohool buildings
This is an average or but ona radio.tor every

Only a relatively

small number of o.Lassroom teaohers

are using the radio with any regularity.
Radio
eduoavion

is undergoing

the same experienoe that musio, art, heaith

and social soienoe had when they first ~ried to gain a plaoe

in the sohool program.

~ach of these newer subjeots passed through a

period of trial and experimental
serious obstaole
to overcome

tradition

and the resistanoe

For eaoh of them a suitable veobnique

~o be disoovered

and demonstrated.

practioes

to which all nsw-comers
have been subjeoted.

by practioe

than by vheory.

not haw theorists
sporadio,

a supplementary

at instruotion had

but it is undergoing

devioe

the same

The average teaoher learns more readily

The schools want to

manner,

at many educators

to the charmed oirole ot eduoat1oI~i

say it may be done.

or oaprioious

Each had

Radio is an instruotional

and not a subjeot in the ourrioulum,
initiation

They met and conquered the

in the argument at the orowded currioulum.

prejudioe,

to new ideas.

practioe.

knCWI

harl to use radio,

It radio is used in a haphaZard,

it will never justify its existenoe as

aid to instruction.

There are ma:t1iY ways in which the r.a.diocan be deni t with in the
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publio school.
and

Allot

these praotioes are to be found in schools here

-ehere Which are attempting to meet the aituation.

The field is so

new that it is not possible to point to the ideal use of radio in the
schools.

It is necessary

improvement

to try this plan and that until" with the

ot practioe and the refinement ot evaluation"

to determine

the best arrangement

it is possible

for an individual school.

At the

present the only criteria for evaluating radio's use in -ehe school is
the experienoe

or ~hose who nave exper~ented

Who have presented

with this new device and

their ideas on the sUbject.

The most obvious way is to bring the radio into the classroom as
a teaching

tool.

In this conneotion"

it is necessary to distinguish

..

between the direct teaching" on the one hand. and integral enriohment
on the other.
education

These two types are supported by oontrary philosophies

__ the traditionalists

groups have oontributed

and the progressives.

and are contributing

of

Yet both these

much to the inoreased use

ot radio.
Radio as a Uirect Teaching uevice
Direot teaohing over -ehe radio is represented
cast in whioh a teaching broadcaster
tion to pupils in classrooms.
ing questions.

conducting

by that type of broad-

in the studio gives direot instruc-

presenting direotions

to be followed.

drills and tests and in a large measure follorl-

ing a pattern of classroom teaching making such adaptations
for the physical
examples

ask-

limitations

of the radio.

ot -ehis use for radio instruction

as are needed

There are two outstanding
in the United ~tateB.

One
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is the broadoasts
broadoasts

of arithmetio

in Hoohester.

In C~eveland
twice a week.
teaching

in Cleveland. and the other, the soienoe

the ~essons in arithmetio are sent to the classrooms

Lesson sheets allow the child to participate

period. while bet71een broadcasts.

on the abilities

presented

teacher in the broadoasting
subjeot material

in the lesson.

during the

drill sheets afford practioe
This plan means that the

studio not only oontrols the amount of

but also direots the method of learning its oontent.

The aim of the lesSOns is to produce better computers than are now
produoed by regular
teaohing

arithmetio.

o~asBroom instruction,

and to improve methods or

~

Dr. R. G. Jones, superintendent

of the Cleveland Publio ~oho01s.

is one of the ardent supporters of direot teaohing by radio as is shown
in his oonolusions:
A teacher or supervisor may become oompetent and skillful in
instruotion, in a given subjeot -- in short, a specialist. We believe
that such a master teacher, through the medium of the radio. may set
an example to olassroom teaohers by giving instruction direotly to
pupils.
•••
In the average o~ssroom the teaoher inevitably suggests
the ohild's line of thought by the methods in whioh the question is
stated.
In radio the child can be, and may be, an independent thinker.
We also believe • • • that lesson material will be more oarefully prepared. In so far as the large spstem of school is conoerned, if uniformity of work is desired, this item can be assured; and it is probable
that we shall want both individuality and. uniformity, v~ing
with the
nature of the subjects and the nature of the treatments.3

2B• H. Darrow, OPe cit., p. 141.
~. G. Jones, iiBroadcasting to the ~chools of a City," Radio and
Eduoation.
Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1931. P. 84.

The soience course in Rochester grew out of a real need.

With

building operations discontinued because of the depression ..it was found
that the junior high schools lacked seating capacities to care for many
7B pupils who normally would have entered the schools in January, 1933.
To have these pupils retained in the elementary schools, where there was
inadequate science equipment and no trained science +eacher-s, seemed ver~t
undesirable

at a time when a twelve year science education had begun to

function successfully.

At this orucial time station WHAM of Rochester

offered the superintendent of sohools free time on the air for educational purposes.

It was decided to utilize this time for a scienoe

course, thus making it possible for the 7B pupils to remain in the
elementary classrooms and, at the srunetime ..receive science instruction.
By means of radio, the situation was explained to the parents and
their help in assisting the pupils to perform simple experiments at
home ..was solioited.

The entire burden of teachiltg science was assumed

by a specialist at the microphone.. l'hus the classroom teacher was
relieved of routine classroom work .. ~~ ..Carpenter in his conolusion
of this use for radio says:
Radio in educa.tion must be seriously reckoned with. That it Will
ever replace the trained scienoe teacher with necessary rooms and equipment is to be doubted; but that it may relieve the soience teacher of
much routine work so that he may devote his energies in more profitable
~ireotions ..is probable~ a~ lea~t in the ele~entar~ sohool scienoe and
~n the lower grades of Jun~or h~gh school sc~enoe •.
Later in his discussion Mr. Carpenter sounds a note of warning When

4Harry A. Carpenter,

"Teaching Scienoe by Radio," The Clearing
House, VIII (Maroh, 1934), p. 427.
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he states:
Radio is in education to stay. It has entered our schools as an
aid to teaohing.
Will radio in education do to the members ot the teaching profession what the machine has done to the laborer in industry?
• ••
In ~ opinion, unless we, as educators, are wiser than leaders
ot industry, radio will disrupt our ranks. On the other hand, if we
are wise, we will take steps to ensure the use of radio as an aid to
teaching
and not as a substitute tor teaohers.
Conflioting

Opinions

Not all experts agree that direot teaching is valuable.
takes an opposite view.

Tyler, or Ohio ~tate University
argument advanced
a broadcast

I. Keith

He attacks the

that radio improved instruotion by pointing out that

or two might have the same value that observation

ot another

teaoher at work might have but beyond that it would tend to harm rather
than help.

For it teaohers are to improve they need examples that are

typioal of the kind of situation in whioh they find themselves.
need, not oarefUlly
teaohers meeting
differences,
oontribute

standardized

prooedure, but observation

individual problems, making adaptations

and moditying

They

of other

to individual

routine so that pupils and teachers may eaoh

fully to the realizing

of the objeotives

ot the partioular

group.

LikeWise,

direct radio teaohing would rob the classroom teacher of muoh

practioal

experienoe

beoause she is reduoed to the position ot carrying

out the plans and assignments

of the master teacher.5

To decide whioh ot these conflioting
weight

is diffioult.

5I.

opinions oarries the most

There is one fact Mr. Tyler seems to have over-

Keith Tyler, liThe Use of Radio in the Classroom,"
pp. 245-246.

OPe oit.,
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looked in his oritioism when he states that direot observation
to hearing model lessons over the radio.
it is a~ost

impossible

their visiting

is superior

In the average sohool system

for teaohers in the schools to visit other teaohers.

time being very short.

The supervisors

of instruotion,

beoause of the large area they must cover. cannot present their teachers
with outstanding

lessons and radio might fill this gap.

On the other

hand the claims of Mr. Jones for direot radio teaching may seem too enthusiastio but he has for his authority nine years of suooessful experience
using this type of radio education.
tive thinking materialize
teaohing

Only from oontroversy

the sohool broadoasts.

agree that radio is best

This is the purpose of most of

But there is another souroe of enriol~ent

on the air not speoifically

The average Amerioan
attainment,

Broadoasts

of radio eduoation authorities

used as a tool for integral enriobment.

radio programs

Only time will

this use of radio in the sohools.

The Use of Extra-sohool
The majority

does oonstruo-

and this suggested way of using radio for direot

seems to be the cause of muoh oontrary opinion.

approve or disapprove

in

in the

designed for a sohool audienoe.

is usually thought of as representing

eighth-grade

so that programs, to be within his power of understanding.

must be of eighth-grade

level or loss.6

For this reason. though they are

planned for an adult audienoe, the programs really are. in large propor-

XLVIII

6"Broadcasting Good Government."
(September. 1932). p. 85.

Editorial

in The Amerioan Ci~,

tion, within

the comprehension

of elementary-school

addition to being wi·thin the comprehension

children.

If, in

of children, they are also

within the range of the children's interests, they may well be used in
the classroom.
Current
the variety

events programs are valuable.

The timeliness

of' the reports,

of points of view presented, and the ease with whioh the

material may be brought to pupils make radio news an important aid in
modern teaohing.

There are two prinoipal reasons for using suoh material.

First or all boys and girls may become aoquainted with events in the world
round about them abd reoognize vital human problems in everyday life.
Second, such programs may be used to give practioe in the ability of discriminating

with regard to souroes of informatioll, to recognize

search for accurate

statements of'facts, to interpret facts in terms or

their broader meanings
ioned trea~ent

and to distinguish

of the news.

betweon objectives

grams of simple talks, dramatizations,
in the classroom.

There are also many pro-

musio and debates which can be used

Although

such material

labeled for sohools, it offers muoh that is oontributory
In evaluating

and impass-

Both goals are important in the preparation

of boys and girls for life in the modern world.

sucoessfUlly

bias, to

this use it must be remembered

only if it helps in the attainment

is not graded and
to sohool life.

that radio must be used

of important educational

objectives.

There is danger that radio may become an end in itself and its use may
overshadow
inspiration.
hand

the use made of other important
Books, magazines,

experiences

newspapers,

through excursions

souroes of information

and

motion piotures, and first-

and experimentation

must not be
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neglected

as worth-while

radio is peculiarly
and is, therefore,

aids to learning.

useful.

But as a source of news the

It does afford a varie~

of points of view

a splendid means for developing a discriminating

attitude toward sources ot both information and opinion.
Training
Another

in Standards of Appreciation

important way in which the school may deal with radio is in

teaching boys and girls standards of appreciation
Radio listening

for radio programs.

plays such an important part in the lives of modern boys

and girls as to demand treatment

in the sohool curriculum.

A survey of

the John Smart Junior High School of Fort Wayne, Indiana showed that the
pupils ot that school averaged nearly two and one-half hours a day listening to the radio.

Only about one-fifth of this was classroom

listening.7

Because radio takes so muoh of the time of boys and girls it needs examination and interpretation.

It refuses to be ignored.

deny school time to this new instrument,

Educators

may

but the radio will do 1ts educa-

tional job, good or bad, for boys and girls outside sohool hours.
seems only sensible that the Bchool make a place tor the development
disoriminating

It

ot

listening so that boys and girls may learn to separate the

Wheat from the chaff.
There are at least tour goals whioh might well motivate instruotion
in this field:

(1) to aoquaint

(2) to develop techniques

7B. H. uarrow,

ing?"

pupils with the influenoe exerted by radio;

for evaluating

broadcasts;

(3) to make worth-

"Can the School Teach Discrimination
Education .Method, XIV (March, 1935), p. 311.

in Radio Listen-
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upon the basis of the evaluation; and (4) to inspire

while selections

8

children to exert their influenoe upon others.
By pointing

out the influenoe that radio has played in the speeoh

habits of people and leading them to question why radio is used to such
a large degree by politioal

and other leaders, older ohildren may be led

to realize the first goal.

It is doubtful whether ohildren below high

sohool level oould be led to understand this influence.
The first step in developing teohniques for evaluation
of ~

programs

representing

must be enoouraged
and to superior

a wide range of type and quality.

and inferior programs.

In olass disoussions

and beoome consoious of faults.

may be opened up.

Students

to listen to looal stations and to network offerings

compare these programs, weigh one against another, disoover
of excellenoe

is the study

they may
standards

New fields of interest

Children will probably not be expected to prefer

symphony to jazz, but rather they may be led to aoquire their own
criteria for reoognizing

worth in each,

They may become a.a.ertto prepa-

ganda in news broadcasts

and consoious of bias in other types of pro-

grams.
The task in seleotion

is to want students to create dislike for

that which is unfair or untrue; disgust for that whioh is cheap and
tawdry and indifference

for that whioh is trivial.

study lists of available broadoasts

It is neoessary

to

and discover what good p~ograma are

8r• Keith Tyler, "Radio in the High School."
Bulletin, XLV (November 13, 1935), pp. 210-2J..L.

Eduoational

Researoh
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not being heard by the children.

The teacher mus~ be tactful.

lier

course should be one of artful suggestion -- suggestion that they try
to listen to some programs which she considers more wnrthy.
emphasize

~he should

those good features of the broadcast which she knows will appeal

to the group.

::5hecan -elltln
J.tlad-ehe class in analyzing both the broad-

casts -ehey like

and

the ones which they dislike.9

If the first three goals are attained, the fourth should be easy
to acquire.
and.

Parents are usually interested in children's discussions

are willing

to cooperate in any school project.

.Uso, many thought-

ful parents realize that much of the material broadcast for ohildren
undesirable.

is

This subjeot is being disoussed by many local parentsl clubs

and national radio oommittees

of women are giving the matter oareful con-

sideration.
That it is possible to use radio successfully
ination has yet to be proved.

in teaohing discrim-

Many childrens' programs offer entiCing

baits of badges, buttons and other gadgets which have a deoided appeal
to young listeners.

If it is true that as we train the youth of today,

so will the next generation be, we may expect little improvements

in

radio programs until the youth of today becomes the listening public of
tomorrow.
Miscellaneous

Uses

In an address before the National Eduoation Association

9B. H. Darrow, "Can the Sohools Teaoh Disorimination
Listening?"
OPe cit., pp. 312-314.

Annual

in Radio
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Convention

held in Columbus, Ohio in 1930, Margaret Harrison suggested
uses for radio eduoation.10

some miscellaneous
extraneous

These are more or less

uscs but are interesting to consider:
1.

As a library or reference book -- the ohild is assigned a

program to report to the rest of the class.
2.

As an improvement

and of dramatization
3.

in standards of speech, of pronanciation

technics.
the average child hears

Varied point of view it gives

only points of view of teacher, text books and parents.
viewpoints

agree.

Usually these

In using radio in this respect, children must be

taught that what the radio speakers say is not neoessarily

the last word

on the subject.
In a one room school in Connecticut,
source of stim ulation for oreative verse.
radio was responsible

for the writing

the radio was used as a new
It cannot be claimed that the

of verses, but from the nature of

the poetry, it was evident that the radio programs gave new material and
new ideas which were developed

in verse form.

scope of subjects and gave vioarious
in their poetry.

The programs enlarged the

experienoe l'Jitich
the ohildren used

11

10IVJargaretRarrison, II Pioneering in Hew Fields -- Radio in Rnral
Schools," Proceedings of the Sixty-eighth Annual Meeting of the National
Education Association of the United States. Washington, D. C.: The
National Education Association, 1930. pp. 436-437.
llMar garet Harrison and Dorothy Weir, "Radio as 8. Stimulant to
Creative Verse in a Country Sohool," Progressive Education, VIII
(February, 1931), p. 131.
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Radio as a Measurement
Perhaps

the most unique use suggested for radio is for the measur-

ing of intelligenoe.

The writer who suggests this olaims that radio can

do this with more accuraoy
on the market.12
measure

of' Intelligence

than the vast series of intelligence

tests now

His argument is that present day criteria of intelligenoe

all children with a very hasty assumption that up to the time the

measuring

scale is applied all children have had an equal chance to develop

their native abilities.

Particularly

does the intelligence

test claim to

measure native ability solely and to avoid the variable factor of training.

The weakness

the article

of the intelligence

test, as Mr. Wivel, the author of

sees it, is in the fact that it makes the assumption

children have been exposed to the same environment.
long been a mooted question among educators,
Even in the case of achievement
of' training,

different

of radio education,
and on precisely

and places.
education,
measuring

philosophers

has

and the public.
the type

the tools, and the teaching personnel may have been so dis-

or even between

definite

This assumption

tests, aimed to measure training,

Similar that it is unfair to make oomparisons

gr~

that all

between cities or schools

sections of the same sohool.

But with a pro-

the pupils can be assured of a training tr~t i6
the same basis for all children

\V,henthe measuring
it is with absolute

in all schools

rod has been applied to students of radio
confj.dence that the examiner knows he is

subject matter that has been given to all students in a similar

12Claude wive1, "Education
p. 472.

by Radio.1t

Education,

LI (April, 1931),
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manner and with the variable faotors of length of time for 1essons~ reviews~
summaries, teaching methods and content of materia.l practically eliminated.
Testing of material used through radio education can be accomplished over
a wide area with a large number of children with a It'fargreater degree of
reliability

than many of the popular intelligence and achievement tests

now being used throughout the nation.

Radio education is full of possi-

,.13
bilities for measuring results.·
On the surface this claim for radio's use seems partly reasonable
and partly fantastic.

It seems to take too much for granted.

It rests

on the theory that the content of the tests must be based on material
used through radio education.

The theory also assumes that all children

Will be exposed to the same programs.

This is an impossibility at the

present time and there seems to be no evidence to show that radio will
ever be

80

wide-spread

universal.
use.

The physical limitations of radio forbid

SUCll

Mr. Wivel's theory seems to suggest a narrowing of

the child's training to only such material as the radio has to offer_
while the majority of authorities on radio education claim for it only
a place as one of the experiences in the life of the child.
Radio in Rural Areas
Radio has been used to great advantage in the public schools of
the cities but it probably will prove of greater value in isole.ted
rural areas. which have l~ited

equipment and few well-trained teachers.

In many respects, the rural schools have not kept pace with modern edu-

13Ibid., p. 473.
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oatiordLl thought and industrial progress.
in raising

standards

to be helped.

The radio stands ready to assist

of rural education for those teachers who are willing

The rural sohool is in need of more adequate supervision.

The radio is ready to assume the gigantic task of oarrying expert supervision to every rural sohool in the nation.

14-

The rural school pupil needs

no longer aooept passively the outgrown type of sohooling he has been subjeoted to but, by a relativel~' small outlay of radio equipment,
be able to partioipate

he will

in those additional advantages whioh have oame to

his more favored oity oousins.

The rural teacher may be helped to beoome

a better teaoher through more direct supervision by radio oontaot, and
can provide herself an assistant teacher in every unit of her activity.
The radio should give some relief from monotony with its nevi voices and
refreshing

musio.

No longer need lack of oontaot with the great leaders

of the world handioap the teaoher and the pupil in these isolated districts.

Features

that none but the largest sohools can now enjoy may be

possible for the smallest sohool through radio instruction.

Radio may be

used to energize the whole day's program and make each rural school house
a place of delight rather than a haunt of monotonous

classes and dull

study periods.
As ~ll

as enlivening

the experiences

of her pupils, the teaoher in

isolated schools may find the radio a source of constructive
teaching methods.

II

She could have a wealth of supervisory

l4Wayne Soper, "Radio in the Rural Sohools,
(Maroh 17, 1932), p. 41.

II

help in her

assistance

Eduoation

at

by Radio..!,
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her oommand.

She may hear the state superintendent

seldom available
best supervisor
affords.

under existing conditions

himself. an opportunity

or she may be advised by the

of a given subjeot tr~t a teacher-training

The radio may also permit her to "att.end" in her own cle.ssroom

a fine inspirational

lecture.

This is probably
cation.

the zenith point of radio's contribution

It gives to the rural teacher the benefit

Under the traditional
supervisor

plan of supervision,

to edu-

of expert assistanoe.

it is generally true that a

may be strong in one phase of her work, but she may be weak.

in other equally
teacher

institution

experts

important

phases.

The radio can bring to the rural

in every phase of her olassroom activities.

The result

of all this should be a value as great as if supervisors

in person should

aotually

frequent

vals.

visit the rural sohools at regular
This plan of radio supervision

and somewhat

inter-

is used in the rural sohools

of

South Dakota.
The list of uses for radio eduoation
tive but rather
It is beooming

it is intended to show the versatility
increasingly

its way into the schools.
all teaohers.
task?

finding

Someday it may help to lessen the burden of
remain such a hard and diffioult

use be made of an invention

the teacher

of this new device.

evident that the radio is gradually

Why should teaching

~hy should'nt

of helping

given is by no means exhaus-

do efficient

that has the possibility

work with leas labor in less time?l5

l5william S. Paley. "Many Listen to Learn.
X (Maroh, 1936), p. 390.

II

The C leuing

House,
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CHAPrER VII

FACTORS IN EFFECTIVE USE OF RADIO EDUCATION

Few educators will disagree with the oonten tion that radio may be
used in the schools but they are cognizant of the !act that there are
~

faotors to be oonsid.ered before it oan be used most effeotively.

They agree that this is no simple task.

It is not merely a question of

on the dial and permitting the pupils to hear a broadcast

turning

for the sohools.

intended

The wa.y in which radio may be used have been discussed.

It is now tiIne to consider exactly what factors enter in the effeotive uee
of radio education.
ant question

So fer as the sohools are concerned , the most import-

is not whether radio can be used. but how best to make use

of this new tool which has entered their doors.
The Attitudes

of the Teaoher

The chief factor in the effective use of radio in education is the
attitude

of the classroom teacher.

other problem comparable
teacher herself.
failure

teacher.

instruotion

by radio has no

to that of attaining the best oooperation

of the

The best planned school radio progrwn may be a oomplete

if the teacher does not

to use it.

Classroom

know or is not interested in learning how

The nature of the pupils' interest depends 1arb"EI
J:y upon the
If she is indifferent

this attitude.

in her attitudes. her pupils will reflect

If she is genuinely

interested

in the radio. she will find
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it easy to arouse the interest o~ the pupils.
receptive

~rame o~ mind.

broadcasting

Many teaohers are in a

They are enthusiastio about the merits o~ school

but appreoiate the fact that it has limitations.

These

teachers have ~ound that they must know (1) how to seleot or advise the
selection

of suitable equipment; (2) what type of program presentation

are being used; (3) the offerings of available sohools of the air; and
(4) the art of teaohing by radio.

These will be considered in order.

The Equipment
In the majority o~ oases the equipment is purchased by school
o~~ioials.
reception

The choioe o~ such equipment should be wisely made.
is essential to the suocess o~ the broadcast lesson.

Good
The atten-

tion o~ the pupils is lost if they are not ~oroed to strain their ears in
an e~fort to piok out words in a confUsion of static.
should be reproduoed

The speaker's voice

in natural tones.

There are several arrangements being used ~or providing radio reoeption in the olassroom.

There iB. ~or example. the central control system

with wired reoeivers in each classroom. making possible not only the reception o~ broadcasts.
announcements

but the playing o~ phonograph records, the making of

and even the presentation

this additional

l

of speoial programs.

Although

equipment inoreases the cost it values are JIlEUW. 'l'he

entire sohool can listen at one time to broadcasts programs without having

---------------------------------------------------11. Keith l'yler, "Radio in the Elementary Sohool," California
Journal o~ ~!ementary

l!:duoation,IV (February. 1936). p. 175.
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to be orowded
possibi~ity

in to an auditorium.
of preparing

selves; a stimulating
a variety

his sohool.

and presenting progr~

by the ohildren them-

aotivit.1 whioh may be riohly oreative and develop

oi'worthwhile

sohool number

Of even more eduoative value is the

eighty-one
He reports

skills.

Mr • Murray A. Dallman, prinoipal

of public

of Indianapolis, has installed such equipment
some very interesting uses.

Civio enterprises

within the school are carried on suooessfully by committees
girls who give their reports and discussions

in

of boys and

over the system to all class-

rooms involved.
The disadvantage
the selection
classroom.

/I

of programs takes plaoe in the office rather than in the
Most of such s!,stems have a single channel so that only one

program can be received
ent programs

of the oentral oontrol system is its unweildiness·

at a time.

by different rooms.

ized type of listening.

This prevents the receiving
I~ necessarily

of differ-

makes for a more formal-

Vihile a program can be sent to one room or to

many, yet not more than one program at a time can be heard simultaneously
even 'When suoh an arrangement
by classes

might permit more frequent use of the radio

engaged in widely different

activities.

1;'ihen
there is more

than one channel there may, of course, be more than one program on the
system thus permitting
fact, however,
insure hearing

greater choice on the part of the tefi\.ohers.The

that a teacher must make arrangements

with the office to
2
same special program tends to reduce its use.

A number of schools have a central radio with wired reoeivers in

2 Ibid., p. 176.
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various olassroom
pickups.

but without provision for phonograph or miorophone

This type of equipment. while lesa expensive,

potentialities.
of children

is limited in its

There are very few radio programs which appeal to groups

of widely different ages.

Even where there are several groups

of similar age, it is not usual for them to be engaged in the same type
of learning activities.
into the classroom

A single radio program would seldom fit naturally

situation in ail the rOOmB.

VVhere radio is to be used informally for bringing programs to the
individual

classrooms,

more satisfactorj.

3

many teac}lers find the individual receiving

The teacher is then free to use it whenever and

however she may wish.
taneous reoeption,

set

While this type of equipment does not permit simul-

nor sohool prepared programs, exoept those actually

put on the air by local brottdcasting stations, it does make the radio a
part of the teaching equipment to be used as any other device whenever
can make a real contribution

it

to the teaching process.

~ome schools are limited to a single radio in the auditorium.

This

is used with some success in the use of a program, such as some national
event or the Damrosch
and where

concerts, where the appeal is to a range of grades

ch.ildren benefit from appreciation

the situation or from

hearing the mus1.c even though some of the words of the speaker are not
distinctly

understood.

This arrangement

is not satisfactory

involving much speech because the acoustics

for programs

are often very bad.

In

~. R. Lawderm11k, "Right and Wrong of Rad1.o," Nation's Schools,
XVIII (October, 1936) pp. 51-53.

addition" talking pr-ograms usually have a much narrower range of interest
and appeal to a more seleot audienoe such as is represented by a single
class in its own classroom.4
In deciding which plan to follow in choosing equipment", schools are
governed by expense.
of money.

Most schools cannot afford an outlay of large sums

It would seem that the less expensive individual classroom

radio affords the most satisfaction.

It is generally agreed that programs

should be received in the regular classroom.
this.

There are many reasons for

The volume of sound may be uniform for all listeners; supplementary

aids a.re at hand; the teacher's leadership is felt more Closely in a small
group; no time is lost in passing to an auditorium; the "learning" rather
than the "entertainment"

situation is emphasized and discipline

is easier

to maintain.
The preferred plaoement of the radio is, whenever possible ..where
the pupils may faoe it.

As children look in the direction from which

a voice issues, the radio speaker should be approximately
eye and ear leve.L of the seated pupils.
room procedure"
followed.

5

even with the

Making a 1'9_dioprogram a class-

polioi.es similar to those used in the classroom should be

A loud speaker placed high on the wall forces a craning of

necks with its accompanying nervous irritation.

Some teachers report

41. Keith Tyler, "Radio in the Elementary School," OF- cit., p. l77e
5eline M. Koon, liThe Techniques of 'rea.chingwith Radio," Elemel'!:_te.rl_
School Journal, XXXIV (October, 1933), p. 107.
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that they prefer an informal grouping about the radio as there is in listening tp the teaoher read or tell a story.

The volume should be regulated

so the pupils hear the voioe in approximately the same quality of Bound
as the room teacher's voice.

This creates a more normal classroom.

Choioe ot Programs
The teacher, with reoeption provided tor, must determine what programs she desires to use in the classroom.
radio education,

In attempting to evaluate

it is necessary to consider the question of its adapta-

tion to the curriculum

and the work of the class.

It is not a question

of imposing a program on the pupils but of permitting the pupils to follow
such radio broadcasts.
radio instruotional

The olassroom teacher must look over the entire

menu and make her choice circumspeotly.

In order to

permit the teacher to make a judioious choice, the program of the broadcasts should be reoeived long enough in advanoe.
usually

This program bulletin

gives a short description of the nature of the subjeot, a state-

ment of the purpose whioh the broadoast hopes to aohieve, and an indi~atiun uf vhe age __ grade level of the pupils for whom the broadoast

is

part:i.oularly intended.
The oriteria for ohoosing radio programs for school use is the same
as for the seleotion of any other teaohing materials.

It is important

to seleot broadoasts whioh oan be understood

at the age level and inte~li-

genoe ~eve~ of the pupils who reoeive them.

the type of presentation

important

also.

The subject matter and age level may be suitable but

unless the presentation

is of the right kind, it may lose some of i·ts

is

n«.
aMon
ctional value.

~'I1er.ore

instru
uaed by echoo.La of the air.

JJ».ffI{ 1;yPOB

,'11. mo.t

of progr"'"presant

being

d

popular of th••e or. pr••e_

!lOre.

o leoture is used quito extensiv.ly bUt it is not a good method
l'h

e1_8ntary

sohool chUdran•
For .ld.r children 1t has the valu. of
ng them to grasp the outlinss of the subj.ct and to make oomparisons.

for

1ieachi

But even with older children. thO talk should b. u.ed sparingly. When it
i. u.ed, the length of the program should be limited to not more than
fif~een

6

minutes.

A second type of teohnique used .frectiv.1Y is the dialogue.

On.

e"""'pl. of this is the inte,."ie". p.rhaPS thO greatest problem in adapting radio to classroom instruction i. the ma1;t·r of aohi.-.ing a situation
will be pr.dominantly in the naturo of an aotiviv,y set-up and the
Which

interview matho , when skillfUlly employed, will .nable the pupils to
d
enter vioariously into ~"e di.cussion which is being cerri.d on in the
ast
'0 for their be".fit. A" certain point. during the broado , the
stud'

7

t

interrogator introduces each questions and comments Whioh are mo.

likely

to suggest theass

to the minds of the listening students. Likewis.,
lves
the person b.ing in
....d must utilize very consistently in hi. tslk
e
tervi
s
sUoh feelings and .~perieno •• as h. shar. with the listening Olldiono •
on
hUB building his awn oontribution upon a ground of oomm
experienoe
"t;

------------------------------_.

'-----------

International Institute of Intelleotual cooperation. "All Inter
6
:<:-iona1
survey of ,ohOOl BrondOaoting," ~
on the Air. ColumbuS'
~o ~tate Uni~er8ity~ 1932.
(N

P. 319.

"«, 1II.Brown, "NeW ~duoation in Hadio," ~gh
ovember, 1931), p. 332.

er
sohOol TeaBh , VII
-
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and mutual interest.I,B

This method is used quite suocessfully

soienoe and library programs in Indianapolis.

in the

Teachers have said they

like this type of program because the children seem most enthusiastic
during the broadcasts.

'.rheinterrogator in these programs is often a

child and the children listening feel a oertain kinship with the studio
performers.
Another
interests

type of dialogue is the debate.

This arouses the children's

in muoh the same way as the interview.

debate is used quite extensively

In Bngland

the unfinished

and is beooming popular in this oountry.

In this method one speaker opens and discusses his point of view
on the question

and another speaker replies.

The broadcast

is then term-

inated, leaving the pupils to finish the discussion.
Many radio eduoation experts olaim that the subjeot should be
presented

in an impressionistio

fashion, which Will strike the imagina-

tion of the listener and provoke his creative actiVity.
dramatic

9

presentation

dramatization

Only in the

is this prinCiple oompletely applied.

it is neoessary

In the

to make the scenelive for the pupils and

even to make it possible for them to imagine that they are living the
scenes themselves.
presents

l~. C. L. Manser, in an interesting disoussion

some arguments for the use of the dramatio method.

He says:

The spirit that should aooompany

a fact, and perhaps augment it,
truth is not
as it touohes human life. Dramatization

is quite as important as the faot itself. TO present
enough; it should be presented

8Ibid •• p. ~32.
9 "An International

l:3urveyof I:3choolBroadcasting."

OPe

oit •• p. 321.
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is well fitted £or showing this relationship. and good dramatization puts
prime emphasis upon signifioanoe.
It haa a peouliar faoulty for making a
generalization seem speoific.
It makes it possible to emphasize the fUndamental or struotural element so that details may be sketohed in later.
One might abnost say that the use of dramatization provides a sort of
pattern for one's education. rather than the eduoation itself. By stimulating interest. by adding emotional urge. by giving almost a visual
aspeot to the material. it combines elements so that they are much more
effeotive than if they operated singly.lO
For primary children. there are two types especially fitted and
which meet with much success.

une of these is the narrative. the other

might be called "directed activities."
whether

Young ohildren enjoy a story

it is based on faot or fiotion. or whether

from the .Lives of oelebrated men.

it recounts anoedotes

The expression "directed activities"

as used here refers to the form of radio presentation
is instructed

to perform a definite aotivity during the broadcast.

most common types of direoted activities
exercises.

in which the listener
~he

given over the air are setting-up

ll

story plays and rhythmics.

~heBe are the principal types of programs from which the teacher
may chose.

Experimentation

will probably be necessary before tho maximum

benefit may be reoeived from school broadoasts.
is not necessary
suggested

As has been stated. it

for a classroom teacher to try to use all the material

for her grade.

lQC. L.Menser.
lliducation." Eduoation
1936. p. 163.

Experienoe

has shown that it is better to use

Demonstration of Contrasts in Techniques for
on the Air. Coibumbus: Ohio State University.

··A

110 line M. Koon. ~
Art of 'reaching by Radio. Washington:
United ~tates Government Printing uffice. Bulletin. 1933. No.4.

p. 9.
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ane series consistently
At the Sixteenth
rrinoipals

than to try to follow many different series.
Annual Convention of California ~econdary ~chool

held at Santa Cruz in March. 1931 a report by the Conference

group on Radio J:.iducation
was given.

It was agreed the. t oertain standards

should be applied to radio programs before they are used by the public
schools.

These standards are helpful in chOOSing extra school broadcasts.

The program

should:

1.

Contribute

value. inspirational

to individual grov~h. either through eduoational

value. or contact with worthwhile

2.

Be short.

3.

Be suited to the experienoe

4.

Not bring in a~

detrimental

charaoters.

and interests of the listeners.
factors either directly or

indireotJ.y.
5. Be thoroughly

prepared and organized.

6. Be presented by one who has radio personality.12
Fitting Radio into the Schedule
A£ter the teacher has made her choice of programs. she is oonfronted with many troublesome
larly irksome.
curricula.

items of planning.

One

which is particu-

is the fitting of radio into existing sohedules and

Radio in the sohool seems. admittedly.

to be onlym

device

and as suoh it would naturally follow that radio lessons should be
adapted to fit the schedules of the schools instead of the schools

12Cq,lifornia Quarterly
p. 415.

of ::>econdaryEducation, VI t June, 1931)

building

their sohedules

be justifiable
an important

to disrupt
broadoast

It may occasionally

a class in order that the pupils may listen to

but, if the radio is to be used regularly

olassroom ..i·ts offerings
It may be neoessary

around the radio program.

in the

'l~
should be a part ofbthe subjeot being taught.

for the classroom teaoher to arrange the daily schedule

in order that the proper classes may reoeive the radio lessons.

In a

sohool where the teaoher has the same pupils all day, it is comparatively
easy to adjust

the sohool schedule so that pupils who should listen oan

do so at the time of broadcast
schools it is very difficult

is on the air.

But in departmental

to make the schedule adjus~nt8.

~here are several plans suggested for fitting radio into the
schedule

of departmental

for each broadoast
their respeotive

schools.

Sometimes the schedule is rearranged

so that pupils may listen to subjects planned for
class.

~his is usually aooomplished

of the time blooks of a daily sohedule.
by sohools
80

in listening

that various

deSirable

by a rearrangement

A second method, oommonly used

to speoial br-oadcas'bs, is to adjus·l;the sohedule

classes can listen.

~he third method, and the most

of all if it oan be worked out ..is to set aside an activity

period to coinoide with tho hour inwhioh

may be reoeived.

the various sohool broadoasts

Then the pupils tor whom the broadoasts

may listen, while the remainder

are intended

of the pupils me.y engage in extra-ourrioular

13
Cline .M. Koon, "'rhe 'reolmique of' Teaohing with Radio,"
p. 106.

OPe

oit.,
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activities.14

If the nature of various broadcast series in known far

enough in advanoe,

schools can arrange their sOhedules to coinoide with

the desired radio programs they wish to use.
Adjusting Radio to the Curriculum
Another
her classroom
curriculum.

problem oonfronting

the teacher who wishes to use radio in

is the synchronizing

of the broadcasts with the school

Ordinary radio programs are not expected to fit into the

sohool ourrioulum ..school broadcasts
who radio programs

are espeoially

are.

'1'hisfact is one of the reasons

prepared and broadoast for Bchools.

Since the Bchool systems in any area do not have a common ourriculum,
there never will be a complete agreement between a series of Bohool
broadoa.sts and the olassroom oourse of study.
however,

the broadoaster

the majority
sequence.

Within these limits,

should attempt tomdetermine

what study sequenoe

of sohools are following and adapt the radio series to this
Other schools should then adapt their study courses to the

radio series •.16
The matter
tinuity

of aocommodation

of the daily instruction

as might be expeoted.

of the radio programs with the conin the proper courses is not as diffieult

If it is material not contained in the course as

taught, thera is no oonfliot.

If it oovers the same ground as the text

l4C.1ine M. Koon, School Use of Radio, Laramie,
Wyoming, .1933. P. 3.1.

University

of

16F• H. Lumley, "Suitable Programs for sehoc'le," Aids to Teaching
in the ElementaTi ~chool. thirteenth Yearbook of the Department of
~lementary Sohoo Principals.
Washington, D. C.: National Education
Assooiation, June, 1934. P. 408.

book. the teaoher must determine the best prooedure.
to have the radio presentation
the text later.

Some teaohers prefer

first. taking notes and oomparing them with

others prefer to oover the subjeot in the text first and

to use the radio as a review.

By far the greater number like to set their

paoe with that of the teacher at the miorophone
a oourse that oorresponds
that this is easily done.

who has nearly always set

so nearly with that of the majority

of textbooks.

While the latter ohoice is idea.L from the point

of viffW of the radio teacher, the looal teaoher has the responsibility
deciding what is best for her pupils in their particular

of

.Location and

environment.
Supplementary
From the beginning

Material

of broadoasting

to sohools. progressive

educa-

tors have realized

that c.Lassroom teachers and pupils using the broadoasts

need supplementary

printed information

of suoh programs.

Many programs are unknown quantities

if they are to make the proper use
before presenta-

tion. not only to the pupils. but to the teacher as well.
does not know what is coming. she cannot be expected

to relate the pro-

gram to the work of her class by advanced preparation.

Increased develop-

:roontand. use of teaohers' manuals and other aids-to-study
reoommended.

In addition

on forthooming

programs.

to printed announoements
the pioneers

referenoes

outlines

in the sohool use of radio decided.

of the subjeots,

for reading.

illustrations

suggestions

are highly

and speoial artioles

from the very first. to supply printed or mimeographed
broadcasts.

If the teaoher

and

oopies of the

syllabi including guide questions.

for using the broadoasts,

and suggested visual aids.

Sometimes

diagrams.

this material

1s
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prepared to cover the entire series of broadcasts.
is intended

primarily

teacher's manual.

for the use of the looal teacher and is called a

~ometimas

oalled a pupil's notebook
in mineographed

In suoh instanoes it

it is organized for the pupil's use and is

or guide.

At other times material

is issued

form and is distributed weekly or monthly in advanoe of

the broadoasts.

The prinoipal purpose of these aids-to-study

is to make

it easy for the listeners to make profitable use of the broadoasts.
use of this supplementary
effeotive

material

The

is a most important element in the

use of radio in the pu~lio sohools.
The Art of Teaohing by Radio

The last faotor to be considered
Radio teaching
teaohing

is the art of teaching by radio.

should be dignified by the same handling as all other

__ not just a pleasant interlude.

The ultimate

responsibility

caster is not a teaoher.

Mere listening is not enough.

lies with the olassroom teaoher.

He is simply a person wi·th special knowle~ge

and experienoe who, through the medium of'a microphone,
disposal

of the teacher and olass.

the teacher

The broadoast

can and should manipulate.16

teaoher are three-fold.
the broadoast,

The broad-

is plaoed at the

lesson is a tool whioh

The problem oonfronting

the

She must determine how to prepare her olass for

how to oonduot herself during the radio lesson, and how

to, .obtain the maximum benefit from the lesson.
Guided listening is a very important faotor to the suocess of a

16Stephen King-Hall, uBroadcasting and J!:ducation,n New statesman
and Nation, VIII (Ju1y,14, 1934), p. 68.
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The pupil will have a richer vicarious experience if he

lesson by redip.
concentrates

on the program and disregards distractions.

Guided listoning

embraces the prolnotion of the proper mental attitudes -- desire and abilitw
to listen.

If the teacher obtains the cooperation and assistance of the

pupils in making
the creation

the advance preparations,

of this desire tomlisten.

must be cultivated.

she will be well on the 'Way to

As for abili tw to listen, this

Children must learn to disregard extraneous noises.

As a rule, they should have considerable practice in sustained attention,
particularly

by the presence
at first.
Otherwise

to 'Words coming from an instrument and unsuppor-ts d

attention

of the speaker.

Children

This power is not likely to be very great

should be taught to be ear-minded as well as eye-minded.

they will develop very poor attitudes toward the radio lessons.l?

Radio-program
must not be thought
experiences.
experiences

listening,

like aD¥ other type of learning sitaation,

of as an isolated experience apart from other school

Pupils must be prepared for the intellectual

and emotional

which the program is like.ly to offer, and they must have a
Simply turning on a radio program -- even though

purpose for listening.
it may be recommended

for school listening -- and admonishing

the stUdents

to "listen

carefullyl' does not indicate that, in listening, they are being

educated.

Unfortunately

listening

it is not so simple as that.

is to be educationally

is as vitally

neoessary

effective,

If radio-program

careful advanoe preparation

as the careful preparation which teaoher have

l?Cline M. Koon, u'rhe Technique
pp. 107-108.

of 'J.'eaohing;
with Radio," oP._~2-t.,
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been applying

in the use of other educational

The assignment
should provide
the teacher

materials.

oovering the radio lesson should be specific.

for definite activity on the part of the pupil.

should make some effort to arouse the curiosity

It

Likewise.

of the pupils:

and should point out the cerreru.Laim of the radio l.esson. Prompt readaneaa
1" an iInpor·t;antrequisite
and lesson material
minutes

for the success of'a radio lesson.

Al.I visual

should be ready before t~e broadcast begins.

of quietness

with an atmosphere

of. expectancy

A few

is conducive to the

best listening.
The teacher's
intent listening.
attitude

This is absolutely

from the pupils.

loud speaker,
materials
teacher

attitude during the broadcast
necessary

in sight of the class, and near a blackboard

needed during the lesson.

or any visual

Being in front of the room. t4.!3

is able to look into the faces of the listeners and can readily

discussion

and explanation..

can study the individual
£01'

in securing a similar

The teacher should assume a position near the

detect when a POiIlt has not been understood.
further

should be one of active,

their improvement.

demeanor.
the pupil's

By standing in front the teacher

habits of listening
The classroom

Any sign of nervous

ooncentration.

This can be noted for

and can make suggestions

teacher ought to assume a calm

activity

on her part will detract from

The auditory senses are the ones to be stimu-

lated and the eyes may hinder quite as often as they may help unless the
matter

is olosely

controlled.

radio lessons beoause

A good teacher vdll succeed in her use of

she applies her knowledge.

works hard to make every minute effective.

uses her ingenuity and

The poor teacher's

efforts

124"

may be unoertain

because she will not have the vision of' aocomplishment

ahead. nor perhaps the ability or tendenoy to expend effort in "intelligent
pedagogical

guidance

throughout e. radio lesson.nlB

After the broadcast
essential

there should be a oomplete review.

Review is

to all good teaching and this should apply with special force

to broadcast
element.l9

lessons. where transient auditory impressions are the chief
It will be neoessary to revive and clarify these impressions

with the aid of illustrations

and other explarAtory material.

The radio

lesson should be used as a means to stimulate thinking and lead to further
related activity.
radio material.

It is the duty of the looal teacher to vitalize the
The radio teacher can only offer suggestions

and point

the way.
The form of possible activity
of some teaohers. written
desiI'able.
suggested

is widely varied.

For the purposes

or oral reports, based on the broadcast

In som.e subjects individual projeots are directly
by the radio teacher.

discussions,

questions

or indirectly

In the largest number of cases, oral

or short objectives tests may be sufficient.

important

that this review should not be a mere repetition

presented

by the broadcast

It is

of the material

te8.cher. The important thing in instruotion

by radio is not :merely that facts are transmitted

OPe

are

but rather that these

IBE• D. Jarvis, "Teaohers' Use of the Ohio School of the Air."
cit., pp. 170-171.

19william C. Bagley, "How to Listen-in to Radio in the Classroom."
The Ri~h _S_ohool Journal, XV (March, 1932), p. 153.
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~
Jaots become
Mr. I.

an intimate part
B. Anon

0

f the pupil t s inner life and being. 20

in an article enti tled ~ "Radio in the Schoo I Room, ,.
2l

describes

two typioal radio lessons he obsorved.

His article h.elps

the right and wrong use of radio lessons.

to illustrate

The first lesson

observed was a fifth grade geography lesson dealing with the topography
of France.

The class was prepared.

Each child had his geography open at

the map of France~ ready to follow every detail of the disoussion.

Eaoh

pupil had pencil and note book ready and was instructed by the classroom
teacher totake notes.

The teacher turned on the radio, went to her

desk and spent the entire time correoting papers.
was very good.

The lesson broadcast

The pupils were instructed to locate streams~ mountain

rrulges~ and cities on the map.

All the children looked at their maps~

but very few were able to looate the plaoes mentioned.
teacher's

help, the children were lost.

Without

the

Very few notes were taken as

the listeners were unable to spell the proper names.

At the end of the

le8son~ the teacher oa~led for the papers and gave a vague hint at a
later disoussion

during an English period.

The children had a very scanty

idea of the talk and the teacher had little more.
a waste
teaching

of time.

The period was almost

This is a splendid example of the futility of radio

in the hands of an indifferent

teacher.

The second lesson observed was a fourth grade hygiene lesson on the

20Cline M. Koon~ "The Techniques
p. 110.

of Teaching with Radio," OPe oit.,

211• B. Allon, "Radio in the School Room," School Musio ..XXXIII
(January ..1933) ..p. 7.
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care of the skin.

The class was prepared with paper and pencils ready.

The teacher participated
words on the blackboard.
direotions.

actively during the lesson by writing unfamiliar
'l'he

children followed the radio teacher's

After the broadcast the points covered were discussed, questions

were answered, amplifications

and expla.nations were given.

was a. wonderful

of the power that radio can be for education

demonstration

This lesson

in the hands of a skillful teacher.
SUlIIIIlB.ry

Radio education in England has reached a high degree of efficiency
and much of our theory has come from there.

The entire program is in

This Council

the hands of the Central Council for Sohool Broadcasting.

has issued fourteen points for the most effeotive use of radio in the
60ho01:3.22

Portions of these are of a general character and are applicable

as fully to radio in the schools of the United States as well as in England.
They are presented here,in part, by way of conclusion because they present
in terse form the prinoipa.l factors in the effective use of radio in eduoation.
1.
attention

Take all necessary pains to obba.Ln good reception.

The

of pupils must not be burdened with the effort of picking out

words from a blur of sound.
2.

Place the loud speaker in such a position which will insure

every pupil t s hearing the lesson.

This may ca.ll for some change in the

221<:9.r1
Y. Poore, hRadio in the Schools of England,
Magazin~, L (April, 1931). pp.386-388.

II

School Bxecutives
"---

,
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usual arrangement

for seating the class. but all should be able to use

such visual material
3.
classroom

The broadcast

teacher.

and mental

as is required.
lessons should supplement the efforts of the

justified only in so far as they supply information

stimulus beyond the ordinary resources of the sohool.

umyise to use indiscriminately

the entire program of broadoast

It is

lessons.

4. Consider the curriculum and program schedule of the school.
its general oharacter

and special needs. before deciding what programs to

use.
5.

Study the aims of each broadoast oourse.

6.

Make sure that all visual material indicated in the pamphlets

is provided

and that difficult words are written on the blackboard before-

hand.

7.

Practice in auditory peroeption

of a well conducted broadoast
8.

A broadcast

lesson,

lesson is a oooperation

olassroom and a teacher at the microphone.
in following
9.

the directions

Note-taking

of the latter.
sheets as directed

should be held to a minimum.

Primary ohildren

to take any notes.

~~e radio lOSBon will need to be reviewed carefully.

:).2. Questions
of broadcast

The children should be helped

teacher.

should not be expeoted
11.

between a teaoher in the

Each ohild should use his instruction

by the broadcast
10.

should be one of the results

lessons.

and exeroises play an important part in the review

128.
13.
the classroom

It should be remembered that the broadcast teacher regards
teacher as a colleague and will be glad to be consulted

freely on any points of difficulty connected with the course.
14.

Constructive

criticism of the lessons Rnd instruotion

manuals are of great value to the broadcast teachers.

12ge

CHAPTER VIII

CRITICAL JUDG~NT

Having considered

OF RADIO EDUCATION

the objeotives

of radio instruotion.

how it is

being used and what factors contribute to its most effeotual use. it is
now consistent

to pass judgment

be done by applying

on radio education.

This judgment should

to it the same oriteria used in evaluating

any eduoa-

tional device.
It is difficult
progressed

toward its final place in our educational

investigation
time.

on strictly

As broadoast

teacher's

to say at present how far sohool broadcasting

scientifio

Any close

lines is hardly possible at this

lessons are intended chiefly' to supplement

the class

work. no oomparison with ordinary teaohing can be made.

more. it has been pointed out that the cooperation
necessary

system.

has

F'urther-

of the room teacher

is

for the sucoess of radio lessons and this faotor must be taken

into account

when any attempt is made to guage suooess or failure.
Radio and the Aims of Education

Many of the difficulties

met in using the radio wisely are rooted

qui te as muoh as in the narrownesB

of the thiDking about learning and teaoh-

ing as they are in the limitations

of radio itself.

which are available
planned

and produced

for use are by no means perfect.
especially

Many of the programs
Even the broadoasts

for schools often fall far short of achiev-
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ing the exoellenoe

which mifSht be expected of them.

Radio programs must

not be judged by what they oontribute to the regular school subjeots.l
Educatore

no longer believe that the learning of subjeot matter is the

prinoipal

aim. of eduoation.

School subjeots themselves have been judged

by the degree to which they contribute to the general ~rpose
It would

of eduoation.

seem to follovt th.en, that the proper ori teria for judging radio

lesaons would

be in terms of their direotcoontribution

to the eduoative

process.
~ducation
great difference
other things
everything

of opinion as to exaotly what its real funotion is.

in the world about us and should equip us to master the fine
All life is a series of adjustments

and education

to make such adjustments
environment

Among

it has been o.Laimad that it should inspire us to learn from.

art of living.2
environment,

is a term so inolusive and means so muoh that there is a

in its largest

easy.

oation is expeoted
the individual

sense is the process designed

As the relationship

ohanges, the functions

between. man and his

between man and his

of eduoation ohange aooordi~y.

to do more than make immediate adjustments

easy.

Ed~~ince

does not go to school all his life, education is intended

to enable him to make adjustments
he has left sohool.

to his changing environment

If we aocept this sooial oonoeption

we must judge radio in the light of what it contributes

long after

of education,
to the acoepted

lMargaret Harrison, "Using l:!:xtra-SchoolBroadcasts," l!:dpoationon
the Air. Columbus:
Ohio state University, 1931. p. 184.
2B. H. Darrow,

"Radio -- A New Tool in ~duoation,:.

OPe

oit., p. 117.
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aims of education.
A oonsideration
improvement

of this sooial conoeption seems to indicate that

of conduct seems to be the general aim of education.

ment of individual

Improve-

conduot will bring adjustment to the institutions

of

sooiety. more oommonly referred to as the "Seven Cardinal Aims of Eduoation."
These oardinal
in teaching

objectives

children:

set for schools the following responsibilities

(1) how to keep well, (2) their responsibility

to

the home, (3) to master the tools, teohniques and the spirit of learning,
(4) their responsibilities
(6) the fundamental
objectives,

as citizens, (5) how. to use their leisure and

principles

of ethical charaoter.3

a teacher must make use of every activity, every tool, and

every source of information

available

to her pupils.

have learned to make use of newspapers,
supplementary

instruments.

magazines,

to the cardinal objectives.

visual aids and othel"

should be in terms of radio's conBut, as has been stated elseWhere,

radio is only one tool of this educative process.
oation this point must always be kept in mind.
users a realization

Schools gradually

Now they are beginning to recognize the use-

fulness of radio and this recognition
tribution

To attain these

of all aeven objeotives.

In judging radio edu-

Radio cannot assure its
It is doubtful if any

device can ever bring about such a realization.
Mr.

Boyd H. 'Baldwin, Chairman of the Montana state Radio COmmittee,

made an investigation

of radio's oontribution

to the six mental funotions

3Adapted from Cardinal PrinciEles of'Secondary Education, Washington:
Bureau of ~ducation.
Bulletin No. 35, 1918:- pp. 11, ff.
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whioh oonsti 'bute improvement
oonsidered

wore: the individual's

tion of knowledge
of his creative
Problem
assisting

of individual

ability to solve problems. his acquisi-

aotivit,y and his ability to experience

solving.

-- The modern educational

development

esthetically.

4

is oapable or

broadcast

the student in raising the problems, providing the conditions

work of carrying

to acquire

solutions.

the greater the intensity or vigor with which

his attention

making thereto,

upon a situation and the responses

the greater is the learning.5

to the student at the most impressionable
this modern

invention

nifioanoe

influenoe

to the knowledge

Acquisition
by radio,
incidental.

of leveb,

and should definitely

of new knowledge.

Its great motivating

acquired from textbooks.
-- Except in the case of direct instruction

that most skills acquired through radio are

1>I1ost
skills are developed

through action and it would seem

4Boyd F. Baldwin, "Radio as a C las Groom Devioe,
VII (August, 1937), p. 38.
5Fowler

It can

in all the subjects should lend a greater sig-

of skills.

it is probable

he is

The radio brings stimuli

as a vital medium of education.

assist in the aoquiring

and vitalizing

tell us that the ability

rises from the stirrulus -- response nature of the

Furthermore,

one ooncentrates

solving process to a logical conclUSion.
Psychologists

of kncw/ledge.

knowledge

individual.

The capable teacher may assist in the

out the problems

Acquisition

directly

The mental funotions

and skills, his growth in sooial oompetence,

and even suggesting

st~p

condue+,

D. Brooks, The Psychology
Mifflin Co., 1929. P. 245.

tI

of Adolescence.

J!;ducationby Radio,

Chioago:

Houghton

!

that the skill o£ concentration would be the only one developed.
Development

o£ social competence.

ability of an individual

to live successful in sooiety.

ability to reaot intelligently
reaot favorably
formation

to him.

It implies the

to one's fellows and to s~imulate them to

Attitudes and ideals are very important in the

of this ability.

National Education

Social oompetence implies the

Joy Elmer Morgan in an aodreas at the 1931

Association

made the following statement:

The most fundamental thing aoout auy life 18 its purpose, and when
you analyze purpose into its eiements, you £1nd that those elements are
made up 01' 8."t;tituooa. Thll:l
at1;i1\iuJ.",o
b.rll:l
l'e.rll:lly
taught directly.
In
most cases they are taught indirectly.
They are associated with the
emotion§ ~
..
no i't1elingt>"
They gruw out of "he atmos phere in which
Ghll:l
cid~u ~pends his life. They respond to the influenoes of the home,
the school, the o.t'lUrch~
associl:l.tiona,DOOkS, moving, pictures ..a.nd
radio.
In proportion as these att:'t'l:;udes
are right Dr wrong ..they IllEly
make or break the entire life of' the individuaJ. youth. 'l'he human voice
on the radio registers feelings in its infinite variety and shades and
intensity in a way that the printed page is unable to do.6
Creative

aotivi~

~~sthetic

use of radio, esthetic

experienoe

course, impossible
The development

experience.

-- Like the recreational

is already in great use.

It is, of

to experienoe paintings or sculpture over the air.

o£ television would definitely

existing radio arts -- literature,
been slow to develop.

add this art to

drama~ and musio.

the

Radio drama has

This is due ..perhap8~ to the fact that it called

for a new type 6£ dramamic exoellence wherein physical expression could
play no part.

It is quite possible tha~ the radio drama may bring forth

6Joy Elmer Morgan, ~duoa.tioll b~ Radio,," Proceedings of the Sixtyninth Annual Meeting of the Nationaiducation
Assooiation of the United
states.
Washington. U. C.: ~he National Eduoation Assooiation. 1931.

pp.

449-45U.

a new degree of reflective-esthetic

experience ..lacking in the conventional

theatre.
In the development

of creative activity, radio has great potentialities.

Mention has been made of radio lessons being used as a stimulant to write
creative verse.

In Oakland, California schools, under the direction of

Dr. Arthur S. Garbett, are actually teaching grade school children to compose their own musio by radio.7
These evaluations

of radio in terms of the aims of education are,

as yet, purely theoretioal.

While much has been done with radio in various

localities. the oontributions which it will eventually make to education
will have to be determined by more. intensive experiment and research.
Psychological Criteria
Can radio education measure up to the psychological and physiological
demands of an educative device?
these lines.

It has been rather sevorely attacked along

Present day physiology recognhes

three functions of the

nervQUS system which are a basic part of the innate equipment of all
human beings.

They are developments

of three of the fundamental proto-

pla.smic properties-sensi tivi ty , conductivity, and modifia.bility.
make learning possible.8

This learning is dependent upon the child's

having the capacity to lnake anyone
u Lar situa.tion.

l'hey

of a number of responses to a partic-

On the other hand re·bention is dependent on certain

7Boyd F. Baldwin, ..Psychology and Measurement
Education, XIII (February, 1937), p. 11.
8Fowler D. Brooks,

OPe

cito, p. 243.
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~9.ctor's such 9.S practice.
materia~

Learned.

enoe. and retaining

method

elements in an act of skill.9

some effort and effect.

is sure to be developed.

of stimuli provision.

gation.

If radio can st~DUlate

Psychology thus becomes a means

response patterns through the control of stimuli prepa

radio is adaptable

Objective

Measurement

'.rhereare a great variety

is the problem of the eduto almost perfect oon-trol.

of Radio Factors

of faotors that seem to require measure-

ment in an attempt to avaluate radio education.
an auditory

function

individual
tiWO

device, the question

method has any superiority

~ankin undertook

ing

percent

Gaining new experi-

11'we know the manner of operation of the

learning patterns.

cator. and fortunately

aUditory

of

Radio by its very nature is a

The control of stimuli propagation

is strictly

of

81tuation. we should know the kind of stimuli required

to produce desirable
of controlling

organization

it, then, depends upon these important factors of

association,

stimulus-response

and

probably beoause of the greater overlearning

many of the oonstitutent

these, learning

assooiation

Motor ~earn1ng is a~so held to be more permanent than

ini'ormational learning,

interest.

repetition.

an experiment

in learning.
in learning

arises as to whether the

over the visual method.

to deter.mine the importanoe

Paul T.
of the listen-

He found that of all the time spent by an

through oommunicative

in listening,

Since radio, at present.

thirty-two

situation. he spends forty-

peroent in talking, eleven percent
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in wri -eing. and .flf'teen peroent in reading. 10
'.Lherelative
has often
iately
that
ratio

value o.f auditory

been stwdied but the results

applicable
neither

to radio.

~

instruction

study.

11

as it

was the reported

tests

The latest

study was not made

ihis

data found on the

of sohool physicians

.fact suggests

that
will

ot

in Cleveland.

these

pupils who had had radio

to get impressions

the ability

grow with use just

as the develop-

has tended to make us eye-minded.
Hadio and. the Materials

.i~,S

A critical

was f'ound by D. A.

Of' ceur se , this

is today.

through the ear is something that
ment of' printing

matter have ooncluded

learning

showed an improvement in the hearing

in8truction.l~

now immed-

in mind and it was made before radio broadcasting

had become a8 prevalent
subjeot

of this

high degree of' superiority.

of' only 1.03 in f'avor of' auditory

with radio

methods is a problem that

have not been clear-out

Most studies

method exhibits

Woroester in his controlled

tests

and visual

an eduoative

system, authori'tieB

of' ,l!;ducation

device and as an integral
in radio

education

chosen and well organized materials

part

of the educative

agree that

radio must have well

for broadcast.

The radio educator

lOpaul T. Rankin, "The ImpDrtance of Listening
~nglish Journal, XVII (October, 1928), p. 628.

Ability,"

The

llD. A. Worcester, "Memoryby Visual and Auditory .Presentation,~·
Journal of Educational Psychol0l5l., XVI (January, 1925),p.
18..27.
12Joy Elmer Morgan, "'fhe Use of Radio in Education,"
Journal of Religious Education, VIII (July, 1932), p. 22.

International
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must work with the general educator to assure proper selection and presentation of radio ourricula.
quite possible

Mr. Baldwin found in his study that it is

for radio ourricula to be fashioned upon the principles of

.Learning and it has been demonstrated
taught effeotively
in the following

by radio.

that a majority of subjects may be

He found subjeots taught by radio to rank

order as to effectiveness:

Current Events, geography,

nature study, sooial studies, music, health, literature,
matics and foreign
broadcast,

however,

13

languages.

soienoes, mathe-

Subjects taught least effectively

often stimulates

students to worthWhile

by

aotivities

in

that fie.1d.
Radio as a Classroom Method
We have considered
aims of eduoation,
Now it beoomes

radio in the light of its contribution

to the

to the .learning prooess and to the school curricula.

neoessary

to view radio as a classroom method.

Vfhen we

have our subjeot matter ready, it may be presented

to the student through

~ny

'fouse the same method

mediuas.

We may oall the medium the method.

at all times is not effeotive
variety

because

it does not present stimuli in the

of medium required by individua.L differences.

assist by bringing

that variety

ence of the average teaoher.
third among other methods;
ual methods

to the c.Laasroomwhich

The radio oan
adds to the experi-

Mr. Boyd Baldwin found that. radio was ranked

first rank being given to projects or individ-

of study; seoond rank to student evaluation

13Boyd F. Ba.1dwin, "Radio as a Classroom

Device,"

of materials,

Ope

oit., p. 31.

I
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oral reports,

problems,

examinations,

visual methods and wri·tten work.

on their inherent

and individual instruction and fourth rank to

capaoity to (1) stimulate activity and (2) adapt them-

selves to the mental functions.
variety

importance.

The principle

objection to radio instruction as a method seems to

be that it has a tendency
a radio lesson.

Instead, th~

to create a passive attitude in pupils du~ng

This tendency should be recognized and combated.

radio enthusiasts

to smother

However, when it 1s remembered that a

is desirable, ranking would seem to assume a position

of methid

of secondary

'rhese methods were judged

are loathe to recognize this element in radio education.

ignore the fact and, either intentionally

it in panegyrical writings.

that the activity

Most

or otherwise, try

More conserva;\;i'lTe
writers agree

inspired by radio instruction

is in direct proportion

to the skill of the classroom teacher in utilizing the material broadcast.

The radio must stand :tanking beside other :methods and when so

rated ought to be accorded
through preoision,

its peculiar place in education.

refinement,

and organization

of material,

If we oan,
do a better

and faster job of teaohing and learning, then the amplifier and loud
speaker will be found in every classroom.
t~e minds of nany eduoational

14

leaders.

Radio va. Faoe-to-face
It was stated earlier

;rhi8 "if'''looms large in

Instruction

that one of the faotors retarding the progress

14
H. A. Bathriok, "Broadcasting to Cleveland Schools," Radio and
~ducation.
Chioago:
University of Chicago Press, 1932. P. 128.

I
,
(

I

I
!
I
I
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of radio eduoation

was the fact that many teaohers fear radio may supplant

them in the classroom.

This fact must be reckoned with.

will agree that broadcasting
enormous

All teaohers

offers to the educator a new instrument of

power which may be used rightly or wrongly.

It has been pointed

out that there can be no true eduoation without discuBsion and one authority
has described
the minds

teaching as a kind of "conversation

of teaoher and taught,·~l.5 'the problem in judging radio educe,-

tion is to determine whether
effectually

or turning together of

this prooess of turning together can be

oarried out when the teaoher is not present in the classroom

and when the approach

to the minds of the pupil is through the voice alone.

This is a problem which has been considered very carefully during the past
few years.
l~o separate

investi~ations

were made to determine the differenoe

between

an individual's

present

in person and when he listens to a loud speaker.16

study compared

mental. processes when he listens to a speaker

various reactions

of an audience

The first

listening before the

radio to those of the same audienoe when faoe to facewith the broadcaster.
The experiments
analysis,

measured

immediate memory. the individual's

his oomprehension,

distractibility,

the acouracy

oapaoity for

his ability to do mental arithmetic,
of his time estimation,

his

his suggestibility,

15

Frank Roseoe , "'l'hePrinciples Underlying the Building of School
Broadcast Programs," )!;ducation on the air. Columbus: Ohio state University, 1932. P. 336.
16Hadley Cantril and Gordon W. Allport, The Psychology of Radio.
New York: Harper and Brothers, J.935. p. 139, ft.

I
!

I
I
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the nature of his mental assooiations"
expression"

his ability to judge emotional

and lastly the relative capacities of the speaker and the

loud speaker to hold the attention of the listel~r.

The seoond invet-

tigation was oentered upon a comparison of regular class lectures with
radio leCtures

given to the same class by the regular instructors.

Most

,f

l
[

or the differenoes
striking.

obtained, taken individually, were not especially

Nevertheless,

differences

when combined they seemed to show four real

between radio and face-to-face
1.

Although the physical presence of the speaker makes the

face-to-face

situation more complete and normal, the radio situation

seems to be more solidly structured.
and facial expressions
of the listener.
monotonous

presentations,17

It was thought that the gestures

of the speaker tended to distract the attention

the radio presentation

seemed more oonsecutive and

in its appeal to just one sensory ohannel and allowed for

fawer perceptual
2.
situation.

patterns to be discriminated.

The radio situation

is less personal than the face-to-face

Words coming from the speaker out of sight are robbed of

their personal

setting.

This faotor would seem to show that radio

presentation

suffers wherever

an important

one in the delivery.

3.
of a social

The face-to-face

the factor of personal relationship

is

situation has more of the characteristios

situation.

4.

l7Ibid.,

Radio seems to have a Slightly dulling effect upon higher

pp. 155-157.
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mental processes.

In the face-to-face

whole more analytical,
and less passively
findings

situation the listener ia on the

more alert, more involved personally and socially

receptive than he is in the radio aituation.

should give encouragement

These

to teachers who fear radio may oust

them from the classrooms.
In addition

to the reaction to the mental processesm face-to-face

contact is needed in the educative process.

To become educated, is not

merely llVlkingone's self receptive, while facts are poured in.
must also be a drawing-out

There

process, in which the learner is stimulated

to relate these facts to his own personal life and t}~reby make discoveries concerning

himself.

is so vital.18

teacher

It is in this process that the personal

Direct oral instruotion may be given over the

radio, but to be maximally

effective with children, the classroom teacher

must be on hand to direct the learning activities that the ins~ruo~ion
suggests and to make certain, through observations
the instruction

and questioning,

has actually been assimitated.

'rhcre is another shortcoming which radio has as a medium
tion.

tha~

01'

instruc-

.l:!iduoa"tion
voday places Imloh emphasis upon individual differenoes

in children.
caIao1ties

A radio lesson cannot be built to fit in with the needs and
of each child.

rne radio cannot elimina.te these individual

differenoes.

l'he lesson which

the brightest

pupilswould

pupils.

The adaptation

is suffi.ciently rapid and difficult for

be too rapid and difficult for the slowest
of the material

presented to the individual in

l8v~illialO.S. Paley, "Many Listen to Learn;" op. cit., p. 390.
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the class will always be the peculiar work of the classroom teacher.
Radio va. Reading
Closely allied to face-to-face
as a means of gaining an educe.tion.

instruotion

is the use of reading

Investigation

has shown that there

are certain vari.ables that enter into any comparison of listening and
rea dine; S~·tua t·aons ,19
ness of auditory
of the material
entation

presentation
presented;

tends to vary inversely wit~ tl~ difficulty

secondly, the effectiveness

is limited to meaningful

subject matter
conditions

In the first place it was found that the effective-

ing, whereas

material, and tends to be superior for

that is concrete and serial in nature; thirdly, if other

are kept constant,

batim recall,

of auditory pres-

the mental functions of recognition, ver-

and suggestibility

seem more effectively

critical attitudes and discriminative

aroused in listen-

comprehension

are

favored by reading and f'inB.lly,the higher the cultural level of the
listener the greater is his ability to profit fI'om radio presentation.
~his investigation

would seem to show that complex factual maBerial

is best learned by reading,
at his OWn rate of speed.
superior

to reading.

as the student may go over it re~eatedly and
For easy material,

howe~er, the radio is

~he study also implies that certain minds are fre-

quently unable to listen intalligentl~' to material whioh they could,
perhaps with some difficulty.
their attention

wanders

.l9Hadley Cantril

[

!

understand

~

th~

rend it.

In listening.

and they cannot return to pick up lost tr~ends

and Gordon W. Allport.

op, cit., p. 159.

,
I
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as they can from the printed page.20
J.:hereis another side to these two questiohs presented by Willard
M. Brown in an article"
in ~igh

entitled "New Bducation by Radio" which appeared

~chool teacher" for November, 1931.

~~. Brown undertakes to

show' that a radio lesson is llD.lch
more effective than a lesson from a text
book.

His contention

is that, sinoe reading speeds vary greatly with

dif'ferent phpd Ls , the radio lesson may carry the pupils through the fundamental

ground work of a lesson in a.reanner, and at a speed that is satis-

factory to practically

I

In discussing
with face-to-face
teacher.

~~re

every pupil of a normal group.

the other question
instruction"

of the value of radio as compared

Mr. Brown presents the viewpoint of the

radio is used, irrelevant distraction which. tend to dis-

tract the teacher and diminish her effectiveness
for a period.
themselves

are somewhat relieved

Although pupils are prevented from asking questions"

relavant"

a decided advantage

seems to result, for the ques-

tiona often sidetrack the main issue of the lesson.

of suspense

momopolized
stinrulates.

in a speaking situation mlere one's attention is

by an unseen voice with the attending imageries which it
Children"

especially.

energy and mental activity
radio is a valuable
and eliminating

20

~

Another point in

of the two types of instruction is the fact that there is

the aveluation
something

in

are pr-one to waste a lot of nervous

on the actions of a visible speaker.

tool for the purpose of integrating

distracting

•• pp. 253-254.

elemmlts.

The

lesson procedure

I
(

I
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(

Most of the investigators
for l'adio as a particularly
that it probably

I

I

They are agreed

Its chief contribution will probably be to supplement

devices now inuuse.

Too much enthusiasm. may cloud the issues.

highly desirable

It is

to weigh carefully the limitations as well as the advan-

tv.ges of therlScbool use of radio before accepting it blindly.

In doing

insight into its proper place in education will be gained.
Limit~tions

of Radio ~ducation

There seem to be three outstanding
in the schools.

limitations in the use of radio

fhe first of these is the unreliability

for the transmission

of factual material.

of broadcasts

A motion picture which can be

repeated

or a. book which can be referred to, is much hetter than a single

fleeting

impression

cational

[

Buperior instruotional device.

just holds its awn with the best te~ching tools when ob-

gained from a ra.dio program.21

more time to classroom

l

on the subject make no claim

jectively' measured.

so, a better

l

or writers

broadoast.

Most students devote

exercises and textbooks than is given by anedu-

This difficulty

is recognized by authorities

radio edu~ation.

The suggestion

grams be recorded

and made avails.ble to olassroom has been made.

The second limitation

that electrioal transcriptions

is the possibility

in
of pro-

t}~t much of the instruo-

tion given by means of radio might be too difficult or too uninteresting,
It is assumed that radio work is graded as other school work is.
in enthusiasm

However,

for their subject. the experts preparing programs sometimes

21~. Howard Evans. "Eadio in Social studies Teaching," The ::;ocial
Studies. XXVIII (March, 1937). p. 102.
J

r

,

lose sight of the age and limited backgrounds
programs are intended.
the aotual classroom
ties aotually
relation

of the pupils, for whom the

Indeed &any. planned at too great a distance from

scene, appear to have little relation to the activi-

going on within school walls.

However, often this lack of

and seeming unfitness of the program nay be due to the kind of

purposes which we have in mind as guide teaohing.
prepared by serious-minded
ous expositions

Furthermore,

programs,

eduoators are likely to produoe slow and tortu-

which have no appeal to listening students.

Eduoators

are slaw to accept the fact that radio is a show business and that they
must use showuanship
education

22

if their progrwns are to be effective.

To them

is a serious business and they are loathe to resort to chi-

canery to catch the interest of students.
interesting

observation

Mr. Jolm A.. ~awood makes an

about this point:

Perhaps we could learn from the teachers of twenty-three hundred
years ago. Plato and Socrates knew the value of dramatic education.
~hey sold their ideas to their students and to the world. Working on
the prinoiple that it is the spokem and not the written word that is
most important, their dialogues are examples of the Buocess of showmanship in creating interest and attention.
~hey sold ~duoation so
well that today they are still our best known teachers. 3
The third limitation advanced is the fact that effective radio
teaching

requires

vidual pupil.

two teachers.

Eduoation

can be given to one.

,

!

•• p. 23.

is something to be achieved, not something that

All ohildren are different and radio programs,

22John W. Elwood,
23
~

The radio teacher cannot help the indi-

"Radio and the Three R's,"

OPe

cit., p. 21.

~I

I
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prepared

for average children, will not do equally wall for slow or bright

chil.dren.

Also, some children are eye-minded and some are ear-minded.

Radio pr ogr'ama should be more sucoessful with the latter group than with
the former.

24

summary
To summarize the ohief limitations of radio education seem to be:
1.

By its very nature, radio requires careful attention on the

part of the listeners and there is danger that important points may be
missed.
2.

In order to be really effective, the construction

programs must follow the principles
accepted

educational
3.

of showmanship rather than those of

practice.

Radio lessons make little or no provision for indivi.dual

physical. or mental differences
the programs

of radio

in the capacities of the pupils" for whom

are intended.

Throughout

any judgment of ra.dio education,

it nrust be always remem-

1

j

bered that radio is only a medium of communication.
ideas for sohool subjects.

It cannot create

It cannot prepare materials for teaohing.

It can only transmit what is prepared for it by teaohers and others.

I

all fairness.
trial.

In

it must be noted that radio education has never had a fair

It has either been done dj.ffusively as by the chai.ns without enough

close connection

24Char1es

of broadcaster

and the audience, or it has been done by

N. Lischka. "Radio and the Schools,1t ~tion

n (December 8, 1932), p. 107.

by Radio,
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inadequate 1""..1 schOolS of ~b& .. ir.

Never he.s it b.en done under favorent
able cond~tion. with adequate f ..cilitie•
and .uffici
financial backing.2S
That radio is being uBed with inCreased interest
It.

is quite gonerally ..greed.

future ,,1.11prcbably depend on hOWit is considered.

'roMhers whose

thinking is circumscribed by custom and ~he textbook may .ee in radio just
another

means

for doing the same old thing..

a means of accomplishing ._
were difficult
its utili.atio •
n

Those who look upon radiO ..s

of the important objectives which previously

or impossible of at~nt

....y see -

opportunities for

Unbiased judgment is necessarY· All radiO ..sks is ..

fair trial.
25 • II. parrOW. "ProblB

Radio Broadoasts,~'

2P.

o~.,

of the superintendent in Co_etion
p .. 58.

with
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CHA.PrER IX

FACTOR::; IN FUTURE DEVELOPM!<;N'f

While this research

is concerned with a re~rospective

study of

radio education and a critioal evaluation of its worth to the public
schools,

it was thought advisable

development.

to ino!ude this chapter on future

This inclusion is justified on the grounds that because

radio education

is

80

young, its past, present and future developments

are very closely knit together.

Another justification might be advanced

that radio projeots in tho schools are still in the experimental
and are dependent

stage

on many salient problem factors for suocessful oon-

sUllUllation. These problems have been realized but only the future will
offer adequate
destined

solution.

We are beginning to realize that radio is

to affect the scope and progress of eduoation.

confident

that they possess materials

Educators are

of high potential value but are

aware that to date they have not in the main presented these materials
effectiveq.

l'here are many cirownstances

to be reckoned with before

radio may' make its own peoular contribution
effieicn~.
important

to education with :maximum

~his chapter hopes to point out what some of the most
of these problems are.
Enlisting

Proressional

Interest

It was pointed out earlier in the disoussion

that the attitude of
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t¥o

teacher was a d.terr.nt factor in the past dev.lopment of radio .duo~

tion.

This same attitude must

developments.

be

r.ckonedwith

in contemplating future

It i. g.nerally agro.d that the teaoher should cooperate

with a.Ll age".,ies tc dev.loP the pupil's Bense of personal responsibility
a. a """ber of the group in ,.,ich h. findB himBel£.

ThO teacher should

b. cOll8cientiou.J.y concerned in u.ing the pupil' s ne.dB, irrt;er.sts,aDd
exper-Lenoee in cooperative pJ.e,nnl.ng
BO as

helP him grow t""ord educano s
tional goalS. She is r.sponsible for providing .xperi. • that will
s
which always r.oogni ••
.nah1o the pupil to grow in ind.pendent aotion
to

that he is a responsible member of a grouPI tbatwill

acquaint bimwith

a vari.ty of .xperienoe• so that h. -...y deV.loP in thO ability to JIIlk.
ndent
wis. choic •• 1 and that will provid. for his ind.oe
••If-direoticn
in ••leoting such activities which will provide for gr_h
in the right
t
dir.ction.
It baS boon olaimed that radic is a mo. important eduoal
tiona1 instrument for providing such experienoes.

As a general rule, toachers are ansious to proVide such .xporie"".s
for their pupil. but manY fail to see hoW radiO can aooDmP+ish so muoh

.0

for the .ducative pr.c•••• schcol broadcasting is
r.lativ.ly DBW
that educational practice. has not ab.crbed it into the .chool. conrs
vinoing evidence that radio has value is lacking. TeacbO
arB con.ervativ., fcr the most pert, but are usually

open-minded.
and

A signif'i-

1 • Ir.ne JohnSon, "The Hodic in Teaching Fi£th
siXth Grad.
M
Bnglish ••; 'rho El ....ntary E~
Review, XIV (Jen""ry, 1931). p. 25.
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cant research

project which will be carried on by Wisconsin University

during the next two years may have far-reaching
proposes

results.

This prpjeot

to study the value of radio as an aid to olassroBm instruction.

The plan provides for a staff of radio specialists and educators,

II
(

l

with faoilities

for experimPnts,

tive evaluation.

demonstrations,

Through oareful observations,

school visits, and objectests, and measurements

an attempt will be made to discover the place of radio in the school and
to appraise

its importanoe

is financed

by a speoial grant and is backed by the interest and support

of leading educational
Department
Regents

in c!assroam eduoation.

agenoies of the state.

of Public Instruction,

and state broadcasting

departments

objeotives

The evaluation

These include the ~tate

the State Board of Norma! School

station VfHA, in addition to various

of the university.

with definite

This research projeot

Experimental

broadoasts will be set up

in harmony with those of olassrohm instruction.

will be in terms of the realization

of those objeotives.

During the first half year the research projeot will be concer-ned mainly
with preliminary

studies, planning and preparation

casts and setting up tho maohmnery for evaluation.
education

await eager~

serious attempt
Evidenoe
.to experiment

of experimental
2

Students of radio

the results of this experiment.

tor~valuate

broad-

It is the first

radio in terms of educational aims.

of radio's value will be useless unless te~ohers are willing
in their own classrooms.

The future of radio is not in the

hands of researoh workers but is at the meroy of educational

2Announoemant

in ~duoation

interests.

by Radio. VII (October. 1937), p. 47.
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:rhese very interests
concepts

should be the leaders in modernizing

and practices.

long the conception
implanting

this is not always the case.

of educatd on as a more or less mechanical

systematically

of educators.

Unfortunately

educational
Too

process of

organized information has pervaded the thinking

As long as this concept of education persists, the radio

cannot properly define its purpose and place in the process of education.
gducation

by radio calls for men and women who have the pioneer spirit,

who are well endowed with imagination,

initiative and courage.

This is

no field for teachers who are unwilling or unable to lay aside tradition
and to try new and difficult things, but it is an interesting and prmmisiug field.
I<'inance
In this problem of adapting radio to education,
practical
expenses

problems to be concerned.
of broadcasting

of broadcasting
reduced.

SOIne one must pay the very high

and arranging

suitable programs.

The costs

are large and there are no signs that they are to be

How to support schools of the air has been a puzzling question

ever sinoe their inoeption.
has been lar~ly
Neither

there are some

Up to the present radio in the public schools

financed by the radio industry or by private enterprises.

of these plans bas been especially

suooessful in the progress of

radio eduoation.
Three plans have been proposed as suggestions
school broadcasts,
casting indutry.

for the financing of

First, that fi nanoial support come from the br~adThis is not acceptable

to educational

leaders for ma~
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reasons.

The most important of these is the fact that the first obliga-

tion of broadoasting

stations is to the oommercial

duce the inoome enabling them to exist.
broadcasters

interests which pro-

It is obvious that cownercial

oannot take over sohool programs.

America has always been

and should continue to be zealous in maintaining

the independenoe

of tthe

achoo Ls and the rel.iability of the instruotion.3

While broadcasting

stations have been most generous in contributing

time for educational

programs,

but. in most cases. these programs have been prepared under the

close supervision

of educational

leade~s.

~here is no evidence the radio

stations might produce in£erior programs.

On the contrary. programs pro-

duced under the direction
~he American

of radio stations have been quite successful.

School of the Air is one of these.

fair to ask the broadcast
finanCing

industry to unselfishly

However. it is not quite
assume the burden of

school programs.

The second plan proposes financial
system of oontrol

of radio.

support from taxation under a

This is the system operating thrcughout

most of Europe and the system almost always held up as the alternative
to thes system operating

in this country.

nance in this proposal.

Politioal control of ~

tiona is frowned

on by the poeple.

I<'urthermore. experienoe
with appropriations

~here are elements of repugof the sooial institu-

This is espeoially

true of the schools.

has shown that the gover:runenthas not been generous

for educational

3UA Basis for Cooperation."
(Deoember • .1.936).p. 47.

purposes.

l!:ditorial.in h;ducation by Radio. VI
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The third plan proposed
I'hd.a is perhaps

be followed.
schools

the best proposal advanced but it is the lea.st likel.y to

Here and there throughout

financed

by priv·ate f'unds;

lOOnt is the financing
feller Foundation.
education

is financial aid from private endo~uent.

rhe one ounarancn.ng example of endow-

of' the Cleveland

Yfuat

"the country there are e. few local

schoo l of the Air by the Rocke-

the future of the financial

will be is i possible to forecast.

situation

in radio

It is only safe to hope

the.t some day sohools of the air will have adequate finmc ing ..
Sponsorship
It is interesting
progran~
casts.

commercial
This question

heated debate.

and Propa.ganda

that the one method of financing most of our home
sponsorship

-- was not suggested for school broad-

of' a commercial

An editorial

sponsor has been the cause of much
4

in The Nations Schools for January, 1930

makes the f'oll01~ng very positive

statements:

One of the funotions of education is to train the gr owang mind to a
thorough understarding of logic and to enable it to reason out all problems
tl1at will in adulthood have to be faced. To poison the minds of children
with false or antiquated statements ..most of them not founded upon anything stronger than the propagandist's prejudice, is perhaps the most pernicious practice of the professional exhorter whose daily bread depel1ds
upon his ability to force his bia.s upon obher s , The schools must be kept
free from all propaganda and it is the duty of the superintendent to protect
the ohildren from it.

These opponents
of introduoing

of commercially

sponsored programs see only the danger

the v~ong kind of propaganda

doe a not bear out this contention.

The commercial

to please the tea.cher and the pupils.

4

P. 74.

into the sohools.

Experienoe

groups have been anxious

Two vi.tal questions should be weighed
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oarefully

in regard to all sponsorships;

be a rightful
question

one is that the aim of the sponsor

one from the viewpoint of the schools and the other the

of when has the sponsor obtained his objective.5

has the wisdom

to omit long; sales +a Ike , he may deve Lop much good will.

Mr. william

S. Hedges in an article entitled. "Commerctial SponsorProgr'ams ," presents an opposing view on this question

ship of Educational
of sponsorship

If the sponsor

in the following words:

Some educators are horror stricken with the thought that the name
of' a oommercial sponsor might be heard by the schoo L children. .Anything
of a oommercial aspeot is not fit to enter the schoolroom. some of the
respected members of the profession declare. After all what is education.
but a preparation 9f life. It is impossible to remove all idea of a
oommercial world even if this were desirable"
No one has ordered the
publisher to 'take his name off the textbooks.
Some of the furniture is
stamped with the manufacturer's nwne. Unless the commercial advertising
is given paramount importance. there can be no serious objection to comnwrcial sponsorship of radio broadcasts for classrooms.6
Conversation
children

with teachers on this subject revealed the opinion that

are not hurt by reference to commercial

casts not intended primarily

for the schools.

products. even in broad-

One teacher made the state-

Il)3ntthat children are so used to hearing advertising

in their home listen-

ing that their ears are trained to cease functioning

during the "commercial"

and begin operations

when the program is resumed.

not has not been determined

1!iliether
this is true or

but it would seem that if to have radio programs

5

B. H. Darrow. "Laaaon Difficulties of Schools of the Air,lt Eduoation
on the Air. Columbus:
Ohio State University. 1930. P.90
6In Education

P. 48.

on the Air.

Columbus:

Ohio state University.

1930.
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for schools requires
ship of reputable

it, educators

organizations

should not hesitate to accept sponsor-

or conoerns.
Administration

Closely
tration

allied to the question of finance is the problem of adminis-

and control of radio education

that the Federal
been advanced.

Govermnent

in the public schools.

take charge of educational

Such a proposal may be dangerous

complaint

systems

t3f

'reachers must remember

ocri ty.

broadcasts,

of the educational

strip the students of

might tend to level educational

methods to medi-

from which teachers may make a

proposal that the individual

broadcasts

to a lesser degree.

state broadcasts

Who would be available

.

chains of sta t 10n8.

of national

educational

of

leaders in education,
notwork broad-

programs broadcast

over

7

plan. of oontrol which has been porposed

Ibid •• p. 49.

although

would have the added limitation

for either the Federal Government

casts or for cOml'nercially sponsored

Another

states could take care

is subject to the same criticism,

being unable to command the cooperation

7

is becomi~g cut

of the best.

The alternative

nation-wide

There',

To have Federal control of radio

There should be ll18l'lY programs

selection

education

In

this and see that the individual

traits of the pupils are not stifled.
educational

of education.

enough that our method of education

and dried and that standard
individuality.

broadcasts have

for many reasons.

the first p.Lace, it is a step in the standardization
is already

Suggestions

is to have a ohain
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of stations

linked up with educational

institutions

nation to take charge of the broadcasts.
would come from the educational

in various tarts of the

The chief objection to this plan

institutions no+ chosen.

the right to demand the same advantage

'fhey would have

of advertising themselves on the air.

Dr. W. C. Bagley thinks that perhaps he ultimate solution will be
found in having local schools of the air present those subjects which are
of particular
city school

intereat.

'rhese would be under the administ-.ration of the

officials working

There could be regional

schools of the air in which there would be a fair

amou~t of standardization
appeal.

in cooperation with the local station.

of subject matter w~ich has a more general

These could be controlled

council of several states working
economy and efficiency.
wide schools
difficult

types of dramatizations

these two, there should be nation ..

the foremost authorities.

nation-wide

the more

requiring the best dramatic talent.

and, in general, the personalities

smaller organizations
existing

in close cooperation, in the interests of

Supplementing

of the air presenting

great archestras

by state boards of education or by a

and groups which the

would find impossible to obtain or finanoe.

The

ohains may find it their function to present work

of this type.8
The ideal plan of control of radio education has not been realized.
}!';ducationis a oumulative
goals are set up.

Sv;.
the Air.

pnocess.

As soon as the ideal is reached. new

It is well that the ideal system of radio eduoational

C. Bagley,
Columbus:

1\ An Evaluation
of Schools of the Air," Education
Ohio state University, 1931. P. 241.

on
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control
tional

has not been reaohed.
instrument

Lhis will help to preserve this naN educa-

from depreciation

in its value to the publio sohools.

The Use of tihortWave Reoeption
'l'herehave been some interesting

The most outstanding

in radio reception.
plished

fact of short wave reception

However,

a.ny mention

be wholly

conoeivable

in the past few years

of these are the already aocom-

and the experimentation

in television.

of the use of these two inventions must, of course,

speculative.

for the purohaae

developments

The use of short wave broadcasts

of a powerful and expensive reoeiving

in sohool calls
set.

It is hardly

that short waves will ever supplant the ordinary standard

wave or even be of great practical value to the ordinary educator.
ftUlction seems to be to supplement
extra-curricule,r
and usable

perhaps

Lnasmuch as they seem to become most powerful

hobby.

it is evident that their use as a supplement

is very limited.
something worthwhile

In their present
undependable

to regular

a thrill may be experienoed

and
9

heard but their practical value is doubttul.

state of development,

the short waves are erratio_
Of course, it JIlUstbe remembered

years ago, this very description would. have fit the radio

of that day.

wave reoeption

Ocoasionally

and often chokedliwith static.

that seventeen
reoeption

other uses of radio or as a pure~

in the United States during the earlier morning hours and in

the evening,
teaching

Their

What the next seventeen years may bring in short

is still an unknown

quantity in radio eduoation.

9Harold H. Rawley, "~duoation and the Short Waves," The school
~xeoutive, LV (June, 1936). p. 373.
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Television
~elevision.

an accomplished

faot with regular program sc}~dule8 in

.
mys te ry. 10
Lon d·on. r emaans the great ,Amerlca.n

times.

It . h as b een promised lII.alV

~he latest report is that television will be suocessfully

strated at the 'World Fair to be held in New York in 1939.
expense.

Because of its

it will probably be many years before the sohools could use it.

even after it materializes.
for educational

Of course. television would offer a new field

work by radio because it would use the eye as well as the

ear as the gateway to the brain.
superior

demon-

The eye is, in general, considered

to the ear as a channel of cmmmmication

and should not be neg-

lected if we wish to utilize fully the means of eduoation by radio.
Before television
worked

out.

is perfected

there are many technical problems to be

Before it can be successfully.

it must be perfected until it

is a device which may be used in the classroom under normal conditions.
Some Recent Developments
A recent

event has caused the educators allover

some serious thinking
casts.

Ihis momentous

about the future potentialitbs

1937 when the opening of the elementary

throughout

broad-

epidemic in the Ball of

schools in that city was postponed

Seven radio stations donated time in fifteen minute periods

the 'day. Six newspapers

to be broadcast,

of educational

event was the unique program devised by the Chicago

Board of l.!:duce.tion
during the recent poliomyelitis

severa! weeks.

the country to do

including

10"Television,"

carried a daily digest of each lesson

directions,

Education

questions ..and assignments for pupils.

by Ra.dio, VII (July, 1937), p. 33.
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these digests

served as texts in the absence of books.

Mathematics_
3B to ~

English, science, and social studies for grades from

inclusive Were the subjects chosen.

~eptember

13, at 7:16 A.M. with a health and physical education progrwn

which was a daily feature.
various

Broadoasting began on Monday,

Lessons in sooial studies and science for the

grades were given at intervals throughout the day, the last period

being from 6:45 to 7:00 P.M.
were given.

Wednesday's

nation contmnued
A committee
suitable

On 'ruesday lessons in t:rlglishand mathematics

programs were the same as Monday's and the alter-

throughout

the week.

11

of three was appointed in each subject to select material

for use ov'er the radio, to plan the continuity of the lessons,

and to be responsible

for the broadcast.

A committee of two prinoipals

was appointed

to listen in to all bros.doasts aDd to make suggestions for

improvement.

Pupils were instruc-eed to keep all of the work doa~ in

connection

with the radio lessons and present it to their teachers when

sohool opened.

A committee in each major subject was appointed to work

out a test to be given to the ohildren at that time.:

The results of this

test were planned to determine the credit each child should receive for
his work.

These same committees made provisions for make up work for

those children who did not have radios, or who were kept outside of
Chicago

during the epidemio.

listening

It was estimated that the number of ohildren

1
to the radio and using the newspaper texts was about 315.000. 2.

11

News Item in Education

12~.

by Radio. VII (October, 1937), p. 45.
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The CIlicago Board of Education is convinced that the plan was followed
by both parents and children with earnestness and enthusiasm.
teachers~

Sixteen

called in to supplement the staff at the central office~ were

unable to take care of all the calls received from parents who were distressed that they could not get a certain station on the radio and some
child had missed a lesson~ or beoause some speaker had given directions a
little too fast and the ohild did not understand them.
were ansv~red

on the first day of broadcasting~

were added the next day.
National
broadoast

Broadoasting

Judith Waller, educational direotor of the

COL~any oentral division, believes the emergenoy

desoribed

Mrs. B. F. Langworthy,
the series of broadoasts

that the broadoasting
of a i.eleagured oity."
V~t

and five extra teaohers

may point the way to a closer cooperation between education and

the radio intereat.
Magazine

Many questions

editor of the Parent-Teacher
as "one of the finest services

oompanies could have rendered to the school children

13

impetus the Chicago experiment will give to school broadoasting

is quite speoulative.

Certainly education by radio is growing rapidly.

number of states have stations of their awn.

A

Others are mobilizing their

forces to secure their rights on the air and are mapping out programs
looking forward to the day when one of the most important eduoational
institutions

II.

in the state will be its radio broadcasting

l3N6Ws Item in the Indianapolis
P. 26.

Sunday

star,

14

station.

Sept. 26, 1937.

l4Joy Elmer Morgan, liThe Use of Radio in Education,"

Ope

Part

cit., p , 21.
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Mr. B •

makes

a, varrow, an enthusiastio

advocate

of radio in the schools

a very bold prediotion.

I see the day when all schools will be equipped with radio.
I
expeot to see the day, not many years hence. wlle.u"vlevision will make
it possible to bring the visual world to the classroom.
Then ever~y
American cnild may tour the world without leaving his classroom.
He may
know the world as definitely as understandingly as omy the oonfirmed
globe trotter has ever been able to know it. and this compl~~~ tU~ ~atisfying pieoe of teaching will be the most productive and the J.east expensive
that the world has ever knovm.15

~!hether suoh a propheoy

,

actuality

is not our concern

is merely a dream or may some day be an
at this time.

I

that radio as a foroe in eduoation

I

it has progressed

I

in the introduction

I
I
I

new projeots

measure, wholly
It is

will go much farther in the future than

up to the present
of new practices.

unprepared

It is only safe to conjecture

time.16

Very often education

Many unskilled

and muoh oondemnation

to be hoped that radio may so oommand

we shall not use it unthinking ~ am
from it.

ing with mwdmum.

effectiveness

J.5B• H. Darrow.

uRadio

as an educative

Frequently- a

because of bungling

our respect

unprepared

This would only retard its progress

per-eons rush into

results.

sound and froi tf'ul. is abandoned

suffers

hands.

and best power that

to get the best results
and prevent it from performdevice.

-- A new '.roolin 15duoation." OPe cit •• p. 128 •

.1.6J. J. Tigert, aRadio in the Amerioan scnoo l, Sys·tem," 'rhe Annals of
the l'I.Ioorioan
AcadeSi of' .PoJ.itioal and soolal ;:;oianoe,CXJ.,Il(MarOh, 1929),
p. 7 J..
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CUNCLUSIUN~AND RECU~NDATIONS

TO the student

Its potentia!
ation.

of radio education. the subjeot is most fasoinating.

uses are so numerous and varied that it captures the imagin-

The subject

is so .large and possesses so many ramifications

that

only a very sma Ll, phase 01' the subject has been considered inthis research.

'rne investigation
authorities.

has endeavored

limiting

itseli'to

to report faithfully the findings of many
the subject under consideration.

A brief

summary will, perhaps, help to give the reader a quick survey of the contents of the thesis.
Perhaps future students of' radio education wi~l refer to the periOd
be~/een

1920 and 1940 as the per~od 01' exploration

tional broadcasting.

in the story of eduoa-

During this period the world has been radio reception

evolve from the ohaos of' jumbled sound to the refined se!eotivi~
Likewise,
efforts
air.

of'today.

during that period sohool programs have developed from the feeble
of the early experiments

Reliable

to the present sucoessful sohools of the

data is not a.vailable but t~e guess rre.ybe hazarded that

there is some ittadioeduoation

being oarried on by80I1le schools in praoti-

cally every state in the union.
f;ducators have been oompelled
attempted

to formulate

to reokon with this new foroe and have

some objeotives

for its use.

In considering objeo-
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tives, the respeotive

viewpoint

of the teacher. pupil, school administrator,

general publio and radio industry are worthy of oonsideration.
oative devioe educators

agree that radio should supplem.ent olassroom teach-

ing, oreate pupil interest,
outlook and intelleotual
Radio edu~ation
predictions

oonoentration

and se.Lr-aotivity, broaden pupil

oulture and to serve the cause of education.

has failed, in many respeots,

made for its use.

been an important

As an edu-

to live up to the early

~he attitudes ot the olassroom teachers Bas

faotor in the progress of radio instruotion.

Some teachers

fear thet radio will do to eduoation wha:t the machine has done to industry.
However,

the majority

never supplant

of authorities

are firm in the belief that it will

the efforts of the olassroom teaoher but it will f'unction

most effectively

as a suppl'3mentary device.

f4hen radio is looked upon as a. means for enabl:Lng educators to accomplish some of' the important
impossible

of attainment,

themselves.

objectives whioh previously were diffioul'b or

many oppor'l;unities for its utilization

It enables the teacher to break down, to a degree, the

lation 01' the olassroom.
musio for eduoational

It makes possible the marshalling

purposes.

It ma,lres impossible

':[

a~

question.

I

the breadth

effective

of drama and

who are shaping the

the closed mind that hears but one side of

The use to which radio is put reflects in no small degree
of our eduoational

thinking.

There has been some oontroversy
oome advooate

100-

It brings to the pupils at their desks

a first-haJld oontaot with the great personalities
World.

present

it as a direct-teaohing

on the use of radio in the sohools.
devioe but many more olaim its most

service will be as an instrument

for "integral enriohment.1i

In
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addition

to regular

programs

cer·t;;~inextra-school
Another

intended for school consumption.

broadcasts which may contribute

there are

to this enrichment.

use proposed for radio is to teach pupils standards for evaluation

of the programs
suggestions

they receive in their ~

homes.

have been made for the part radio shouJ.d,,,,play
in cll18S instruovaaue seems to be derived from i-tsuse in rural

tion. the most effioient

:rhere it may be used as an effeotive

areas.

VVhile many interesting

supervisory

instrument.

It

is hoped that radio will raise the standards of teaching in the rural
schools.
It oannot be denied that radio is being used quite !ar~~
throughout
reoeived

the United :states.

In some cases naximum benefit is being

frlhm suoh instruotion

but in too many instances radio is not

functioning

as it should.

have come some theories
:rhey reiterate

If her attitude

it is wrong
neacner-a ,

users of radio instruction

on the mmst effeotive

use of this pcwrerful devioe.

emphasis that the classroom teacher

role in the ultimate

is one of indifference.
In this conneotion

use radio at all.
participation

From suocessful

with ever increasing

plays a most important

success of eduoation by radio.

it would be better if she did not
Gline M. Koon states that the aotive

of the local classroom teaoher

is so important that perhaps

to refer to the speakers at the microphone

as broadcasting

l)erhaps it mighy be better to call them radio assistants to the

classroom

teachers.

-ehe whole

job

thinkers

by schoolB

01'

~here are a few entllusiasts who seem to think that

teaohing may be done over the aj_r. but more conservative

regarC1 the oJ.a.ssroomteaohera'

factor contributing

partioipation

to the success of practically

as an essential

every radio lesson that
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is intended

for 8ohool use.

.1.

Lhe teaoher, who is tully cognizant 01' what ahe expects radio to do
for her, is confronted

with the task 01' choosing programs whioh will

assist her in realizing
variety

her fonaulated

of prog am presentation.

particula~

There is quite a

Not all types may be adapted to the

grade and subject for whioh they are intended.

may be roughly
directed

objectives.

classified

under seven general headings:

aotivltj.es, (3) aotuality broadcasts,

(6) musiC, and (7) dramatis&tions.
among broadcasting

authoritios

Radio programs
(1) talks, (2)

(4) dialogues,

(5) debates,

While '3'hereis no common agreeIOOnt

as to tho best mode of presentation,

they

seem to agree that tl~ radio talk is the least suited for school use and
that the dramatization

is most effective.

The faotor of adequate
radio in the schools.
torium

equipment

is important

in effective use of

:.:>everal
tppes as, central control systems, audi-

sets, and individual

roceivers

'D each

olassroom are in use.

Most users seem to agree that the latter type is tho most successful.
Any educational
submitted

device, worthy of use in the sohools, should be

to some critioal evaluation.

of. tho Montana

~~. Boyd F. Baldwin, chairman

:.:>tate
Kadio Committee made a study of radio as an eduoa-

tional device.;:: In considering
mental functions

radio's oontribution

whmoh constitute

to each of the six

improV9llsnt of individual eonduc'ti

lCline M. Koon, The Art of Teaohing by Radio._ Washington:
states Government Printing Office.
19~3_ p. 66.
Z Boyd

F. Baldwin,

"Radio as a Classroom

Device,"

OPe

United

oit., p. 38.
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the general aim of education -- lilir. Ha.Ldwin
oonoludes that radio is an
exoe.Llent assistant

in the acquisi"cion of knowledgeand the development

of sooial compeeence
, He classifies

it as a goodaid in building the

individual's

ability

to solve problems and in developing creative activity

and esthetio

exper Ience, while in the aoquisition of skills

its utility

is

only ~.air.
Investigation
only

B light

partioular

showedthat, while learning by the auditory route has

superiority

over the visual,

importance in learning.

the listening funotion is of

Hov(ever,the radio learning situation

has not been found to be superior to face-to-face instruotion.
value of radio is to inorease interest
information.

1'heohief

by adding variety and supplementary

Proponents of eduoation by radio agree that it is possible

for radio ourricula to be fashioned upon the ~rincipleB of learning and
it has been demonstrated that a majority of subjects may be taught effeotivel¥

by

radio.

~ubjects taught by radio are ranked inthoLfollowing

order as tp effectiveness:
sooial studies,

current events, geography, nature study,

musio, health,

literature.

soiences. nathematio8, and

foreign !anguagos.
'J.'urningfrom tho past to the future many problems are met.

It

would seem tlmt the whole question of radio education seemdto hinge on
the attitude

of education itself.

have disregarded it entirely,

,l!;ducatorshave been afraid of radio,

or have suffered from the old tradition

education which meant the individual touch.
for educational instruction,

in

Y~re radio bas been used

they have insisted upon the old plan of putting
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the "new wine in old bottles.'t3
process

of education

will experiment

:they seem to feel that time has tosted the

and it is not found wanting.

and seek the best conditions

It is hoped that sohools

for sohool broadcasting

far larger scale than at present. for only by widespread
full knowledge
practice.

be gained of the possibilities

That sohool broadcasting

evident but they cannot be realized

on a

experiment can a

of any new educational

has many possibilities
until the cooperation

is already
of the schools

is assured
In addition
of finance

to the attitudes

of education toward radio, the question

looms large in the future development

are two schools of thought

on this subject.

of radio education.

One supports the plan ofcOJll-

mercial

sponsorship.

present

the most common plan in use is sponsorship

'rhe progress

There

the other group deories with horror such a plan.

At

by the broadcast industry.

of radio educa.tion is largely due to the generosity of this

group.
Many reconunemations
in the public schools.
of cooperation
duplication

Even under thenexlsting

between the various

of effort.

superintendents

have been made for improving

conditions,

there is need

schools of the air to prevent wasteful

Perhaps in the future at an annua I meeting

of schools there can be Bome discussion

should be presented

by the air schools.

should be a meetinG

of representatives

3

radio education

It. G. Jones. "Distributing
LV (October, 1935), p. 51.

of

of what material

Then, after this meeting,

there

of the various schools of the air

]:<';ducation
by Radio." l'he School Executive ,
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at which

time it would be decided which groups were to present certain
4

of thoso suboeota

ohosen.

In deveJ.opm.ent of radio for education
quality

to be considered.

80hoo16

no teaoher

obliged

tompertorm.

there

there is the problem of the

Under the orowded conditions

of the ordinary

can be master of all tl~ various tasks which she is
In a school of the air, which reaches

is no place for unprepardedness

must be thoroughly

prepared.

must be anticipated

The stabdards must be high.

and provided for.

out, tested, redeveloped,

and low standards.

large mmbers,
rhe radio teacher
Difficulties

Material must be developed, tried

and jJerfeoted.5

Five years ago, Mr. Joy ramer Morgan advanced certain standards
and recommendations

for radio programs for sohools.

It is interestinC

to note that the ideas be advanced then are still being considered by
serious thinkers

on the subject.

1. AdVertising in the form of sales talks or progress sponsored for their goodwill value must not be brought into the school.
2. School programs oan best be administered on a local,
state basis ra.ther than on a national basis.

regional

and

3. The schools must have their full t~
day and evening.

chaxulels, both

4. rhe a.otual management of educational broadcastiOg will
specific staffs oarefully trained for that work. Hadio broadcannot be done effectively as a sidel.ine. It is a full time,

require
casting

~I'f.

5

C. Bagley,

nAn .!!:valuationof Schools

of the Air." OPe cit., p. 241.

Joy '.!!:lmer
Morgan, "r.;ducation by Radio,' ADDRESsES AND Prooeedings
of tho National Education Associatimn, 19310 pp. 449-450.
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highly technical occupation.
The people who do this work should be broadly
trained in education and psychology.6
'1'0

assist

educational

in this process of writing, producing and broadcasting

programs

that are both interesting and authentically

tive, a radio workshGp

has been established at the Ohio State University.

More of these workshops
grwmwriters.

informa-

are needed to train future broadcasters

and. pro-

It is hoped that in the future no sohool broadcasts will

be put on the air without benefit of the techniques of some.madio workshop.
If wortmvhile
teachers

programs are to be assured, it follows that classroom

should be trained

in their use.

should present courses in the techniques
There are two final reoommendations
concensus

of opinion of most educators.

More teacher training sohools
of teaching by radio~
which seem to represent the
The first is that broad-

casting for olassroom use should be more Closely integrated with the
curriculum.

This would seem to imply that the broadcasting

be done by local stations for particulae
national

broadcasting

school systems and not by

systems for general school use.

tion is that classroom broadcasts
more exactly evaluated.

would best

The seoond sugges-

should be more carefully controled and

Techniques

for this purpose appear to involve

a more careful forluylation of objectives ,a more precise determination
of changes

in pupil behavior because of the broadcasts,

evaluation

of the results achieved

6Joy :h:lmerMorgan,

in terms of the accepted Objectives.7

"The Use of Radio in Bducation,1t OPe cit., p. 21" ff.

7"The l!:duoational Broadoasting
1937), p. 3.

VII (January,

and a soientifio

Conference."

Education by Radio.
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~~. John W. Studebaker,

United ~tates Commissioner

of Education,

has offered six goals for the use of radio in the service of edu ation
during the next ten years.8
First:
The vigorous development of educational radio producing
groups.
By 1946, there should be several thousand competent school and
college students producing high grllde pr ograma regularly on both looal
oommercia! and eduoational stations.
Second: There must be further cooper~ion between educators
and broadoasters through the Federal Radio Education Committee. 'fhiswill
require faith on the part of all concerned and adequate finanoes for investigation and research definitely planned to clear away the obstacle in the
development of education by radio.
Third: Further experimentation and•.demonstration in educational
radio by the Office of Education and expansion of its service to aid
national, state, and local agencies interested in the problem.
Fourth:
Develo~nent of practioal training faoilities for educators responsible for oreating educational radio programs or in using
such programs for instructional purposes.
Fifth: Establishment of shortwave stations by many local
systems to serve rural areas as well as city systems.
~ixth: More adequate support for existing educational radio
stations wi1;h an increase in their power and time to enable them to serve
a large clientele.
With inte~ligent
the existing
interested

applioation

of its foroes, with vigorous attack on

problems, with foresight

and cooperation

on the part of all

groups, it should be possible to find satisfactory solutions to

many of the obstacles which are delaying the fullest development of education by radio.

It is the anxious task of the present age to initiate a

new service, to preface the way for genius to solve the problems involved.
This may be done by courageously

faoing the task, by going ahead and making

171 ..

mistakes

and profiting

Vf.hether it will playa
educational

9

by them.

Radio is a new factor in education.

major or minor part in the ever moving drama of

history only time and experienoe will determine.

Seed has

been planted whioh should produoe even more fruit in years to come than
has yet been harvested.

9::>irWalford Davies. "Both Sides of the Miorophone."
Broadcatiliing Compa~_Hal~?_?.:>.k. 1929. P. 101.

British
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